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Chapter 1IntroductionAmong existing programming paradigms, in this thesis we concentrate on logic pro-gramming [97, 34] and its recent o�springs constraint logic programming [86] and itsdynamically scheduled variants [147, 56, 25, 127, 21, 35, 68, 55]. From the problempoint of view, logic programming, with its built-in search facilities, the power of thelogical variable, a powerful set of dynamic data structures, and uni�cation as a general-ization of pattern matching, o�ers ease of programming for complex applications with astrong symbolic component. The two main perceived drawbacks of logic programminglanguages { speed and interfacing { have been minimized by recent progress in imple-mentation techniques. Prolog [34] compilers are available for all standard operatingsystems and interface well to these operating systems and to modules written in otherprogramming languages. From the performance point of view recent, WAM-based [151],implementations o�er quite good performance, certainly within an order of magnitudeof lower-level programming languages such as C, and often, when recently proposedoptimizations are applied, within a factor of two of such languages [133, 134, 146].Furthermore, it has recently been shown [144, 3, 72] that parallel logic programmingsystems can be built which preserve the speed of current sequential implementationsof logic languages in each processor, and can achieve an order of magnitude speedupon commercial multiprocessors. This already represents a faster execution than C. Ofcourse, parallelization of C would also achieve greater speed, but such parallelizationis simpler for a higher-level language.The constraint logic programming (CLP) paradigm [86] is a relatively recent pro-posal which has emerged as the natural combination of the constraint solving andlogic programming paradigms. This combination makes it possible to parameterize alogic-based language and its semantics by a choice of domain of computation and con-straints. In this context, traditional logic programming (LP) can be seen as an instanceof CLP in which constraints are equations over terms and the domain of computation is1



the traditional Herbrand domain with the well known uni�cation algorithm [132, 113].Thus, constraint logic programming signi�cantly extends the expressive power of logicprogramming to, for example, �nite domain and numerical problems, previously theturf of imperative languages.Another �eld which has caught the interest of the research community is the classof second-generation logic programming languages, such as IC-Prolog [25], MU-Prolog[127], NU-Prolog [147], Prolog-II [56], Sicstus-Prolog [21], Prolog-III [35], CHIP [68],SEPIA [55], etc. These languages provide a more exible form of goal scheduling inwhich computation generally proceeds left-to-right but in which some calls are dynam-ically \delayed" until their arguments are su�ciently instantiated to allow the call torun e�ciently. Such dynamic scheduling overcomes many problems associated with tra-ditional Prologs and their �xed scheduling. First, it allows the same program to havemany di�erent and e�cient operational semantics as the operational behavior dependson which arguments are supplied in the query. Thus, programs really behave e�cientlyas relations, rather than as functions. Second, the treatment of negation is sound, asnegative calls are delayed until all arguments are ground. Third, it allows intelligentsearch in combinatorial constraint problems. Finally, dynamic scheduling allows a newstyle of programming in which procedures are viewed as processes which communicateasynchronously through shared variables.It is important to note that the two extensions mentioned in the previous paragraphsare largely orthogonal. This becomes clear when considering logic languages as thecombination of two components: the logic component modeling the semantics of \pure"programs, and the control component specifying the computation procedure under aspeci�c control-ow strategy. While the CLP paradigm a�ects the former, dynamicscheduling a�ects the latter. Thus, both extensions can coexist, as exempli�ed bymany real languages [56, 35, 68].Unfortunately, both extensions have performance problems. The e�ciency of CLPprograms can be better than that obtained by an equivalent program written in amore conventional language when the program can take advantage of constraint-basedpruning of the search space. However, CLP systems are still slower than required formany real applications, due both to the high number of constraints to solve and tothe cost of the constraint solver algorithms. Additionally, the expressive power is paidfor in terms of e�ciency with respect to traditional logic programming systems whenrunning typical (i.e.,Prolog) logic programs. Dynamic scheduling also implies a non-trivial cost. Goals, if a�ected by a delay declaration, must be checked to see whetherthey should delay or not. Variables upon whose values the execution of a goal dependsmust be tagged accordingly. Upon variable binding, it is possible that delayed calls2
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1
( peter, z ) :- ...  crew

2
( peter,z ) :- ...

navigator( peter ) pilot( z )

?:- crew( peter, z ).
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AND-P

Figure 1.1: Or- and And-Parallelism in Logic Programsmust be woken or put in a \pending" list, so that they are woken before the next goalis executed. Also, few register allocation optimizations can be performed for delayedgoals. Finally, additional space needs to be allocated for delayed goals until they arewoken [20].Such performance limitations, combined with the increasing acceptance of theselanguages, have motivated a growing interest in the application to such languages ofthe many optimization techniques which have been shown to be useful in the context ofLP. The objective of this thesis is to extend the applicability of such optimizations, andin particular the parallelization techniques, to the context of dynamically scheduledconstraint logic programming languages. In doing this, and since it seems that thee�ectiveness of most of such optimizations depends on the information gathered bydata-ow analyses, we will devote a signi�cant part of the thesis to the extension ofdata-ow analysis techniques, and in particular those based on abstract interpretation,to the new kinds of languages being considered.1.1 Parallelism and Logic ProgrammingThe two main types of parallelism which can be exploited in logic programs are wellknown[36]: (1) and-parallelism and (2) or-parallelism. Several models have been pro-posed to take advantage of such opportunities (see, for example, [54], [131], [8], [78],[99], [156], [64], [153], [144], [3] and their references). The following classical exampleand Figure 1.1 (taken from [81]) serves to illustrate where parallelism is available:crew(x,y)  navigator(x), pilot(y).crew(x,y)  mechanic(x), pilot(y).As can be seen in Figure 1.1 there are two alternative ways to try to satisfy thegoal crew(peter,z) corresponding to the two clauses in the de�nition of crew/2. It ispossible to have di�erent processors proceed simultaneously with such alternatives. The3



resulting parallelism is called or-parallelism. Thus, or-parallelism corresponds to theparallel exploration of branches in the derivation tree corresponding to di�erent clauseswhich match a given goal. This kind of parallelism is specially useful when solving non-deterministic problems, i.e., problems whose solution involves a large amount of search.From the problem point of view, or-parallelism corresponds to looking for alternativesolutions to the problem in parallel.Consider now the execution of one of the alternatives, for example crew1 in Figure1.1. Now, to satisfy crew1 both navigator(peter) and pilot(z) need to be satis�ed.Parallelism can also be achieved if these two goals are executed in parallel. This iscalled and-parallelism, i.e., and-parallelism refers to the parallel execution of the goalsin the body of a clause (or, more precisely, of the goals in a resolvent). And-parallelismmay appear in both non-deterministic and deterministic programs, and it correspondsdirectly to the more \conventional" view of parallelism present in other languages, assolving simultaneously independent parts of the problem.From the discussion above, it is clear that logic programs o�er great potentialfor parallelism and the temptation exists to directly make use of all this potential.However, it should be noted right away that exploiting parallelism in LP can in somecases result in a slow-down, which is in conict with the �nal aim of parallelism. In fact,and following [76], it is interesting to reect on what such ultimate objective is. Ournotion of parallel computation de�nes it as the simultaneous execution of di�erent partsof a computation by di�erent physical agents, and thus distinguishes it for examplefrom multiprogramming, i.e., from the interleaved execution of di�erent parts of acomputation by a single processing agent. While for example multiprogramming canbe useful for many purposes (for example, providing reasonable response times andapparent availability of the processing agent to various users of an operating system) thecentral usefulness of parallel execution is undoubtedly speed.1 Thus, when developinga parallel execution model for a programming language, and, in our case, for logicprograms, the above stated objective of achieving speed seems primordial.Therefore, and returning to our original point above, the purpose of the parallelexecution model should probably not be to achieve the maximum amount of paral-lelism (i.e., the maximum number of tasks available for parallel execution) but ratherto achieve the maximum speed, while, of course, computing the same solution (andperhaps preserving other user \observables" such as side-e�ects, if they are present).In practice, \maximum speed" may be di�cult to achieve or even de�ne, but simplerconcepts, such as ensuring \e�ective speedup" (guaranteeing that the parallel execu-1Note that, if speed is not an issue, parallelism can achieve the same e�ects as multiprogramming,but probably at a higher cost. 4



tion will be faster than the sequential one) or \no slow-down" (guaranteeing that theparallel execution will be no slower than the sequential one) can be used.Summarizing our discussion above, we argue that there are two objectives thatare highly desirable for parallel models in general, and parallel logic programmingmodels in particular: correctness and e�ciency [75]. By correctness we refer herein toa combined notion of soundness and completeness of the parallel execution with respectto the standard sequential execution. E�ciency can be understood at two levels: oneis preservation of the amount of work, which ensures speedup (modulo scheduling andcommunication overheads). The other, more lax, requirement is to simply ensure thatthe no slow-down property holds. In the rest of this document, and unless otherwisestated, we will refer to the latter when discussing e�ciency.Returning to the issue of exploiting parallelism in logic programs, the objective canthen be seen as determining which of all the opportunities for parallelism availableare really pro�table from the correctness and e�ciency points of view. It turns outthat when or-parallelism is considered, and if all solutions to the problem are desired,both correctness and e�ciency can be guaranteed [75]. This directly results from theinherent independence among the di�erent branches which are executed in parallel.This simplicity has contributed to the rapid development of parallel frameworks basedon the or-parallel models (see, for example, [152, 103, 102, 3, 144] and their references).The associated performance studies have shown good performance for non-deterministicprograms in a number of practical implementations [144, 3]. Furthermore, this kindof parallelism can be easily extended to CLP, as shown by the implementations of [69]and [115], and, presumably, to dynamically scheduled languages.On the other hand, guaranteeing correctness and e�ciency in and-parallelism is lessstraightforward. Furthermore, extending and-parallelism to the context of dynamicallyscheduled constraint logic languages is not a trivial task.1.2 And-ParallelismThe main problems which appear in and-parallelism are related to the fact that depen-dencies may exist among the goals to be executed in parallel, due to the presence ofshared variables at run-time. It turns out that when these dependencies are presentarbitrary exploitation of and-parallelism does not guarantee e�ciency, and, if certain\impure" predicates that are relatively common in Prolog programs are used, evencorrectness cannot be guaranteed.Assuming such a dependency among the set of goals to be executed in parallel isdetected, di�erent alternatives have been proposed to solve the problem. One possible5



approach is to execute the goals in parallel and in di�erent environments, generatingall solutions for each parallel goal, and later perform a join operation. This solution iscorrect for pure programs, but generally perceived as impractical due to the need foradditional intermediate storage and the generation of much additional work. This canin fact, at the limit, a�ect the completeness of the approach by transforming a �nitecomputation into an in�nite one.Another approach is to sequentialize dependent goals, as proposed by Conery [36].Thus, only goals which are independent are allowed to execute in parallel, the rest beingexecuted sequentially, preserving the order assumed by the sequential model. Thisapproach is usually referred as the independent and-parallelism model. The advantageof this model is that, as shown by Hermenegildo and Rossi [75], it has been proved toful�ll both the correctness and the e�ciency requirements and to be amenable to ane�cient implementation if combined with compile-time analysis [54, 78, 80, 95, 99, 155,71]. The main drawback associated with this model is that a loss of a certain amountof existing parallelism can be introduced since dependent goals are forced to executesequentially.Yet a di�erent approach is to run dependent goals in parallel. The variables thatare shared by the parallel goals are used as communication channels, and partial bind-ings of these variables are incrementally passed as streams from the producer to theconsumers. This approach is usually referred to as the stream and-parallelism model.The main drawback of this model is the problems appearing in the implementationof backtracking in the presence of non-determinism. Therefore, many systems whichexploit this type of parallelism give up the true non-deterministic search (\don't know"non-determinism) present in logic programming. These systems implement insteadcommitted-choice (i.e., \don't care") non-determinism: once the system commits to apath in the execution tree, it does not explore any other paths in the tree, and if thispath does not lead to a solution there is a global failure. While this approach is veryinteresting from the concurrency point of view, it is not as appealing for general pur-pose logic programming languages since \don't-know" non-determinism is regarded asone of the most interesting and useful features of logic programming. PARLOG [24],Concurrent Prolog [139], and GHC [148] are examples of committed-choice languages.More recently, some new and interesting approaches have been proposed. Two veryrelated approaches are the PNU-Prolog approach of Naish [128] and the Andorra modelproposed by D.H. Warren [9]. For the sake of brevity we concentrate on the latter, whichis based on the basic Andorra principle. This principle states that deterministic reduc-tions can be performed ahead of time and possibly in parallel. Thus, in this approachonly deterministic goals, or, more precisely, deterministic reductions, are allowed to run6



in parallel, aside from whether they are dependent or not. When no deterministic workis available, then a non-deterministic choice is made. The advantage of this model isthat it achieves essentially the same results as the committed-choice languages, whilepreserving non-deterministic search. The approach can in fact be seen as a restrictedform of the stream and-parallelism models, and it has been implemented in the \An-dorra" family of languages [9, 135]. The main drawback is that it also misses outon opportunities for parallelism, since it will not execute in parallel non-deterministicreductions, even if they are independent, as the independent and-parallel model can.Also, the low level synchronization required comes at the expense of sequential exe-cution speed. The approach used in PNU-Prolog, in which deterministic bindings areallowed to proceed in parallel (and goals delayed until they are deterministic) is con-ceptually very similar, the Andorra model reecting mostly a change of \granularity"with respect to this model.Another approach has been proposed by K. Shen [140] building on the work onindependent and-parallelism. The main idea is also to run independent goals in parallel.However, certain other goals are also allowed to run in parallel, provided their sharedvariables are marked as \dependent". Such dependent goals execute in parallel butsynchronizing at a �ner level through the dependent variables. The basic idea is tosolve the binding conicts by using a priority system at the binding level { bindingswhich would be executed �rst in the sequential model have a higher priority. Goals areallowed to run in parallel up to the point in which they try to bind a shared variable toa non variable term. At this point, only the goal with the highest priority is allowed tobind the shared variable, the rest being suspended, waiting for the variable to be bound.Note that in this model, in contrast to the one above, independent (both deterministicand non-deterministic) goals are allowed to run in parallel, and also independent parts ofgoal executions are allowed to run in parallel. The main drawback of this model, usuallyreferred to as the DDAS model, is the overhead represented by the management of thedependent variables and the priority scheme, and the additional complexity introducedin the implementation of backtracking.There are also models which combine several of the models above. In general and-parallelism can be combined with or-parallelism [95, 64, 135, 62, 142, 141, 63]. Muchcurrent work is also being devoted to combining models of and-parallelism based ondeterminacy and those based on independence [65, 154, 89, 76], to which we will returnlater.In this thesis we will focus on the extension to the more general context of CLPand dynamically scheduled languages of the independent and-parallelism model. Thereare several reasons for this choice. First, this model preserves the non-deterministic7



search lost in many stream and-parallelism models. With respect to the models whichsupport don't know nondeterminism and allow (dependent) deterministic goals to berun in parallel, both more and less parallelism can be achieved when using the inde-pendent and-parallelism model and thus the choice is in principle less clear. We chooseto study the independent and-parallelism model because, �rst, it allows us to ensurethat the no slow-down property holds, which, at least in principle, is not ensured indeterminacy-based models.2 Also, while the extension of the concept of determinacyto constraint, dynamically scheduled languages is in principle straightforward, the ex-tension of the concept of independence is clearly more involved and deserves furtherattention. Finally, we believe that the emphasis on independence does not detract inany way from also considering the other models, since the extensions that we will pro-pose for the independent and-parallelism model can be applied directly or indirectly tothem. For instance, all results will be of direct use in the DDAS model since, as pointedout by Hermenegildo [76], this approach can also be seen as an instance of the inde-pendent and-parallelism model, but applied at a �ner level of granularity, i.e., insteadof requiring independence at the goal level, it is required at the binding level. Also, aspointed out by King and Soper [96], for the stream and-parallel models, allowing allgoals to be run in parallel can in fact be ine�cient. Thus, in practice, a schedulinganalysis is needed to identify a partial scheduling of processes which is consistent withthe program's behavior. Such an analysis is essentially a dependence analysis simi-lar to the one developed for detecting independence. In addition, and as mentionedbefore, much work is being devoted to combining models of and-parallelism based ondeterminacy with those based on independence [65, 154, 89, 76], a combination whichcan only bene�t from a further understanding of the concept of independence. Finally,there is already evidence of much cross-fertilization among models: for example, theautomatic parallelization techniques by means of combining local analysis and run-timechecking with sophisticated data-ow analysis that will be presented in the next sec-tion, have also proved useful in the implementation of systems in which determinacy isthe parallelization principle [136].
2In fact, as shown in [76], the no-slowdown property can also be preserved when using determinacyas the parallelization principle, provided the principle is not also applied to the selection rule, as isdone in the models previously proposed. Note, however, that this particular notion of determinacysimply as a parallelization principle and separate from the selection rule is actually contained in theindependence rules that we will propose. 8



1.3 Independence, Automatic Parallelization and Data-Flow AnalysisAt this point it should be clear that the notion of independence is vital in parallelism. Itis the main parallelization principle in both the independent-and parallelism model andthe DDASmodel, and is included in the combined models recently proposed [154, 65, 89](sometimes referred to as the concept of \stability"). The concept of independencerefers to the conditions that the run-time behavior of the goals to be run in parallel mustsatisfy to guarantee the correctness and e�ciency of the parallelization with respect tothe sequential execution.If the parallelization is performed manually by the programmer, by means of alanguage that includes parallel constructs, his/her knowledge about the behavior ofthe program goals will be the basis for deciding if the goals satisfy the independenceconditions and thus can be run in parallel. However, this adds an additional dimensionof complication to the already complicated and bug-prone task of programming. Thebest programming environment would appear to be one in which the programmer canfreely choose between only concentrating on the conventional programming task itself(letting a parallelizing compiler uncover the parallelism in the resulting program) or,alternatively, performing, in addition, the task of explicitly annotating parts of theprogram for parallel execution. In the latter case, the compiler should be able to aidthe programmer in this task. Ideally, di�erent choices should be allowed for di�erentparts of the program. In any case, some degree of automatic parallelization seemsdesirable.It follows from our discussion that in and-parallelism, automatic parallelizationis related closely to the detection of some notion of independence. Therefore, thedependencies among the di�erent goals must be determined, and there is a relatedparallelization overhead involved. It is vital that such overhead remain reasonable.In the �rst models [36], such dependencies were in principle checked at run-time. Itturns out that such run-time checking can result in substantial overhead, related tohaving to consider all possible combinations of goals in all resolvents for parallelization,and also checking for the independence of each such combination. Furthermore, sinceindependence in general cannot be detected at run-time without executing the goals(it is de�ned in terms of the run-time behavior of the goals), the run-time tests arebased on quite restrictive su�cient conditions. While such conditions do guarantee theindependence of the goals, they may miss opportunities for parallelization. We refer tothis as a priori detection of independence.As an alternative, Chang et al [22], proposed performing independence detection9



exclusively at compile-time, by using data-ow analysis techniques, and thus avoidingany run-time support. This approach had the unquestionable merit of pointing in avery promising direction, but, as proposed, it had the drawback of being too restrictive,and thus often being unable to detect much available parallelism in programs. Aninteresting way of reducing such overheads, initially proposed by DeGroot [54] andfurther developed by Hermenegildo [78, 75], is to mark at compile-time selected literalsin the program for parallel execution and, when independence cannot be determinedstatically, generate a reduced set of e�cient parallelization tests, to be checked atrun-time. An alternative, proposed by Lin [100], was to avoid choosing a particularexpression at compile-time and performing a dynamic sequencing of the goals based ona bit-vector encoded dependency graph.The last approaches have the advantage of reducing the independence checkingoverhead with respect to fully dynamic models, while achieving more parallelism thanfully static models. However, they still su�er from the drawback that the conditionsthat are generated are often too costly to compute at run-time. This is due to thefact that at the time the above proposals were made, global data-ow analysis for logicprograms was in its infancy and thus the parallelization usually made use only of localanalysis { i.e., analysis of each program clause considered in isolation instead of aspart of a program. Furthermore, since these kinds of analyses could not infer accurateinformation regarding the run-time behavior of the goals, compile-time independencedetection was still based on the su�cient conditions which enable an a priori detection.A more e�ective approach, proposed initially by R. Warren et al [155, 77] anddeveloped further in [123, 19] is to combine local analysis and run-time checking with ahighly sophisticated data-ow analysis based on the technique of abstract interpretation[38]. This technique, initially viewed as only a theoretical exercise, was after sometime applied to logic programming [117, 50, 143], and shown to be quite useful inpractice [155, 77]. Since then, di�erent abstract interpretation-based analyzers havebeen de�ned for the independent and-parallelization task [26, 84, 125, 124] and someanalyses proposed in other contexts have also been found useful [143, 91, 50, 52, 53, 112].However, these preliminary studies must be completed by performing an exhaustivestudy of the importance of state of the art data-ow analysis tools in the automaticparallelization task.The introduction of sophisticated compile-time analysis in the parallelization pro-cess has suggested that the need for a strict \a priori" condition can be somewhatrelaxed, since the analysis can to some extent predict the behavior of the goals at runtime [74, 75, 19] (of course, the whole process is still \a priori," but we understandit to be less strict because of the need of a prediction of goal behavior). The task of10



such an analysis is to infer accurate information regarding the bindings of variables atrun-time, so that independence of the goals, in the most general sense, can be guar-anteed. When this kind of independence cannot be detected, the information will beused to simplify the tests as much as possible, based on a priori conditions, generatedfor run-time evaluation.1.4 Research GoalsThis thesis builds on most of the work presented in the previous sections with the �nalaim of extending the applicability of parallelism based on independence, as presentedin the work of Hermenegildo and Rossi for logic programs, to the more general class ofconstraint logic programs with dynamic scheduling. In doing this, our aim is also to fur-ther study the e�ectiveness of traditional global analysis and parallelization techniquesand extend such techniques to the new type of programs being considered.We will �rst extend the independence concept and the a priori conditions devel-oped for LP to the more general context of CLP and dynamically scheduled languages.Furthermore, we will show that generalizing independence to arbitrary CLP languagesand constraint solvers yields new insights into independence. Then we will perform anexhaustive evaluation of global data-ow analysis techniques in the automatic paral-lelization task. The results obtained from this experimental evaluation show that thee�ectiveness of the parallelization signi�cantly depends on the information provided byglobal data-ow analysis. Therefore, such analysis must be available in the context ofdynamically scheduled constraint logic languages.Regarding CLP languages, a few general frameworks have already been de�ned forthis purpose [108, 32, 12]. However, one common characteristic of these frameworks isthat they are either not implementation oriented or they depart from the approachesthat have been so far quite successful in the analysis of traditional logic programminglanguages. We will show how some of the techniques which have been used with greatsuccess in LP, and for which e�cient �xpoint algorithms have already been developed,can relatively easily be extended to the analysis of CLP programs. Regarding languageswith dynamic scheduling, it turns out that the global data-ow analyses used in thecompilation of traditional logic programs are not correct in this context. We will alsodevelop a framework for global data-ow analysis of logic languages with dynamicscheduling.
11



1.5 Thesis OverviewThe thesis is divided into two parts. Part I addresses the extension of the independenceconcept to the context of dynamically scheduled constraint logic languages. Part II isdevoted to the important enabling techniques of abstract interpretation based analysis.After introducing the notation and some background material in Chapter 2, Part Istarts with Chapter 3 where we extend the concept of independence to the more gen-eral context of constraint logic programming, give su�cient conditions that are easier todetect at run-time than the de�nition of independence, and prove the correctness ande�ciency of the approach. We argue that generalizing independence to arbitrary CLPlanguages and constraint solvers yields new insights into independence. In particular,independence has traditionally been expressed in terms of search space preservation butthis relationship has never been formalized. We show that search space preservationis, in the context of LP languages, not only a su�cient but also a necessary conditionfor ensuring correctness and e�ciency. Furthermore, such formalization shows that thegeneralized conditions for search space preservation are necessary but no longer su�-cient for ensuring the e�ciency of several optimizations when arbitrary CLP languagesare taken into account. The reason is that even if search space is preserved, the cost ofexecuting a set of primitive constraints may depend on the order in which those primi-tive constraints are considered. Thus, optimizations which vary the intended executionorder established by the programmer, such as parallel execution, can actually causeexecution to slow down. In order to ensure e�ciency, we must therefore consider anadditional issue { \independence of constraint solving" { which characterizes the prop-erties of the constraint solver behavior when changing the order in which constraints areadded. This issue has not risen previously because the standard uni�cation algorithmis independent in this sense for many practical programs and for the usual implementa-tion of the algorithm. However, in the more general context of CLP, constraint solverindependence need not hold.Chapter 4 performs a further generalization of the notion of independence in con-straint logic programs to the context of constraint logic programs with dynamic schedul-ing. We show that the traditional concepts of independence are not useful in this contextand propose new concepts of independence for constraint logic languages with dynamicscheduling. We propose several a priori su�cient conditions for independence and alsogive correctness and e�ciency results for parallel execution of constraint logic programsbased on the proposed notions of independence.Having de�ned the notions of independence needed and knowing that global data-ow analysis has proven to be a key technology in program parallelization, Part II of thedissertation is devoted to studying global data-ow analysis for program parallelization12



and generalizing it to deal with the languages under consideration.In Chapter 5 we perform an exhaustive study aimed at assessing the e�ectivenessof data-ow analysis tools in the task of compile-time automatic parallelization of logicprograms, based on strict independence detection. Five analyzers are studied: the ASubdomain of S�ndergaard [143] with the abstract functions presented in [26]; the Sharingdomain of Jacobs and Langen [84] with the abstract functions presented in [125]; theSharing+Freeness abstract domain and abstract functions de�ned in [124]; and the an-alyzers resulting from the combination of Sharing and ASub, and Sharing+Freeness andASub based on the reduced product approach of Cousot and Cousot [39], further devel-oped in [30]. Then each analyzer is evaluated in terms of its accuracy, i.e., its ability todetermine the actual dependencies among the program variables, its e�ciency, i.e., thetime taken by the analyzers for determining such dependencies, and its e�ectiveness,measured in terms of the ultimate performance of the parallelized programs, i.e., thespeedup obtained with respect to the sequential version. Our overall conclusion is thatglobal analysis based on abstract interpretation is indeed an e�ective and practical toolin this application.Chapter 6 deals with the issue of global data-ow analysis of constraint logic pro-grams. We show how some of the global analysis techniques which have been usedwith great success and practicality in LP, and for which e�cient �xpoint algorithmshave already been developed, can relatively easily be extended to the analysis of CLPprograms. The generalization proposed should be quite useful even beyond paralleliza-tion, since the associated optimizations performed in the context of LP (other thanparallelization) also appear equally applicable to the context of constraints. Indeed,the high cost of performing constraint satisfaction makes the potential performanceimprovements even larger and suggests opportunities for further optimizations.In the chapter we illustrate the point above by proposing a simple but quite generaland powerful extension of Bruynooghe's traditional framework [10] which makes it ap-plicable to the analysis of CLP programs. We also extend the framework to deal withnon-normalized programs and with passive constraints. Finally, we give correctnessconditions for the resulting framework. The objective is thus to fully specify a genericalgorithm for analysis of CLP programs. Then, using this generalized framework, wepropose a simple abstract domain, ConsD, and its required abstract functions. Thisabstract domain is aimed at approximating de�niteness information by determiningwhether program variables are de�nite, i.e., constrained to a unique value. The domainkeeps track in a compact way of sure dependencies among variables in order to accu-rately propagate de�niteness information. This analyzer has been implemented withinthe abstract interpretation system PLAI [121, 122, 16]. Results from this implementa-13



tion showing its e�ciency and accuracy are also presented.In Chapter 7 we develop a framework for global data-ow analysis of logic languageswith dynamic scheduling. This provides the basis for optimizations which removethe overhead of dynamic scheduling and promises to make the performance of logiclanguages with dynamic scheduling competitive with that of traditional Prolog. Thisincludes the automatic parallelization of such languages within the independent and-parallelism model.In doing this we �rst give a denotational semantics for languages with dynamicscheduling. This provides the semantic basis for our generic analysis. Second, we givea generic global data-ow analysis algorithm which is based on the denotational se-mantics. Correctness is formalized in terms of abstract interpretation. The analysisgives information about call arguments and the delayed calls, as well as implicit infor-mation about possible call schedulings at runtime. Finally, we demonstrate the utilityand practical importance of the data-ow analysis algorithm. We sketch an exampleinstantiation of the generic analysis which gives information about groundness and free-ness of variables in the delayed and actual calls. Information from the example analysiscan be used to optimize target code in many di�erent ways. In particular, it can beused to reduce the overhead of dynamic scheduling by removing unnecessary tests fordelaying and awakening and by reordering goals so that atoms are not delayed. It canalso be used to perform optimizations used in the compilation of traditional Prologsuch as: recognizing determinate code and so allowing unnecessary backtrack pointsto be deleted; improving the code generated for uni�cation; recognizing calls whichare \independent" and so allow the program to be run in parallel, etc. Preliminarytest results, given in the chapter, show that the analysis and associated optimizationsused to reduce the overhead of dynamic scheduling give signi�cant improvements in theperformance of these languages.Finally, Chapter 8 o�ers some conclusions and directions for future work.1.6 Main ContributionsWe now enumerate the main contributions of the thesis. Some of these contributionshave been previously published and developed in the context of collaborative work withresearches other than the thesis supervisor. The relevant publications and relationshipsare also speci�ed.� Generalizing the notion of independence to the context of constraint logic pro-grams. Showing that the traditional concepts of independence are not useful inthis context and proposing concepts of independence for constraint logic programs14



(weak, strong, and search independence). Proposing several a priori su�cientconditions for independence. Introducing the notion of solver independence andjustifying the need for it. Showing also the applicability of the concepts in otherapplications such as reordering and intelligent backtracking. (Part of this workwas done in collaboration with Kim Marriott, of IBM T.J. Watson Research Labsand Monash University and a summary was published in the 1993 InternationalLogic Programming Symposium [46].)� Showing correctness and e�ciency results for parallel execution of constraint logicprograms based on the proposed notions of independence. Establishing a rela-tionship between the new concepts of independence and the traditional ones forlogic programs. As a result, clarifying the relationship between independence andsearch space preservation in logic programs and also o�ering the most general formof (non-strict) independence proposed so far for traditional logic programming.� Generalizing the notion of independence in constraint logic programs to the con-text of constraint logic programs with dynamic scheduling. Showing that thetraditional concepts of independence are not useful in this context and proposingnew concepts of independence for such context. Proposing several a priori su�-cient conditions for independence. Showing correctness and e�ciency results forparallel execution of constraint logic programs based on the notions of indepen-dence proposed. (Part of this work was done in collaboration with Kim Marriott,of IBM T.J. Watson Research Labs and Monash University.)� Performing an exhaustive study of the e�ectiveness of global analysis in strictindependence-based automatic parallelization of logic programs, including an im-plementation of several domains and substantial improvement of an existing an-alyzer. This represents the �rst exhaustive study of the performance of globalanalysis in parallelization in terms of speedups. (Part of this work was done incollaboration with Francisco Bueno, of the Technical University of Madrid (UPM)with the help of other members of the CLIP group. The combination of the do-mains based on the reduced product approach was done in collaboration withMichael Codish, Anne Mulkers, and Maurice Bruynooghe of the Catholic Univer-sity of Leuven and a summarized version published in the 1993 ACM SIGPLANSymposium on Partial Evaluation and Semantics-Based Program Manipulation[30].)� Applying these techniques to the domains used in the previously mentioned ef-fectiveness study and extending such study to include the combined domains.15



� Showing that conventional generic global analysis frameworks are still largelyuseful for analyzing constraint logic programs while the abstract domains needto be revisited. Proposing modi�cations to such frameworks and proposing andimplementing a generalization of Bruynooghe's framework capable of analyzingconstraint logic programs. Proposing and implementing a simple de�nitenessanalysis. Studying the e�ectiveness of the framework using this analysis. (Thiswork is an extension of the work published in the 1993 International Logic Pro-gramming Symposium [44], and has bene�ted from collaboration with VeroniekDumortier, Maurice Bruynooghe, and Gerda Janssens of the Catholic Universityof Leuven.)� Proposing a framework for the analysis of constraint logic programs with dy-namic scheduling. Developing a denotational semantics for such programs andan abstraction based on this semantics. Implementing a complete global analyzerfor constraint logic programs with delay. Studying its performance in the opti-mization of programs which contain delay declarations. Applying the results tothe parallelization of constraint logic programs with dynamic scheduling. (Partof this work was done in collaboration with Kim Marriott, of IBM T.J. WatsonResearch Labs and Monash University and a summary was published in the 1994ACM Conference on Principles of Programming Languages POPL [106].)
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Chapter 2BackgroundIn this chapter we present the notation and basic notions which will used throughoutthe thesis. We also provide a brief introduction to the logic programming paradigmand to the abstract interpretation theory.2.1 Basic De�nitionsLatticesAn equivalence relation on a set A is a binary relation R on A which is reexive,symmetric, and transitive. Let � be an equivalence relation on a set A. Equivalenceclasses in A with respect to � will be denoted by [a]� (i.e., [a]� = fa0 j a � a0g). �denotes identity for any syntactic object.A preorder is a binary relation R which is reexive and transitive. A partial order isa preorder which is also antisymmetric. A poset Pv is a set P equipped with a partialorder v. Given a poset Pv and X � P , y 2 P is an upper bound for X i� for eachx 2 X : x v y. An upper bound y for X is the least upper bound (often denoted bylubv) i� for every upper bound y0 : y v y0. Lower bounds and greatest lower bounds(often denoted by glbv) are de�ned dually. A chain is a (possibly empty) subset X ofP such that for all x; x0 2 X : x v x0 or x0 v x. A directed set is a poset in which anytwo elements, and thus any �nite subset, has an upper bound in the set. A completepartial order (denoted by cpo) is a poset such that every increasing chain has a leastupper bound.A lattice is a poset Pv in which any two elements have glb and lub. A complete latticeis a poset Lv for which all subsets have lub and glb. Any �nite lattice is complete. Alattice L with partial orderingv, least upper bound t, greatest lower bound u, in�mum? (? = t; = uL), and top element > (? = u; = tL) is denoted by Lv(?;>;t;u).17



When clear from the context, we use the poset notation to denote lattices. From thepoint of view of data-ow analysis, we will often make use of special types of lattices.In particular, we will consider Noetherian lattices, namely lattices where all strictlyincreasing chains are �nite (often called the ascending chain condition).Fixpoint TheoryWe write f : A ! B to mean that f is a total function of A (the domain) into B.Let f : A ! B be a mapping, for each C � A we denote by f(C) the image of Cby f , i.e., f(C) = ff(x) j x 2 Cg. The domain of a function f is often denoted bydom(f). The range of a function is range(f) = f(dom(f)). Functions from a set tothe same set are called operators. The set of all operators (L ! L) on the completelattice Lv(?;>;t;u) is a complete lattice.Let AvA(?A;>A;tA;uA) and BvB (?B ;>B ;tB;uB) be complete lattices. A func-tion f : A ! B is monotonic i� for all x; x0 2 A : x vA x0 ) f(x) vB f(x0). f iscontinuous i� for each non-empty chain X � A : f(tAX) = tBf(X). A function f isadditive i� the previous condition is satis�ed for each non-empty set X � A.Let f be a monotonic operator on Lv(?;>;t;u). The set of �xpoints of f isfp(f) = fx j x = f(x)g. The fundamental theorem of Tarski states that the set of�xpoints fp(f) of a monotonic function f is a complete lattice. The least �xpoint of afunction f is denoted lfp(f). Dually, there is a greatest �xpoint denoted gfp(f).2.2 Logic ProgrammingIn this section we introduce the basic concepts and notation that will be used through-out this thesis when dealing with logic programs1. We follow mainly [5, 101].Syntactic ObjectsUpper case letters generally denote collections of objects, while lower case letters gener-ally denote individual objects. u; v; w; x; y; z will denote variables, t will denote a term,p; q will denote predicate symbols, f; g will denote function symbols, a; h will denoteatoms, �; � will denote substitutions, � will denote a renaming, b; l will denote literals,P;Q will denote programs, and R will denote a relation.Let �;� and V ar denote a set of function symbols, a set of predicate symbols anda denumerable set of variables, respectively. A predicate or function symbol f witharity n is written f=n.1We will only deal with positive logic programs.18



We denote by T (�; V ar) (or Term, when clear from the context) the set of termsconstructed from � and V ar. Likewise, we denote by A(�;�; V ar) (or Atom) the set ofatoms of the form p(t1; � � � ; tn), where p 2 � and ti 2 T (�; V ar) (1 � i � n). Together�; V ar, and � de�ne a �rst-order language.A goal is a sequence of atoms, generally denoted by g or G, possibly subscripted.Note that although a goal is a sequence of atoms it will be denoted by a lowercaseletter. This has been done for reasons of readability due to the heavy use we will makeof goals. Furthermore, although concatenation of sequences A and B will be denotedby A :: B, in the case of goals we will use g1 : g2. The empty atom sequence is denotedby nil, and often omitted. A (de�nite) clause is an object of the form h  b1; � � � ; bnwith n � 0, where h is an atom called the head, b1; � � � ; bn is a sequence of atoms calledthe body The set of clauses constructed from elements of Atom is denoted Clause. Aunit clause (or fact) is a clause with an empty body. A (de�nite) logic program is a setof clauses.We let vars(t) denote the set of variables occurring in a term t. A term t is groundif vars(t) = ;. These notions can be extended to any syntactic object.SubstitutionsAs substitution is a (�nite) mapping from V ar to Term. Given a substitution �, dom(�)denotes its domain and range(�) denotes the set of variables which appear in a termfrom the range of �. We will represent � by fx=t j x 2 dom(�); �(x) = tg. A pairx=t is called a binding. We assume that for each binding x=t in a substitution, x 6� t.The empty substitution is denoted �. The application of a substitution � to a syntacticobject s is denoted by s� and it is de�ned as the syntactic object obtained by replacingeach variable x in s by �(x). If � is a set of substitutions, then S� = fS� j � 2 �g.A variable x is ground with respect to a substitution � if �(x) is ground. A variablex is linear with respect to a substitution � if �(x) contains only single occurrencesof variables. A set of variables fx1; � � � ; xng are aliased or share with respect to asubstitution � if vars(�(x1)) \ � � � \ vars(�(xn)) 6= ;. �js denotes the restriction of thesubstitution � to the variables occurring in s, which is extended as an identity for eachvariable x 2 var(s) such that �(x) is unde�ned.Composition of substitutions � and � is de�ned as function composition and denoted��. A renaming is a substitution � for which there exists the inverse ��1, that is,���1 = ��1� = �. A substitution �0 is more general than �, represented by � � �0, i�there exists � such that � = �0�. A substitution � is idempotent if �� = �. We are onlyinterested in idempotent substitution. The set of idempotent substitutions is denotedSub. 19



An equation is an entity of the form t = u where t and u are terms. A substitution� is a uni�er of a set of equations E i� for all (t = u) 2 E : t� � u�. If such a uni�erexists, E is said to be uni�able. Let Unif(E) be the (possibly empty) set of uni�ers ofE. A substitution � is a most general uni�er of E i� � is more general than any otheruni�er of E. If E has a most general uni�er, it has an idempotent most general uni�er.The set of most general uni�ers of E is denoted by mgu(E)2. The function mgu mapsa pair of syntactic objects to an idempotent most general uni�er of the objects, if itexists. Otherwise it returns Fail.There is a natural bijection between substitutions and sets of equations in solvedform. We let eqn(�) denote the set of equations corresponding to the substitution �.A term t0 is more general (or less instantiated) than a term t, represented by t � t0,i� there exists � such that t = t0�. This notion can be extended to any syntactic object.Syntactic objects t1 and t2 are equivalent up to renaming, denoted by t1 � t2, i� thereexists a renaming � such that t1� = t2. Term= � , Atom= � and Clause= � arecomplete lattices with respect to �.Given an equivalence class (induced by renaming) t̂ of syntactic objects and a �niteset of variables V � V ar, it is always possible to �nd a representative element of t̂which contains no variables from V . For a syntactic object t and a set of equivalenceclasses (by renaming) of objects I, we denote by hc1; � � � ; cni �t I that c1; � � � ; cn arerepresentative elements of I renamed apart from t and from each other.Declarative SemanticsGiven a �rst order language L, an interpretation I for L consists of:� a non empty set D called the domain of interpretation� an assignment for each constant in L of an element in D� an assignment for each n-ary function in L of a mapping from Dn to D� an assignment for each n-ary predicate in L of a subset of DnA variable assignment (or valuation) on D is a function mapping variables ontoelements of D. The semantics of a formula can be de�ned inductively on its structure.A formula F is true in a variable assignment v over I (denoted I j=v F ) i�:� if F = p(t1; � � � ; tn) and pI is the relation associated with p in I:I j=v p(t1; � � � ; tn) iff v(t1); � � � ; v(tn) 2 pI2Note that all most general uni�ers of a set E are equivalent.20



� I j=v true and not I j=v false� if F and G are formulas{ I j=v :F i� not I j=v F{ I j=v F _G i� I j=v F or I j=v G{ I j=v 8xF i� I j=v[x=d] F 3 for all d 2 DThe semantics for the other connectives can be de�ned in terms of _, 8 and :. Aformula is de�nitely true in an interpretation I i� it is true for each variable assignment.We say that an interpretation I is a model for a set of formulas S i� every formula inS is true in I. When S has a model, we say that S is satis�able or consistent. Giventwo sets of formulas S and S0, we say that S0 is a semantic consequence of S i� everymodel of S is also a model of S0. If S0 = fFg then F is a logical consequence of S.Let �, V ar and � be a �xed �rst-order language L. By the Herbrand universe wemean the set of ground terms T (�; ;). By the Herbrand base we mean the set of allground atoms A(�;�; ;). If L is associated with a program P , we denote the Herbranduniverse and base as UP and BP respectively.By an Herbrand interpretation we mean an interpretation with domain UP , whichassigns each constant or function in L with the corresponding constant and functionin UP and, for each n-ary relation in L, an element in }((UP )n). Thus, an Herbrandinterpretation is uniquely determined by a subset of BP , Herbrand models are de�nedas usual. If a set of formulas S (in clausal form) has a model, then it has a Herbrandmodel.Let P be a program and fMigi2I be the non-empty set of all Herbrand models.Then \i2IMi is a Herbrand model for P and it is called the least Herbrand model forP , denoted MP . Herbrand interpretations which are models for a logic program P canbe characterized in terms of the immediate consequence operator TP associated with P .TP maps Herbrand interpretations to Herbrand interpretations:TP (I) = fh 2 BP j h b1; :::; bn 2 Gr(P ); fb1; : : : ; bng � Igwhere Gr is a function mapping any syntactic object to the set of its ground instances.The mapping TP is continuous on the complete lattice of Herbrand interpretations}(BP )�. An interpretation I is a model for P i� TP (I) � In. As a result, it can beconcluded that MP = lfp(TP ) = (TP )w(;).3v[x=d] is the assignment that di�ers from v only for the assignment of x to d.21



Operational SemanticsLogic Programs are evaluated through a combination of two mechanisms { replacementand uni�cation. This strategy is named SLD � resolution. The operational seman-tics can be presented as a transition on states hG; �i, where G is a goal, and � is asubstitution.The transitions in the transition system are:� s : h(::: : ai�1 : ai : ai+1 : :::); �i ! fail if ai is an atom selected by thecomputation rule and for every clause h  B of P renamed to new variables,mgu(ai�; h) = fail.� s : h(::: : ai�1 : ai : ai+1 : :::); �i ! s0 : h(::: : ai�1 : B : ai+1 : :::); ��0i if ai is anatom selected by the computation rule, h  B is a clause of P selected by thesearch rule and renamed to new variables, and mgu(ai�; h) = �0:A derivation of a state s (called the initial state of the derivation) for a program Pis a �nite or in�nite sequence of transitions s0 ! s1 ! � � �, in which s0 � s. A statefrom which no transition can be performed is a �nal state. A derivation is successful(also referred as a refutation) when it is �nite and the �nal state has the form hnil; �i.A derivation is failed when it is �nite and the �nal state is fail. The substitution �is said to be a partial answer to state s � hG; �i if there is a derivation from s to astate with substitution �. An answer to state s is the last partial answer of a successfulderivation.The maximal derivations of a state can be organized into a derivation tree in whichthe root of the tree is the start state and the children of a node are the states the nodecan reduce to. The derivation tree represents the search space for �nding all answersto a state and is unique up to variable renaming. Each branch of the derivation treeof state s is a derivation of s. Branches corresponding to successful derivations arecalled success branches, branches corresponding to in�nite derivations are called in�nitebranches, and branches corresponding to failed derivations are called failure branches.The soundness of the SLD-resolution states that, if there exists a successful deriva-tion for state hG; �i with �nal state hnil; �i, then G� is a logical consequence of P . Thus,if there exists a successful derivation for hG; �i in P , then P [ fGg is inconsistent. Thecompleteness of the SLD-resolution states that if P [ fGg is inconsistent, there existsa successful derivation for hG; �i in P .Let SuccP (success set) be the set of all ground atoms b such that there is a successfulderivation for hb; �i in P . Then, SuccP corresponds to the least Herbrand model of P .22



2.3 Abstract InterpretationData-ow analysis is the process of statically { at compile-time { inferring informationabout the properties of the variables and data structures in a program. The intendedpurpose of this process is to use such knowledge to improve signi�cantly the task per-formed by compilers, program transformation tools, etc. The idea of approximatingprogram properties by evaluating a program on a simpler domain of descriptions of\concrete" program states comes from the early 70's. The basic idea is to approximateprogram properties from the concrete semantics into an abstract semantics equippedwith a structure (e.g. ordering) which is somehow present in the richer concrete struc-ture associated with program execution. Thus, the approximation implicitly de�nes arelation between the concrete and the abstract semantics of the program.The approach of Cousot and Cousot [38] is fundamental, due to its ability to for-malize this relation in a highly general setting: abstract interpretation. The connectionbetween the concrete and abstract interpretation is based on a pair of functions { theabstraction (�) and concretization () functions { and formalized in terms of Galoisconnections. In this section we introduce the basic concepts of abstract interpretationas �rst developed in [38], in terms of Galois connections and Galois insertions.Consider a partial order which speci�es the degree of precision of any element in aposet, and an approximation function � which is a mapping associating to each elementinDomCvC an abstract object inDomAvA . The idea is that if xA = �(xC) and xA vA yA,then yA is also a correct approximation of xC , although less precise. This condition canbe expressed as �(xC) vA yA. Dually, if yC = (yA) and xC vC yC , then yA is also acorrect approximation of xC , although xC provides more accurate information than yC .This condition can be expressed by xC vC (yA).De�nition 2.3.1 Galois connectionA Galois connection is a quadruple (DomC ; �;DomA; ) where:1. DomCvC and DomAvA are posets called concrete and abstract domains respectively;2. � : DomC ! DomA and  : DomA ! DomC are functions called abstraction andconcretization functions respectively, satisfying that for every dA 2 DomA anddC 2 DomC: �(dC) �A dA , dC �C (dA)4.Note that for a Galois connection only one of n �;  o need be speci�ed since (ifone exists) it uniquely determines the other.4Initially [38] � and  were required to be monotonic. However, as pointed out in [42, 41], thisrequirement is redundant. 23



De�nition 2.3.2 Galois insertionA Galois insertion is a Galois connection satisfying �((dA)) = dA:In addition to the properties of a Galois connection, a Galois insertion has nosuperuous elements in the abstract domain, i.e., di�erent elements of the abstractdomain have di�erent meanings. However, a Galois insertion can always be forced byconsidering a more concise abstract domain which is isomorphic to the quotient setDomA= �, such that for each xA; yAinDomA, xA � yA i� (xA) = (yA).The following formally speci�es the notion of approximation (in terms of ) whichis then lifted from the primitive domains to function domains:De�nition 2.3.3 approximationLet (DomC ; �;DomA; ) be a Galois insertion and let �C : DomC ! DomC and �A :DomA ! DomA be monotonic functions. We say that dA 2 DomA -approximatesdC 2 DomC , denoted dA / dC , if dC �C (dA). We say that �A -approximates �C ,denoted �A / �C , if for every dA 2 DomA; dC 2 DomC such that dA / dC we have�A(dA) / �C(dC).A concrete semantics is typically de�ned as least �xed point of an operator onprograms. Typically, the meaning of a program P may be expressed as [[P ]] = lfp(fP )where fP : Den ! Den is a monotonic operator on a domain of denotations Den.A program analysis will typically be de�ned by introducing an appropriate Galoisinsertion (DenC ; �;DenA; ) and constructing an approximation fAP : DenA ! DenAof fP so that the least �xed point of fAP is �nitely computable. This constructionoften takes a systematic approach which involves replacing the basic operations inthe concrete semantic operator fP by corresponding abstract operations in fAP (e.g.,[41, 129]). Given that these abstract operations approximate the concrete operationsit is generally straightforward to prove that the derived abstract semantic operatorapproximates the concrete semantic operator. The fundamental theorem of abstractinterpretation provides the following result:Theorem 2.3.4Let (DomC ; �;DomA; ) be a Galois insertion and let �C : DomC ! DomC and�A : DomA ! DomA be monotonic functions such that �A -approximates �C . Thenlfp(�A) / lfp(�C).Therefore, the \art" of abstract interpretation can be described as involving thefollowing steps: (1) to choose an appropriate concrete semantics; (2) to identify a24
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Part IIndependence and Parallelism
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Chapter 3Independence in ConstraintLogic Programming LanguagesIn this chapter we consider independence in the general context of the constraint logicprogramming (CLP) paradigm [86]. As mentioned in Chapter 1, this paradigm is arelatively recent proposal which has emerged as the natural combination of the con-straint solving and logic programming paradigms. This combination makes it possibleto parameterize a logic-based language and its semantics by a choice of domain ofcomputation and constraints. In this context, traditional logic programming (LP) canbe seen as an instance of CLP in which constraints are equations over terms and thedomain of computation is the traditional Herbrand domain with the well known uni�-cation algorithm [132, 113].As also mentioned in Chapter 1, independence refers to the conditions that the run-time behavior of the goals to be run in parallel must satisfy in order to guarantee thecorrectness and e�ciency of the parallelization with respect to the sequential execution.Correctness is guaranteed if the answers obtained during the parallel execution areequivalent to those obtained during the sequential execution. E�ciency is guaranteedif the no \slow-down" property holds, i.e., if the parallel execution time is guaranteedto be shorter or equal than the sequential execution time.Previous work in the context of traditional logic programming languages [36, 54, 73,74, 75] has concentrated on de�ning su�cient conditions which ensure the preservationof the search space of the goals to be run in parallel. The reasons for this are twofold.Firstly, e�ciency was ensured by requiring that the amount of work performed forcomputing the answers during the parallel execution be equal to that performed in thesequential execution. Such work was measured in terms of the number of non failuretransitions performed. Secondly, it was shown that if a goal g1 cannot change the29



search space of a goal g2 with respect to a given substitution �, then the correctnessand e�ciency (measured in the above terms) of their parallel execution with respect tothe sequential execution of hg1 : g2; �i, is guaranteed.Generalizing independence to arbitrary CLP languages and constraint solvers isnot only interesting in itself, but also yields new insights into independence even forthe Herbrand case. The CLP framework provides the tools for clarifying and formallyde�ning the relationship between search space preservation and the notion of indepen-dence. In particular, we will show that search space preservation is, in the context ofCLP languages, not only a su�cient but also a necessary condition for ensuring thatboth the intended solutions and the number of transitions performed do not change.Furthermore, we will also show that search space preservation is not enough to ensureindependence in terms of total execution cost: while the number of transitions willcertainly be constant if the search space is preserved, the cost of each reduction maynot be preserved. The reason is that the cost of executing a sequence of primitiveconstraints may depend on the order in which those primitive constraints are consid-ered. Thus, optimizations which vary the intended execution order established by theuser, such as parallel execution, can actually cause execution to slow down. In orderto ensure e�ciency, we must therefore consider an additional issue { \independence ofconstraint solving" { which characterizes the properties of the constraint solver behav-ior when changing the order in which constraints are added. This issue has not risenpreviously because the standard uni�cation algorithm, as usually implemented, is, inmost practical cases, independent in this sense. However in the more general contextof CLP, constraint solver independence need not hold.As a �nal remark, note that the notions of independence given for LP were generallydeveloped with one application, program parallelization, in mind. We will show that(both for LP and for CLP) di�erent applications need, in order to ensure both the cor-rectness and the e�ciency of the transformations which they perform on the program,di�erent levels of independence. Therefore, and for generality, we will formally de�neseveral concepts of independence for CLP languages at several levels, each of which willbe shown to be \interesting" for a certain class of applications.The generalization should be useful since the associated optimizations performed inthe context of LP appear equally applicable to the context of constraints. Indeed, thecost of performing constraint satisfaction makes the potential performance improve-ments even larger. We look at three main applications. The �rst is and-parallelizationof CLP programs. It is clear that adding constraints and running goals in parallel candramatically improve performance. The second application is reordering of goals. Thiscan transform a complex goal into a set of simple calculations or even simple tests.30



This has been shown in [110] where primitive constraints and atoms are reordered.The concepts presented here extend this optimization to allow reordering of arbitrarygoals. Our third application is intelligent backtracking. This can improve e�ciency byavoiding re-execution of goals (and, therefore, constraint satisfaction operations) whichhave no relation with the failure being handled [2, 33].The rest of the chapter proceeds as follows: in Section 3.1 the additional notationused throughout the chapter and some instrumental background on the CLP schemeis presented. Section 3.2 formally de�nes the relationship between search space preser-vation and independence. Section 3.3 presents several concepts of search space inde-pendence for CLP, each one useful for a class of applications. Several results on theimplications of these de�nitions in terms of preservation of search space are then shown.Section 3.4 gives su�cient conditions that are easier to detect at run-time than the def-initions of independence. Section 3.5 discusses the notion of independence for CLP atthe solver level and discusses additional characteristics required of the solvers, o�eringsome examples. Section 3.6 discusses several applications of the de�nitions and resultspresented in the previous sections. Finally, Section 3.7 shows our conclusions.3.1 BackgroundIn this section we present some background on the constraint logic programmingscheme. In doing this, we will follow mainly [86, 87].As before, upper case letters generally denote collections of objects, while lower caseletters generally denote individual objects. u; v; w; x; y; z will denote variables, t willdenote a term, p; q will denote predicate symbols, f will denote a function symbol, a; hwill denote atoms, P;Q will denote programs and g;G will denote goals. These symbolsmay be subscripted or have an over-tilde. ~x denotes a sequence of distinct variables.9�~x � denotes the existential closure of the formula � except for the variables ~x. ~9�denotes the full existential closure of the formula �.Syntactic ObjectsLet � and V ar denote a set of function symbols and a denumerable set of variables,respectively. Let � denote a set of predicate symbols such that � = �c [ �P and�c \�P = ;.A primitive constraint has the form p(t1; � � � ; tn) where t1; � � � ; tn are terms andp 2 �c is a predicate symbol. Every constraint is a conjunction of primitive constraints.The empty constraint is denoted �. An atom has the form p(t1; � � � ; tn) where t1; � � � ; tnare terms and p 2 �P . A literal is an atom or a primitive constraint, and will be usually31



denoted by b or l. A CLP program is a collection of clauses of the form h B where his an atom (the head) and B is a sequence b1; � � � ; bn of literals (the body). We assumethat the clauses are in normalized form, (or standard form), i.e., that all arguments inatoms are distinct variables, each variable occurring in at most one atom. A goal G(also denoted by g) is a sequence of literals.A renaming is a mapping from V ar to V ar. We let Ren be the set of renamings,and naturally extend renamings to mappings between atoms, clauses, and constraints.Syntactic objects s and s0 are said to be variants if there is a � 2 Ren such that�(s) � s0 (� denotes syntactic equivalence for any syntactic object).Constraint domainsA signature de�nes two sets of function and predicate symbols (denoted by � and �crespectively) and associates an arity with each symbol. Given a signature (�;�c), a(�;�c)� structure D consists of:� a non empty set D (domain of interpretation)� an assignment for each function and relation in (�;�c) of the elements on ffDggwhich respects the arity of the symbolsA (�;�c) � theory is a set of closed (�;�c)-formulas. A (�;�c)-structure D is amodel of a (�;�c)-theory T i� all formulas of T evaluate to true under the interpretationprovided by D. A D-model of a theory T is a model of T extending D (this requiresthat the signature of D be contained in the signature of T ). T , D j= � denotes thatthe formula � is valid in all D-models of T .For any signature (�;�c), let D be a (�;�c)-structure and L be a class of(�;�c)-constraints. The pair (D,L) is a constraint domain. We assume that:� The terms and constraints in L come from a �rst-order language.� The binary predicate symbol = is contained in � and is interpreted as identity inD.� There are constraints in L which are respectively identically true and identicallyfalse in D.� The class of constraints in L is closed under variable renaming, conjunction andexistential quanti�cation.The constraint domains are expected to support the following tests and operationson constraints: 32



1. Consistency or satis�ability of a constraint c: D j= ~9c.2. Implication or entailment of a constraint c1 by a constraint c0: D j= c0 ! c1.3. Projection of a constraint c onto variables ~x: D j= 9�~x c.4. Detection that, given a constraint c, there is only one value that a variable x cantake that is consistent with c: D j= 9 z;8x; ~y c(x; ~y) ! x = z. We say that x isdefinite in c and denote by def(c) the set of de�nite variables in c.Let us now present two properties that the constraint systems must satisfy.De�nition 3.1.1 A constraint domain (D,L) is solution compact i� it satis�es thefollowing conditions:� for all d 2 D there exists C � L such that D j= 8x x = d$ Vc02C c0(x)� for all c 2 L there exists C � L such that D j= 8 ~x:c(~x)$ Wc02C c0(~x)De�nition 3.1.2 Let (D,L) be a constraint domain with signature (�;�c), and T bea (�;�c)-theory. We say that D and T correspond on L i�:� D is a model of T , and� for every constraint c 2 L : D j= ~9c iff T j= ~9cWe say that T is satisfaction complete with respect to L i� for every constraintc 2 L either T j= ~9c or T j= :~9c.CLP operational semanticsThe operational semantics [87] is presented as a transition system on states hG; c; pciwhere G is a multi-set of literals, and c and pc are constraints ((c ^ pc) is calledthe store). Intuitively, G is a collection of non executed literals, c is formed by theconstraints which are playing an active role and pc is formed by the constraints playinga passive role (e.g. non linear equations in CLP(R)). There is one other state, denotedby fail. A computation rule which selects a transition type and an appropriate elementof G (if necessary) for each state is assumed as given. A search rule which selects (ifnecessary) a given clause of the program is also assumed as given.The transition system is also parameterized by a predicate consistent and a functioninfer. The predicate consistent(c) expresses a test for consistency of c. Usually it isde�ned by: consistent(c) i� D j= ~9c, that is a complete consistency test. However,systems may employ a conservative but incomplete test: if D j= ~9c then consistent(c)33



holds but sometimes consistent(c) holds although j= :~9c. The function infer(c; pc)computes a new active constraint c0 and passive constraint pc0. It can be understood asrelaxing pc in the presence of c to obtain more active constraints which are conjunctedto c to form c0, pc being simpli�ed to pc0. It is required that D j= (c ^ pc)$ (c0 ^ pc0)so that the information is neither lost nor guessed by infer. The transition rules inthe transition system are1:� hG[a; c; pci !r hG[B; c; pc^(a = h)i if a is an atom selected by the computationrule, r � h B is a clause of P renamed to new variables selected by the searchrule, and h and a have the same predicate symbol2.� hG [ a; c; pci !rf fail if a is an atom selected by the computation rule and, forevery clause r � h B of P , h and a have di�erent predicate symbols.� hG [ c0; c; pci !c hG; c; pc ^ c0i if c0 is a constraint selected by the computationrule.� hG; c; pci !i hG; c0; pc0i if (c0; pc0) = infer(c; pc).� hG; c; pci !t hG; c; pci if consistent(c).� hG; c; pci !tf fail if :consistent(c).The notions of derivation, derivation tree, and �nal state can be obtained as straight-forward extensions of those de�ned for the LP context. The constraint c ^ pc is saidto be a partial answer to state s if there is a derivation from s to a state hG; c; pciand is said to be an answer if hG; c; pci is a �nal state and G � nil. Given a �nitederivation with �nal state hnil; c; pci, the derivation is successful if pc is empty, and itounders otherwise. Thus, in this new context the answers are not always associatedwith successful derivations.A CLP system is determined by the constraint domain and a detailed operationalsemantics. Let !it=!i!t and !itf=!i!tf . A CLP system is quick-checking iftransitions !r and !c are always followed by transitions !it or !itf . A CLP systemis progressive if, for every state with a nonempty collection of literals, every derivationof that state either fails, contains a !r transition or a !c transition. A CLP systemis ideal if it is quick-checking, progressive, infer is de�ned by infer(c; pc) = (c ^ pc; �)and the consistency test is complete.1In an abuse of notation we will use set union to express multi-set union.2The expression a = h is an abbreviation for the conjunction of the corresponding primitiveequations. 34



Modifying the CLP operational semanticsWe will particularize the operational semantics described above for CLP systems whichsatisfy the following requirements:1. The computation rule implies left-to-right execution order. Thus, the element Gof a state hG; c; pci will not be represented by a multi-set but by a sequence ofliterals.2. The CLP systems are quick-checking and progressive.3. There are no passive constraints i.e., infer(c; pc) = (c ^ pc; �). Thus, states willbe represented by hG; ci where G is a sequence of literals, and c is the constraintstore (always active).The motivation behind assumptions (1) and (2) is to start from a particular sequen-tial semantics with which to establish the appropriate comparisons. Note that mostimplemented CLP systems satisfy these assumptions. Assumption (3) is not reallynecessary. It has been required because the problems posed by passive constraints aresubsumed by those appearing in dynamically scheduled languages, which are discussedin detail in Chapter 4.Although we do not require the consistent function to be complete, it should satisfythe following two conditions. Firstly, it should not take variable names into account:Let � 2 Ren. consistent(c) i� consistent(�(c))Secondly, if a constraint is said to be consistent, all constraints entailed are also con-sistent: If c! c0 and consistent(c), then consistent(c0)The transition rules in the modi�ed operational semantics are:� ha : G; ci !r hB :: G; c^(a = h)i if a is an atom, r � h B is a clause of programP renamed to new variables selected by the search rule, and h and a have thesame predicate symbol3.� ha : G; ci !rf fail if a is an atom and, for every clause r � h B of P , h and ahave di�erent predicate symbols.� hc0 : G; ci !c hG; c ^ c0i if c0 is a constraint and consistent(c ^ c0) holds.� hc0 : G; ci !cf fail if c0 is a constraint and consistent(c ^ c0) does not hold.3Note that the conjunction with the store is always consistent since we are considering normalizedclauses. 35



Note that the conditions for applying each of the reduction rules are pairwise exclu-sive. This is necessary in order to simplify the de�nitions and theorems, and can alwaysbe achieved without loss of generality by grouping the application of some transitionrules, as we will see in Section 4.3. Note also that answers will again correspond tosuccessful derivations, since no oundering derivations can occur. We denote the set ofanswers to state s for program P by answerP (s), the partial answers by partialP (s),and the derivation tree by treeP (s).3.2 Independence and Search Space PreservationAs mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, in traditional logic languages theconcept of independence has always been de�ned in terms of search space preserva-tion. However, we argue that the reasons behind this relationship have never beencompletely clari�ed due to the complications posed by the composition of substitutionswhen formalizing the concepts. In this section we will �rst briey reconstruct, in theLP context, the reasoning followed by the authors of [73, 74, 75] when establishing theconnections between independence and preservation of search space. We will then for-malize the concept of search space preservation and its relationship with independence,in the more general context of CLP. Such formalization not only provides the proof ofcorrectness for the intuition that preserving search space preserves both the correctnessand e�ciency of the and-parallel execution in LP, but also suggests better de�nitionsof conditions for ensuring search space preservation.3.2.1 Independence in Logic ProgramsThe independent and-parallelism model [36, 54, 78, 75] aims at independently (i.e.,guaranteeing no need for communication, and possibly in di�erent environments) run-ning in parallel as many goals as possible while maintaining correctness and e�ciencywith respect to the sequential execution. Correctness and e�ciency were respectivelyde�ned as requiring that the answers obtained from the parallel execution be equivalentto those obtained in their sequential execution, and that the no \slow-down" propertyhold. E�ciency was approximated by requiring that the amount of work performed forcomputing the answers during the parallel execution be equal to that performed in thesequential execution. In this context, independence was de�ned as the characteristicsthat the goals had to satisfy in order to ensure the correctness and e�ciency of theirparallel execution.The sequential framework assumed for LP is that presented in Section 2.2 equippedwith a left-to-right computation rule. Formally, assume that at some point of the36



execution s � hg1 : : : : : gn; �i is the current resolvent. The sequential SLD-resolutionproof procedure with left-to-right selection rule would proceed as follows:hg1 : : : : : gn; �i !� hg2 : : : : : gn; �1i !� hg3 : : : : : gn; �2i !� : : :Each!� step represents the resolution of goal gi and its descendants in s until theyare all resolved and gi+1 appears as the leftmost goal.Assume that given the state hg1 : g2 : G; �i we want to execute g1 and g2 in parallel(the extension to a sequence of consecutive goals is straightforward). Then a possibleexecution scheme could be the following:� execute hg1; �i and hg2; �i in parallel (in di�erent environments) obtaining theanswer substitutions �1 and �2 respectively,� execute hG; �1�2i.It is assumed that the new variables introduced during the renaming steps in the parallelexecution of the goals belong to disjoint sets. Also, note that the parallel frameworkcan be applied recursively within the parallel execution of the goals in order to allownested parallelism.In this context, two main problems were detected. The �rst one, related to thevariable binding conict of [36], appears whenever during the parallel execution ofhg1; �i and hg2; �i the same variable is bound to inconsistent values. Then, due tothe de�nition of composition of substitutions [101, 4, 5] the answers obtained by theparallel execution can be di�erent than those obtained by the sequential execution,thus a�ecting the correctness of the model, as shown in [75].Example 3.2.1 Consider the state hp(x) : q(x); �i and the following program:p(x)  x = a:q(x)  x = b:In this case, the sequential execution framework �rst executes hp(x); �i, returningfx/ag and then executes hq(x); fx=agi which is reduced to the state fail. On theother hand, the parallel execution framework executes in parallel hp(x); �i and hq(x); �i,returning fx/ag and fx/bg, respectively. Then, the composition fx/agfx/bg results inthe substitution fx=ag. Thus we obtain a di�erent answer. 2The second problem is due to the possibility of performing more work in the par-allel execution than that performed during the sequential execution, thus a�ecting thee�ciency of the model. 37



Example 3.2.2 Consider the state hp(x) : q(x); �i and the following program:p(x)  x = a:q(x)  x = b; proc; x = c:where proc is very costly to execute.While both the sequential and parallel execution will fail, their e�ciency is quitedi�erent. While the sequential execution fails before executing proc, the parallel exe-cution will �rst execute proc and then fail. 2A third problem was also detected whenever the goal to the left (g1 in the abovemodel) has no answers, since then the amount of work performed by the parallel execu-tion may be greater than that performed by the sequential execution and, thus, the noslow-down property may not hold. However, this problem was solved by assuming thatthe processor executing such goal is able to kill the processors executing the goals tothe right (g2 above), and that such processor has a higher priority than those executinggoals to the right. As a result, the problem of ensuring the correctness and e�ciency ofthe independent and-parallelism model was focussed on ensuring that both the answersand the amount of work (measured in terms of number of non failure transitions in thederivation tree, in absence of the situation described above) obtained by the sequentialand parallel execution of the goals, be the same.The �rst solution proposed to ensure the two objectives was to only allow goals tobe run in parallel if they do not share variables with respect to the current substitution[36]. This was formally de�ned in [73] as follows (and called \strict independence"):De�nition 3.2.1 [strict goal independence] Two goals g1 and g2 are said to be strictlyindependent with respect to a given substitution � i� vars(g1�) \ vars(g2�) = ;. Acollection of goals is said to be strictly independent for a given � i� they are pairwisestrictly independent for �. Also, a collection of goals is said to be strictly independentfor a set of substitutions � i� they are strictly independent for any � 2 �. Finally, a col-lection of goals is said to be simply strictly independent if they are strictly independentfor the set of all possible substitutions.The authors of [73] proved that if goals g1 and g2 are strictly independent withrespect to a given substitution �, then the parallel execution of hg1; �i and hg2; �iobtains the same answers as those obtained by the sequential execution of hg1 : g2; �i,and, in the absence of failure, parallel execution does not introduce any new work.This su�cient condition is quite restrictive, since it can signi�cantly limit the num-ber of goals to be executed in parallel. However, as pointed out in [73], it has a very38



important characteristic: strict independence is an a priori condition (i.e., it can betested at run-time before executing the goals).Due to the restrictive nature of the notion of strict independence, there have beenseveral attempts to identify a more general su�cient condition. The intuition behindsuch generalizations is that goals sharing variables could still be run in parallel whenthe bindings established for those shared variables satisfy certain characteristics. Thiswas informally discussed in [54, 155, 157], formally de�ned in [73], re�ned in [74], andfurther re�ned in [75] as follows:De�nition 3.2.2 [v- and nv-binding] A binding x=t is called a v-binding if t is avariable, otherwise it is called an nv-binding.De�nition 3.2.3 [non-strict independence] Consider a collection of goals g1; : : : ; gnand a substitution �. Consider also the set of shared variables SH = fv j 9 i; j; 1 �i; j � n; i 6= j; v 2 (var(gi�) \ var(gj�))g and the set of goals containing each sharedvariable G(v) = fgi� j v 2 var(gi�); v 2 SHg. Let �i be any answer substitution to gi�.The given collection of goals is non-strictly independent for � if the following conditionsare satis�ed:� 8 v 2 SH, at most the rightmost g 2 G(v), say gj�, nv-binds v in any �j;� for any gi� (except the rightmost) containing more than one variable of SH, sayv1; : : : ; vk, then v1�i; : : : ; vk�i are strictly independent.Intuitively, the �rst condition of the above de�nition requires that at most one goalfurther instantiate a shared variable. The second condition eliminates the possibility ofcreating aliases (of di�erent shared variables) during the execution of one of the parallelgoals which might a�ect goals to the right.At this point it was noticed that, due to the de�nition of the composition of substi-tutions, incorrect answers could be obtained even when there was no variable bindingconict for the shared variables.Example 3.2.3 Consider the state hp(x; y) : q(y); �i and the program:p(x; y)  x = y:q(x)  x = a:It is easy to check that p(x,y) and q(y) are non-strictly independent for �. How-ever, if we run hp(x; y); �i we obtain �p = fx=z; y=zg. If we now execute hq(y); �pi weobtain the substitution � = fx=a; y=a; z=ag. If, instead we execute hq(y); �i we obtain39



�q = fy=ag thus ending with their composition �p�q = fx=z; y=zg as �nal substitution.This answer is obviously di�erent from the � obtained by the sequential execution, thusyielding an incorrect result. 2As noticed in both [74] and [75], this could be easily solved by de�ning a \parallelcomposition" which avoids these problems. Such parallel composition was de�ned interms of \solving" the equations associated with the substitutions being composed.However, adopting a new de�nition of composition would have been required a revisionof well known results in logic programming, which rely on the standard de�nition. As aresult, the authors adopted a di�erent solution which involved a renaming transforma-tion. Informally, the renaming transformation of two goals g1 and g2 for a substitution�, involves applying the substitution to both goals, eliminating any shared variablesin the resulting goals by renaming all their occurrences (so that no two occurrences indi�erent goals have the same name), and adding some uni�cation goals to reestablishthe lost links (for a formal de�nition see [75]).Example 3.2.4 Consider the collection of goals (r(x; z; x); s(x;w; z); p(x; y); q(y)) ina state (we consider � already applied to the goals). According to the de�nition ofrenaming transformation, we will write this new collection of goals as follows:r(x; z; x); s(x0; w; z0); p(x00; y); q(y0); x = x0; x = x00; y = y0; z = z0:2Note that the �rst goal always remains unchanged. Goals of the form x = x0above were called \back-binding" goals (denoted by BB) and are related to the back-uni�cation goals de�ned in [94], and the closed environment concept of [37]. In thiscontext, the parallel framework described above was rede�ned as follows:Assume that given the state hg1 : g2 : G; �i we want to execute g1 and g2 in parallel(the extension to more than two goals is straightforward). Then, the execution schemewas de�ned as follows:� apply the renaming transformation to g1�; g2� obtaining g0i; g0j ; BB,� execute hg01; �i and hg02; �i in parallel (in di�erent environments) obtaining theanswer substitutions �1 and �2 respectively,� execute hBB; �1�2i obtaining the answer substitution �3,� execute hG; ��3i.As before, it is assumed that the new variables introduced during the renaming stepsin the parallel execution belong to disjoint sets.40



Once the parallel framework was rede�ned, the notions of correctness and e�ciencywere also reconsidered. Correctness was not a signi�cant problem since, in general,the answers provided by the parallel executions were the same (up to renaming) asthe answers obtained in the sequential execution. Only an in�nite derivation in theexecution of hg02; �i would yield a change, if there is no such in�nite derivation in thesequential execution due to the e�ect of some answer to hg1; �i. However, since thiswas a particular case in which e�ciency was also a�ected, the correctness problem wasignored in the knowledge that if e�ciency was achieved this case could not happen andtherefore correctness would also be ensured.Ine�ciency was then assumed to come from two sources. Firstly, due to a largerbranch in the derivation tree associated with the parallel execution of hg02; �i, sincesuch a tree would obviously imply more work. This was the point in which the notionof search space preservation was introduced. Unfortunately, such notion was neverformally de�ned, the intuitive idea given for the preservation of the search space beingthe following: the search space of two states are the same if their associated derivationtrees have the same \shape" [75]. This concept was later (in some sense erroneously)identi�ed with the preservation of the number of non failure nodes in the respectivederivation trees. Secondly, due to answers obtained during the parallel execution whichwhen executing the back-bindings yield a failure, since this would again increase thework (backtracking, �nding another answer, etc). Initially, concentrating on the successof the back-bindings introduced some confusion since it was easy to believe that ifsuch bindings always succeed then the e�ciency (and thus the correctness) of theparallel model was ensured. However, as pointed out in [75], this does not ensure thepreservation of the amount of work in failed derivations.Although the work developed in [75] does provide the basic results for LP, it isour thesis that the problems associated to the composition of substitutions, whichyield the introduction of the renaming transformation, were one of the main reasonswhich prevented the clari�cation of all the issues introduced above. One the one handthe authors did not focus on the original variable binding conict which, as we willshow later, is the main source of the problems and provides the correct intuition forgeneralizing independence to the CLP paradigm. On the other hand they were justone step behind the de�nition of not only su�cient but also necessary conditions whichensure search space preservation and its relation with the success of back-bindings.In the following section we will present such formalization in the context of CLPlanguages. 41



3.2.2 Independence in Constraint Logic ProgramsWe start from the observation that the view of composition of substitutions in CLPcorresponds exactly with the \parallel composition" needed in [74]. What in the LPscheme would imply a reconsideration of the standard theory and results comes forgranted in the CLP scheme. Therefore, we avoid the renaming transformation andrede�ne the parallel model as follows. Assume that given the state hg1 : g2 : G; ciwe want to execute g1 and g2 in parallel (the extension to more than two goals isstraightforward). Then the execution scheme is the following:� execute hg1; ci and hg2; ci in parallel (in di�erent environments) obtaining theanswer constraints c1 and cr respectively,� obtain cs as the conjunction of c1 ^ cr,� execute hG; csi.As before, and in order to avoid problems when conjoining c1 and cr, it is assumed thatthe new variables introduced during the renaming steps in the parallel execution of thegoals belong to disjoint sets.In this context, the correctness of the parallel model requires that for each answercs obtained in the sequential execution there exist two answers c1 to hg1; ci and cr tohg2; ci which when conjuncted provide the same answer. Formally:De�nition 3.2.4 Let hg1 : g2 : G; ci be a state and P be a program. The parallelexecution of g1 and g2 is correct i� for every c1 2 answersP (hg1; ci) there exists arenaming � 2 Ren and a bijection which assigns to each cs 2 answersP (hg2; c1i)4 ananswer cr 2 answersP (hg2; ci)5 with cs $ c1 ^ �(cr).The e�ciency of the parallel model requires that, in absence of failure (i.e., whenthe goals to the left have at least one answer), the amount of work performed during theparallel execution be less or equal to that performed during the sequential execution.We will assume that the application of a particular transition rule has the same cost,independently of the state to which the transition is applied.6 Therefore, in order toobtain the amount of work performed in the execution of a given state s, we only need4The su�x s will be associated to the arguments of the states obtained during the sequentialexecution.5The su�x r will be associated to the arguments of the states obtained during the parallel executionof the goal to the right.6This has been traditionally assumed in the context of LP. As we will discuss in Section 3.5 thiscannot be assumed in the more general context of CLP.42



to know the cost of applying each particular transition rule and number of times inwhich each transition rule has been applied. Let TR be the set of di�erent transitionrules that can be applied. Let s be a state and N(i; s) be the number of times in whicha particular transition rule i 2 TR has been applied in treeP (s). Let K(i) be the costof applying a particular transition rule i 2 TR, and assume that such cost is alwaysgreater than zero.De�nition 3.2.5 Let hg1 : g2 : G; ci be a state and P be a program. The parallelexecution of g1 and g2 is e�cient i� for every c1 2 answersP (hg1; ci):Xi2TRK(i) �N(i; hg2; ci) � Xi2TRK(i) �N(i; hg2; c1i)Note that the amount of work performed in conjoining the answers obtained fromthe parallel execution is not taken into account. We consider the cost of such operationas one of the overheads associated with the parallel execution (as creation of processors,scheduling, etc). Let us now focus on the de�nition of search space preservation and itsrelationship with the preservation of correctness and e�ciency of the parallel executionwith respect to the sequential execution. We assume that nodes in the derivation treeare labeled with their path. We say that two nodes n and n0 in the derivation trees ofstates s and s0, respectively, and with the same path correspond if either they are theroots of the tree (i.e., n � s and n0 � s0) or they have been obtained by applying thesame reduction rule.De�nition 3.2.6 States s and s0 have the same search space for program P i� thereexists a (total) bijection which assigns to each node in treeP (s) its corresponding nodein treeP (s0).The properties of the search space preservation and the particular characteristics ofthe two states, hg2; ci and hg2; c1i, for which the search space preservation is required(the initial sequence of literals is the same and c1 ! c) allow us to ensure the followingresult:Theorem 3.2.7 Let hg1 : g2 : G; ci be a state and P a program. The parallel executionof g1 and g2 is correct if for every c1 2 answersP (hg1; ci): the search spaces of hg2; ciand hg2; c1i are the same for P .The proof comes directly from the following two lemmas.Lemma 3.2.8 Let hg2; c1i and hg2; ci be two states with an identical sequence of lit-erals, and P a program. There exists a renaming � 2 Ren such that for every two non43



failure nodes s � hGs; csi and r � hGr; cri with the same path in treeP (hg2; c1i) and�(treeP (hg2; ci), respectively: Gs � Gr.Proof: Consider the trees obtained by obtaining all direct children of hg2; c1i and hg2; ci(i.e., the �rst level of the derivation tree). If the leftmost literal in g2 is a constraintand !c is applied, the renaming is the identity. Otherwise, the leftmost literal in g2is an atom and one or more !r are applied. Let R be the set of rules in P which canbe selected for such transition. Let �1 and �2 be the renamings applied to them beforeperforming the transitions for hg2; c1i and hg2; ci, respectively. By assumption, whilethe domain of �1 and �2 is the same set, their ranges are disjoint sets. Then � can beobtained as �1��12 . The theorem is thus obtained by applying this result recursively tothe nodes in the derivation tree.Note that, as constructed, the domain of � is the range of �2 and therefore�(treeP (hg1; c1i)) � treeP (hg1; c1i) and �(hg2; ci) � hg2; ci. In the rest of this chap-ter we assume that � satisfy such characteristic.Lemma 3.2.9 Let hg2; c1i and hg2; ci be two states with an identical sequence of liter-als such that c1 ! c. Let P be a program and � be a renaming satisfying Lemma 3.2.8.Then, for every two nodes s � hGs; csi and r � hGr; cri with the same path intreeP (hg2; c1i) and �(treeP (hg2; ci), respectively: cs $ c1 ^ cr.Proof: Let � be a renaming satisfying the conditions in Lemma 3.2.8. Since byLemma 3.2.8 the sequences of literals of all parents of s are identical to those of allparents of r with the same path, the constraints added to c1 and to c, yielding csand cr respectively, have been the same. Since by assumption c1 ! c, and thereforec1 $ c1 ^ c, it is clear that cs $ c1 ^ cr.Note that even if the consistent function associated with the underlying constraintsystem is not complete, and thus both cs and c1 ^ cr possibly entail fail, the lemma issatis�ed.Those two lemmas, and the fact that search space preservation implies a bijectionamong answers, allow us to prove that search space preservation is su�cient for ensuringthe correctness of the parallel execution. However, it is important to note that searchspace preservation is not necessary for ensuring correctness since it is possible thatalthough nodes in successful derivations correspond, there exists at least two nodes infailure derivations which do not correspond.Ensuring that e�ciency is also guaranteed is even easier due to the de�nition ofsearch space: 44



Theorem 3.2.10 Let hg1 : g2 : G; ci be a state, P be a program, andc1 2 answersP (hg1; ci). If the search spaces of hg2; ci and hg2; c1i are the same forP , then Pi2TRK(i) �N(i; hg2; ci) =Pi2TRK(i) �N(i; hg2; c1i).Proof: By de�nition of search space preservation, there exists a bijection among thenodes in treeP (hg2; ci) and treeP (hg2; c1i) which are obtained by applying the sametransition rule. Thus, for any i 2 TR : N(i; hg2; ci) = N(i; hg2; c1i).As before, note that search space preservation is not necessary for ensuring e�ciencysince, for example, if di�erent transition rules have the same cost, even if the nodes inthe trees do not correspond, the total cost can be the same. Then, we can state thefollowing:Theorem 3.2.11 Let hg1 : g2 : G; ci be a state and P a program. The parallelexecution of g1 and g2 is e�cient if for every c1 2 answersP (hg1; ci): the search spacesof hg2; ci and hg2; c1i are the same for P .Thus we have already proved that search space preservation is su�cient for ensuringthe correctness and also for ensuring the e�ciency of the parallel execution. However,we can go further and show that it is in fact necessary for ensuring that both correctnessand e�ciency hold. The following lemmas are instrumental for this result.Lemma 3.2.12 Let hg2; c1i and hg2; ci be two states with an identical sequence ofliterals such that c1 ! c. Let P be a program. Then, for every two nodes s and rwith the same path in treeP (hg2; c1i) and treeP (hg2; ci, respectively: s and r have beenobtained with the same transition rule i� either s � r � fail or they are both nonfailure nodes.Proof: On the one hand, if s and r have been obtained by the same transition rule,by de�nition of the operational semantics, either both are identical to fail or both arenon failure. On the other hand, let s0 and r0 be the parents of s and r, respectively.By Lemma 3.2.8, if the leftmost literal in the sequence of literals in s0 is an atom(constraint) then the leftmost literal in the sequence of literals in r0 must also be an atom(constraint). Then, by de�nition of the operational semantics, if either s � r � fail orthey are both non failure nodes, they must have been obtained by applying the sametransition rule.Lemma 3.2.13 Let hg2; c1i and hg2; ci be two states with an identical sequence ofliterals such that c1 ! c and the search spaces of hg2; c1i and hg2; ci are di�erent forprogram P . Then, there exists a bijection which assigns to each node s in treeP (hg2; c1i)for which there is no corresponding node in treeP (hg2; ci, a node r in treeP (hg2; ciwith the same path, such that s and r have been obtained applying the !cf and !ctransition rule, respectively, and the parents of s and r correspond.45



Proof: Let us assume that the search space is not preserved and that s is the �rstnode in its branch for which there is no corresponding node. Let s0 be the parent ofs. By assumption, s0 has a corresponding node r0 in treeP (hg2; ci. Since s0 is nonfailure, by Lemma 3.2.12, r0 must be also non failure. Thus, there must exist a noder in treeP (hg2; ci with the same path as s. The same reasoning applies for r, since byassumption its parent has a corresponding node. Thus, if there exists such s, r existsand vice versa. By de�nition of search space preservation and Lemma 3.2.12, if s andr do not correspond, one must be fail and the other must not. Let s0 � hG0s; c0si,r0 � hG0r; c0ri, and � be the renaming satisfying the conditions in Lemma 3.2.8. ByLemma 3.2.8, G0s � �(G0r). If the �rst literal in G0s is an atom, both s and r musthave been obtained by applying either !r or !rf , and thus correspond. Therefore,the �rst literal in G0s must be a constraint c0. If s have been obtained by applyingthe !c transition rule, then consistent(c0s ^ c0) must hold. However, by Lemma 3.2.9c0s $ c01 ^ �(c0r). Therefore, consistent(c0 ^ �(c0r)) must also hold, and thus r mustalso be obtained by applying the !c rule. Thus, the only possibility is that whileconsistent(c0s ^ c0) does not hold, consistent(c0 ^ �(c0r)) holds. Thus, s and r havebeen obtained by applying the !cf and !c transition rules, respectively. Finally, smust be the �rst node for which there is no corresponding node, since no node has failas parent.As a result, we can conclude that the only way in which the search spaces of hg2; c1iand hg2; ci, with c1 ! c, can be di�erent for a program P , is by pruning some branchof treeP (hg2; ci). Now we can state the following:Theorem 3.2.14 Let hg1 : g2 : G; ci be a state and P a program. The parallelexecution of g1 and g2 is correct and e�cient i� for every c1 2 answersP (hg1; ci) thesearch spaces of hg2; ci and hg2; c1i are the same for P .Proof: Since we have already proved that search space preservation is su�cient, letus focus on the necessary condition. Let us reason by contradiction and assumethat the parallel execution is correct and e�cient but there exists at least onec1 2 answersP (hg1; ci) for which the search spaces of hg2; ci and hg2; c1i are not thesame for P . By Lemma 3.2.13 we can ensure that for every node in treeP (hg2; c1i) ob-tained with one of the transition rules in f!r;!c;!rfg, there exists a correspondingnode in treeP (hg2; ci) which has been obtained with the same transition rule. Thus,for every i 2 f!r;!c;!rfg: N(i; hg2; c1i) � N(i; hg2; ci). Also, for every node s intreeP (hg2; c1i) obtained with the!cf transition rule, either it has a corresponding nodein treeP (hg2; ci) or, by Lemma 3.2.13 there exists a node r in treeP (hg2; c1i) with thesame path, which have been obtained applying the !c transition rule. By de�nition46



of correctness there exists a bijection among answer nodes, i.e. nodes in successfulderivations. Thus r must be non failure, and the branches starting at r must be eitherin�nite or failure. Thus the amount of work performed for obtaining r and its childrenis greater than that performed for obtaining s. But then the parallel execution is note�cient, which is in contradiction with the assumption.Note that this implies that, in absence of failure, the amount of work performedduring the parallel execution is in fact equal (never less) than that performed in thesequential execution, the speedup coming from the parallel execution of such work.From the results above we can also clarify two of the points mentioned in the summary ofthe results for LP. Let #nodesP (s) be the number of non failure nodes in the derivationtree of state s for program P .Corollary 3.2.15 Let hg2; c1i and hg2; ci be two states with an identical sequence ofliterals such that c1 ! c. Let P be a program. The search spaces of hg2; ci and hg2; c1iare the same for P i� #nodesP (hg2; ci) = #nodesP (hg2; c1i).The proof comes directly form the de�nition of search space preservation andLemma 3.2.12. This can explain why preservation of the search space and of thenumber of non failure nodes were identi�ed. However, as we will see later, this identi-�cation cannot be done when dynamically scheduled languages are taken into account,since then a more constrained store c1 can both prune and enlarge the search space.The second confusing point, clari�ed in [75] for LP, was related to the success ofthe back bindings in the parallel framework based on the renaming transformation, canalso be derived for CLP:Corollary 3.2.16 Let hg1 : g2 : G; ci be a state, and P a program. If for everyc1 2 answersP (hg1; ci), the search spaces of hg2; ci and hg2; c1i are the same for P , theback bindings resulting from the parallel execution of g1 and g2 in the parallel modelrequiring the renaming transformation will always succeed.The proof comes directly from Theorem 3.2.7. Furthermore, inherited from Theo-rem 3.2.7, the success of the back bindings does not guarantee the preservation of thesearch space, thus con�rming the results in [75].At this point it is clear that, following the de�nitions of correctness and e�ciencygiven above, search space preservation ensures both the correctness and e�ciency of theparallel execution of independent goals. Furthermore, that search space preservationis not only a su�cient but also a necessary condition for ensuring both e�ciency andcorrectness. However, there are still two issues related to the assumptions made when47



ensuring e�ciency. Firstly, we have assumed that g1 has at least one answer. If thisis not true, the amount of work during the parallel execution might be increased.Such increment will depend on how the implemented system handles such situations.However, given the results above, if we assume the behavior of the system in case offailure proposed in [75], the same results can be obtained, thus ensuring e�ciency alsofor those cases. Secondly, we have also assumed that the amount of work involved inapplying a particular transition rule is independent of the state to which the rule isapplied. Thus, there is one point which has not been taken into account, namely thechanges in the amount of work involved when applying a particular transition rule tostates with di�erent constraint stores. As we will see in Section 3.5, in the context ofCLP languages this change can be signi�cant, actually possibly yielding a slow-down.3.3 Levels of IndependenceIn this section we will formally de�ne the concept of independence for CLP languagesat several levels. As mentioned in the previous section, independence was also de�nedat several levels in LP, starting from the most restrictive de�nitions which ensure searchspace preservation, and then extending such conditions in order to enlarge the numberof goals which can be considered independent, while still preserving the search space.We will do the opposite: start from a quite general concept of independence whichis not su�cient for ensuring search space preservation, and then progressively restrictsuch de�nition in order to ensure search space preservation. The reason for this is toshow that such de�nitions are interesting by themselves rather than just a condition forthe correctness and e�ciency of the parallel execution of goals, due to their importancefor a certain class of applications.3.3.1 Weak IndependenceThe �rst level is a relatively \lax" notion of independence which captures the intuitiveidea that simply guaranteeing \consistency among answers" of goals is su�cient for thepurposes of a number of applications.Example 3.3.1 Consider the following fragment of a CLP(<) program:p(x,y):- x > 0. q(x,y):- x < 5 , y = 2.p(x,y):- x = 3, x = y. q(x,y):- x > 1.p(x,y):- x > 7. 48



<x = 3:x = y, y = 1>

fail

<x = y, y = 1    x = 3><nil,y = 1    x > 0>

<x > 0, y = 1>

<nil, y = 1    x > 7>

<x > 7, y = 1> <x < 5:y  = 2, y = 1>

<y = 2, y = 1    x < 5>

fail

<x > 1,y = 1>

<nil, y = 1    x > 1>

<q(x,y), y = 1><p(x,y), y = 1>

Figure 3.1:Figure 1 shows each possible derivation for states hp(x; y); ci and hq(x; y); ci, withc � fy = 1g. Since the answers of hp(x; y); ci are consistent with those of hq(x; y); cithen p(x,y) and q(x,y) can be considered in some sense independent for c.2Let us now formally de�ne this level of independence which we will call weak inde-pendence:De�nition 3.3.1 [weak independence] Goals g1 and g2 are weakly independent forconstraint c and program P i�8 c1 2 answerP (hg1; ci) and 8 cr 2 answerP (hg2; ci) : consistent(c1 ^ cr)A collection of goals g1 : � : gn is weakly independent for a given c and P i� for everygoal gi; 1 � i � n: gi and the goal g1 : � � � : gi�1 are weakly independent for c and P .Also, a collection of goals is weakly independent for a set of constraints (interpreted astheir disjunction) C and program P i� they are weakly independent for any c 2 C andP . Finally, a collection of goals is simply weakly independent for P i� they are weaklyindependent for the set of all possible constraints and P .Note that, according to this de�nition, goals which fail (those for which the setof answers is empty) for a given constraint are weakly independent of all other goals.Also, note that this concept can be associated with that of preservation of the searchspace in the successful derivations, and thus with the success of the back-bindings.Lemma 3.3.2 Goals g1 and g2 are weakly independent for constraint c and programP i� 8 c1 2 answerP (hg1; ci): there exists a bijection which assigns to each node ina successful branch of treeP (hg2; ci) a corresponding node in a successful branch oftreeP (hg2; c1i).Proof: First, assume that the bijection exists. Since the nodes are non failure, byLemma 3.2.9 g1 and g2 must be weakly independent for c and P . Second, assume49



that g1 and g2 are weakly independent for c and P . By Lemma 3.2.13 for all nonfailure nodes, and in particular those in successful branches of treeP (hg2; c1i), thereexists a corresponding node in a successful branch of treeP (hg2; ci). Also, by as-sumption of weak independence, for each node r � hGr; cri in a successful branchof treeP (hg2; ci) consistent(c1 ^ cr) holds. Let � be a renaming satisfying the condi-tions in Lemma 3.2.8. By construction, �(c1) � c1 and thus consistent(c1 ^ �(cr))must also hold. By Lemma 3.2.9, the consistency tests for obtaining the nodes withthe same path as r are performed over a constraint cs satisfying cs $ c1 ^ �(cr) andthus, consistent(cs) must also hold. Therefore, by Lemma 3.2.12 for each such r nodethere is a corresponding node, in a successful branch.Detecting this kind of independence can, in principle, be useful for performingoptimizations which are based on determination of producer-consumer relationships,such as intelligent backtracking. This is based on the following result:Theorem 3.3.3 Let g1 : � � � : gn be a collection of weakly independent goals forconstraint c and program P . Let gi; 1 � i � n be a goal such that there existsc1 2 answersP (g1 : � � � : gi�1; c) with answersP (gi; c1) = ;. Then, for everyc2 2 answersP (g1 : � � � : gi�1; c) : answersP (gi; c2) = ;.The proof comes directly from the Lemma 3.3.2. Thus, once there are no answersfor goal gi, execution can safely backtrack to the choice-point placed just before g1,skipping all the choice-points in between. This application will be further discussed inSection 3.6.4.However, from the results of the previous section, it is clear that weak indepen-dence is not su�cient for ensuring search space preservation (as the success of theback-bindings cannot either), since only successful derivations of the goals have beenconsidered and the search space can also be a�ected through interactions with deriva-tions failed or in�nite derivations.Example 3.3.2 Consider the previous example. Assume that we start from thestate hp(x; y) : q(x; y); fy = 1gi. It is clear that the search space associated tohq(x; y); y = 1 ^ x > 7i is less than that associated to hq(x; y); fy = 1gi since, thederivation in which x < 5 appears would fail earlier { as soon as x < 5 is checkedfor consistency with the store. 23.3.2 Strong IndependenceWe now formally de�ne a more restrictive concept of independence, in the spirit sug-gested above of taking into account all partial answers, which we will call strong inde-50



pendence:De�nition 3.3.4 [strong independence] Goal g2 is strongly independent of goal g1 forconstraint c and program P i�8 c1 2 answerP (hg1; ci) and 8 cr 2 partialP (hg2; ci) : consistent(c1 ^ cr)A collection of goals g1 : � : gn is strongly independent for a given c and P i� forevery gi; 1 � i � n: gi is strongly independent of the goal g1 : � � � : gi�1 for c and P .Also, a collection of goals is strongly independent for a set of constraints (interpretedas their disjunction) C and P i� they are strongly independent for any c 2 C and P .Finally, a collection of goals is simply strongly independent for P i� they are stronglyindependent for the set of all possible constraints and P .Note that while weak independence is symmetric, strong independence is not.Example 3.3.3 In the example given in Figure 1, p(x,y) is strongly-independent ofq(x,y) for c � fy = 1g since all answers to hq(x; y); ci are consistent with partialanswers of hp(x; y); ci. However, q(x,y) is not strongly-independent of p(x,y) for thesame constraint c. 2Also, note that if a goal g2 is strongly independent of another goal g1 for c, then g1and g2 are weakly independent for c.We will now show some properties which hold for strongly independent goals. Themain result is that goal g2 is independent of g1 for a given constraint c if and only ifthe search space is preserved.Theorem 3.3.5 Goal g2 is strongly independent of goal g1 for constraint c and pro-gram P i�8 c1 2 answersP (hg1; ci) : the search spaces of hg2; ci and hg2; c1i are the same.Proof: If search space is preserved, by Lemma 3.2.9 g1 and g2 must be strongly indepen-dent for c and P . On the other hand, assume that g1 and g2 are strongly independentfor c and P . By Lemma 3.2.13 if the search spaces are not preserved, there must exista node s � fail in treeP (hg2; c1i) obtained by applying !cf and a node r � hGr; criobtained by applying!c in treeP (hg2; ci) with the same path, such that their parents,correspond. Let � be a renaming satisfying the conditions in Lemma 3.2.8. By con-struction, �(c1) � c1 and thus, by strong independence, consistent(c1 ^ �(cr)) mustalso hold. By Lemma 3.2.8 and Lemma 3.2.9, the consistent test performed for obtain-ing s was applied to a constraint cs $ c1 ^ �(cr) and thus, consistent(cs) must alsohold. This is in contradiction with s being fail.51



This theorem ensures that strong independence is not only su�cient but also nec-essary for ensuring preservation of search space. It is important to note that if wede�ne strong independence in terms of the full existential closure and the consistentfunction associated with the underlying constraint system is not complete, then strongindependence would be su�cient but not necessary. In any case, the correctness ande�ciency of the parallel execution of a set of strongly independent goals with respectto the the original left to right execution is ensured.When reordering goals it is di�cult to give simple yet general conditions whichensure that the reordering of two goals reduces the search space. However, one simplecondition that ensures that the reordering does not increase the search space is thatthe rightmost goal is \single solution" and strongly independent of the leftmost goal.7De�nition 3.3.6 [single solution] A goal g is single solution for constraint c and pro-gram P i� the state hg; ci has at most one successful derivation in P .Theorem 3.3.7 If goal g2 is both strongly independent of goal g1 and single solutionfor constraint c and P then#nodesP (hg2 : g1; ci) � #nodesP (hg1 : g2; ci)The proof comes directly from Lemma 3.2.13 and the given CLP operational se-mantics. Note that the search space can be decreased for two reasons. First, due to theasymmetry of strong independence g2 can decrease the search space of g1 for c. Second,the answer for g2 (if any) will never be recomputed.3.3.3 Search IndependenceAs mentioned in Section 3.2.1, within the independent and-parallel model, parallelgoals are executed in di�erent environments. The isolation of the environments quiteaccurately reects the actual situation in distributed implementations of independentand-parallelism [37]. However, in models designed for shared addressing space ma-chines such isolation of environments is not imposed by the machine architecture andthus, in practice, the goals executing in parallel generally share a single binding envi-ronment (e.g. [79, 71, 99]). The amount of overhead introduced by requiring isolatedenvironments (either copying the environment or renaming the goals, plus conjoiningthe solutions) in these machines, suggests that such isolation should not (unnecessary)7This property is in general undecidable, but can be approximated. Note that the need for this prop-erty to hold in the following paragraphs is related to the preservation of the \recomputation" overheaddue to the standard backtracking algorithm. Such preservation can also always be ensured by avoidingrecomputation through program transformation, encapsulating goals in all-solutions predicates.52



be implemented. Furthermore, sharing the environments allow us to avoid performingthe conjunction of the answers obtained from the parallel execution, thus reducing theassociated overheads.One could think that if we ensure that g2 is strongly independent of g1 with respectto a given constraint store c then we can execute them in parallel in the same envi-ronment while preserving the correctness and e�ciency with respect to the sequentialexecution of hg1 : g2; ci. However, this is not true since, again, we have only consideredthe successful derivations of g1 and, in this new context, it is then possible that the exe-cution of hg2; ci prunes the search space of hg1; ci. For this reason we de�ne a symmetricnotion of strong independence. We refer to this concept as search independence:De�nition 3.3.8 [search independence] Goals g1 and g2 are search independent forconstraint c and program P i�8 c1 2 partialP (hg1; ci) and 8 cr 2 partialP (hg2; ci) : consistent(c1 ^ cr)A collection of goals is search independent for a given c and P i� they are pairwisesearch independent for c and P . Also, a collection of goals is search independent for a setof constraints (interpreted as their disjunction) C and P i� they are search independentfor any c 2 C and P . Finally, a collection of goals is simply search independent for Pi� they are search independent for the set of all possible constraints and P .Then, in the same spirit as Theorem 3.3.5 we can conclude:Corollary 3.3.9 Goals g1 and g2 are search independent for constraint c and programP i�8 c1 2 answersP (hg1; ci) : the search spaces of hg2; ci and hg2; c1i are the same, and8 cr 2 answersP (hg2; ci) : the search spaces of hg1; ci and hg1; cri are the same.3.4 Ensuring Search Independence \A Priori"While compile-time detection of search independence can be based on the de�nitionsthemselves, run-time detection cannot. This is because search independence has beende�ned in terms of the partial answers produced by the goals, but, in practice, we areinterested in an \a priori" detection of search independence (i.e., the detection mustbe performed just before executing the goals, and without actually having to executethem). In order to do this, (run-time) conditions for ensuring independence have tobe developed which are based only on information which is readily available before53



executing the goals, for example in terms of the store at that point and the goalsthemselves. Our �rst approach is to de�ne conditions which must hold for any possiblepartial answer:De�nition 3.4.1 [projection independence] Goals g1(�x) and g2(�y) are projection in-dependent for constraint c i�8 c1; c2 2 Cons : if ~9(c ^ 9��x c1) and ~9(c ^ 9��y c2) then ~9(c ^ 9��x c1 ^ 9��y c2)Since the execution of a goal can only add constraints on local variables and thearguments of the goal, it is straightforward to prove the following result:Theorem 3.4.2 Goals g1 and g2 are search independent for constraint c and anyprogram P if they are projection independent for c.Naive application of this su�cient condition implies testing all possible consistentconstraints over the variables of each goal. Intuitively, Theorem 3.4.2 holds i� (a) thegoals do not have variables in common w.r.t. c and (b) by projecting the constraint storec over the variables of each goal we do not lose \interesting" information for the variablesin each goal w.r.t. the original constraint store projected over the variables of bothgoals, i.e. the former store entails the latter. Therefore, a more useful characterizationof projection independence can be captured by:Theorem 3.4.3 Goals g1(�x) and g2(�y) are projection independent for constraint c i�(�x \ �y � def(c)) and (9��x c ^ 9��y c! 9��y[�x c)8Proof: Let us reason by contradiction and assume that there exists z 2 �x\ �y such thatz 62 def(c). Then, there must exist at least two di�erent values l1 and l2 such that~9(c^ z = l1) and ~9(c ^ z = l2) hold. Therefore, c1 � fz = l1g and c2 � fz = l2g do notsatisfy the conditions required by projection independence, and there is a contradiction.If we assume that (�x \ �y � def(c)) but (9��x c ^ 9��y c) 6! 9��y[�x c then, there mustexist at least a primitive constraint c0 such that 9��y[�x c! c0 but (9��x c ^ 9��y c) 6! c0.Therefore, c0 must satisfy that �x\vars(c0) 6� def(c), �y\vars(c0) 6� def(c). Let �x0 and �y0be two sequences of variables such that (by an abuse of notation) �x0 = �x\ vars(c0) and�y0 = �y\vars(c0). We can assume without loss of generality that vars(c0) = �x0[ �y0. Thus,there must exist at least two sequences of values �lx and �ly such that both c ^ ( �x0 = �lx)and c^( �y0 = �ly) are consistent but 9� �y0(c0^ �x0 = �lx) ^ �y0 = �ly is not. Thus, c1 � �x0 = �lxand c2 � �y0 = �ly do not satisfy the conditions required by projection independence,and there is a contradiction.8Note that (9��x c ^ 9��y c 9��y[�x c) is always satis�ed.54



The proof for the other direction of the implication is as follows. Assume that thecondition holds but there exist two constraints c1 and c2 such that both c ^ 9��x c1 andc ^ 9��y c2 are consistent but c ^ 9��x c1 ^ 9��y c2 is not. By assumption �x \ �y � def(c)and therefore, 9��x c1 ^ 9��y c2 must be consistent. Also by assumption, 9��x c ^ 9��y cis equivalent to 9��y[�x c, therefore, 9��y[�x c ^ 9��x c1 ^ 9��y c2 must be also consistent,which is in contradiction with c ^ 9��x c1 ^ 9��y c2 being inconsistent.Corollary 3.4.4 Goals g1(�x) and g2(�y) are search independent for constraint c andany program P if �x \ �y � def(c) and 9��x c ^ 9��y c! 9��y[�x cThe proof comes directly from Theorem 3.4.2 and Theorem 3.4.3.Example 3.4.1 Consider the goals g1(y); g2(z) and constraint c � fy > x; z > xg.Now 9�fyg c = �, 9�fzg c = �, 9�fy;zg c = �. Therefore, from Corollary 3.4.4, we knowthat g1(y); g2(z) are search independent for c.2The following theorem provides the link with the su�cient conditions de�ned in[73] (briey summarized in Section 3.2.1, De�nition 3.2.1), for the LP framework.Theorem 3.4.5 In the LP framework, two goals are projection independent for con-straint c i� they are strictly independent for c.Proof: Since there is a natural bijection between substitutions and sets of equationsin solved form, we let c � eqn(�) denote the set of equations corresponding to thesubstitution �. Then we can say that two goals g1(�x) and g1(�x) are strictly independentfor c i� Sfz12�x;z1=t12cg vars(t1) \ Sfz22�y;z2=t22cg vars(t2) = ;. Let us assume that thegoals are strictly independent for c and reason by contradiction. If there exists aw 2 (�x \ �y) such that w 62 def(c), then there must exist an equation w = t in c suchthat vars(t) 6= ;. Since vars(t) is in the intersection of both sets above, the goals are notstrict independent, and there is a contradiction. If we assume that �x \ �y � def(c) but9��x c ^ 9��y c 6! 9��y[�x c, as before there must exist a primitive constraint c0 entailed byc such that �x\ vars(c0) 6� def(c), and �y \ vars(c0) 6� def(c). In the LP framework thisonly can happen if there exist two equations z1 = t1 and z2 = t2 in c such that z1 2 �x,z2 2 �y and vars(t1) \ vars(t2) 6= ;, which is in contradiction with the assumption ofstrict independence. The proof for the other direction of the implication follows thesame reasoning.As a result, in the Herbrand domain there is no need to actually project the con-straint store over any set of variables, thus { due to the characteristics of the imple-mentation of the terms and the operation of the uni�cation algorithm { transforming55



a possibly exponential operation into a linear one. However, when constraint domainsother than Herbrand are involved, the cost of performing a precise projection may betoo high. A pragmatic solution is to �nd if variables are `linked" through the primitiveconstraints in the constraint store. In fact we can do better by noticing that we canignore variables that are constrained to take a unique value. In the following we willuse � to denote a sequence of constraints.More formally, the relation link�(x; y) holds for variables x and y if there is a prim-itive constraint c in � such that fx; yg � vars(c) n def(�). The relation links�(x; y)is the transitive closure of link�(x; y). We lift links to sets of variables by de�ningLinks�(�x; �y) i� 9x 2 �x and 9 y 2 �y such that links�(x; y).Theorem 3.4.6 Goals g1(�x) and g2(�y) are projection independent for constraint � if: Links�(�x; �y).Note that the theorem does not depend on the syntactic representation we choosefor �. In fact if the solver keeps a \normal form" for the current constraints we arebetter o� using the normal form rather than the original sequence of constraints as thisallows the de�nition to be simpli�ed. More precisely: constraints � are in normal formif they have form: x1 = f1(�y) ^ x2 = f2(�y) ^ ::: ^ xn = fn(�y) ^�0where the xi are distinct and disjoint from the variables �y and vars(�0) � �y. Associatedwith the normal form is an assignment  to the eliminated variables, namely,[x1 7! f1(�y); :::xn 7! fn(�y)]It is straightforward to verify that Links�(x; y) i�Links�0(vars( (x)); vars( (y))).The condition imposed by Theorem 3.4.6, although clearly su�cient, is somewhatconservative. For instance, although the goals g1(y); g2(z) are search independent for� = fy > x; z > xg, Links�(fyg; fzg) holds due to the transitive closure performedwhen computing links�(y; z). Thus, if projection may be e�ciently performed for theparticular constraint domain and solver it is better to use Theorem 3.4.3 to determinesearch independence at run time.It is interesting to note that despite the fact that we initially considered a left-to-right execution rule, the su�cient conditions given in this section are valid indepen-dently of any computation rule. This is due to fact that these conditions are de�ned interms of the information provided by the constraint store readily available before exe-cuting the goals. Thus, the conditions will remain valid no matter which computation56



rule will be later applied in the execution of the goals. Therefore, the results obtainedin this section can be directly applied to non-deterministic CLP languages with othercomputation rules, such as AKL [90] or non-deterministic concurrent constraint lan-guages in general [138].3.5 Solver IndependenceFrom the results in previous sections, it may be thought that search space indepen-dence is enough for ensuring not only the correctness but also the e�ciency of anytransformation applied to the search independent goals. Unfortunately, as mentionedin Section 3.3, this is not true in general.Example 3.5.1 Consider an empty constraint store, a sequence �1 of primitive con-straints which result in a solvable system of linear equations, and another sequence�2 of primitive constraints, each of them uniquely constraining one of the variablesinvolved in the system of equations, where �2 is consistent with �1. It is clear thatprocessing �1 and then �2 will take longer than processing �2 �rst and then �1. Thereason is that while in the former case a relatively complex constraint solving algo-rithm (such as Gaussian elimination) has to be applied, in the latter only simple valuepropagation is performed. 2The problem is that the amount of work performed when applying a particulartransition rule is not always independent of the state to which this transition rule isapplied. There are two di�erent cases. On the one hand, given a program P anda state s in which the leftmost literal is an atom a, the amount of work performedwhen applying the !r or !rf transition rules to s is identical to that performedwhen applying the same transition rule to state s0 as long as the leftmost literal in thesequence of literals of s0 is a variant of a (i.e. identical up to renaming). Note that theconstraint stores in s and s0 are not taken into account. On the other hand, given aprogram P and a state s in which the leftmost literal is a constraint c0, the amount ofwork performed when applying the!c and!cf transition rules to s can be di�erent tothat performed when applying the same transition rule to state s0 even if the leftmostliteral in the sequence of literals of s0 is a variant of c0. The key is in the di�erencesamong the stores in s and s0.Therefore, although as shown by the results in previous sections search space preser-vation ensures that for each transition rule the number of applications of this transitionrule in the derivation trees of each state is preserved, it does not ensure the preservationof the amount of work when the!c and!cf transition rules are applied and the store57



in each state is di�erent. The main problem is that the constraint solver is viewed asa black box, i.e., the operational semantics allow us to see the transitions applied atthe higher level, but not those performed by the constraint solver at each of those highlevel transitions. If we could have access to such \low level" transitions, the amountof work performed by the constraint solver in adding a particular constraint to a par-ticular store, would become explicit, and it could be characterized in terms of searchspace, analogously as for the high level transitions. This is in fact the approach takenby Bueno et al in [18].Therefore, it is clear that modifying the order in which a sequence of primitiveconstraints is added to the store may have a critical inuence on the time spent bythe constraint solver algorithm in obtaining the answer, even if the resulting constraintis consistent. In fact, this issue is the core of the reordering application described in[110]. The variance of the cost of adding primitive constraints to the store has beenignored as a factor of negligible inuence in traditional logic programming. This is dueto the speci�c characteristics of the standard uni�cation algorithms [130, 114] { we willreturn to this point later. However, as shown before, it cannot be ignored in the contextof CLP languages. For this reason, we now introduce the notion of constraint solverindependence, a new type of independence which, although orthogonal to search spaceindependence, is also needed in order to ensure the e�ciency of several optimizations.Intuitively, two sequences of primitive constraints are independent of each otherfor a given solver if adding them to the current constraint store in any \merging" hasthe same overall cost. We now make this idea more precise. Let Solv be a particularconstraint solver and c and c0 sequences of primitive constraints. We let cost(Solv; c; c0)be the cost of adding the sequence c0 to the solver Solv after c has been added. Toillustrate the vagaries of constraint solving we note that even in \reasonable" constraintsolvers such as, for example, that employed in CLP(<), we do not have that, if c00 is asubsequence of c0, cost(Solv; c; c00) � cost(Solv; c; c0)We let merge(c; c0) denote the set of all mergings of the constraint sequences c andc0.De�nition 3.5.1 [sequence-solver K-independence] Constraint sequences c0 and c00 areK-independent for store c and solver Solv i� ~9(c0 ^ c00 ^ c) implies that for everyc1; c2 2 merge(c0; c00) : cost(Solv; c; c1)� cost(Solv; c; c2) � K:The intuition behind the parameterization of the de�nition is that the cost bebound by a constant value or function (from close to zero, to a small constant, to, forexample, a linear function of the number of shared variables among the sequences),58



where di�erent levels of cost can be tolerated by di�erent applications, also dependingon the constraint system being used.The obvious way to de�ne independence for a solver is by ensuring that adding anypair of consistent sequences of constraints in any order leads to only small di�erencesin cost. This is captured in the following de�nition.De�nition 3.5.2 [solver independence] A constraint solver Solv is independent i� forall constraint sequences c; c0 and c00: c0 and c00 are K-independent for c and Solv, whereK is a \small" constant value.Unfortunately, many reasonable constraint solvers do not satisfy solver indepen-dence. In many applications a weaker notion is acceptable, namely that the solvershould be solver independent only for sequences which do not \interfere".De�nition 3.5.3 [projection solver independence] A constraint solver Solv is projec-tion independent i� for all constraint sequences c, c0, and c00, then if c0 and c00 areprojection independent for constraint c, c0 and c00 are K-independent for c and Solv,where K is a \small" constant value.An even weaker independence holds if we only consider constraints whose variablesare not linked in any way through the store.De�nition 3.5.4 [link solver independence] A constraint solver Solv is link indepen-dent i� for all constraint sequences c, c0 and c00, if :Linksc(vars(c0); vars(c00)) then c0and c00 are solver K-independent for c and Solv, where K is a \small" constant value.We claim that most reasonable constraint solvers are link independent and perhapssome are projection independent and that, therefore, the e�ciency of many optimiza-tions, such as and-parallelism, can be ensured once the adequate a priori notion isproved to hold for the goals involved in the optimization.In order to exemplify the applicability of the previously de�ned notions we will re-view a few examples of solvers with respect to their solver independence characteristics.In many CLP systems, for example CLP(<) [88] and Prolog-III [35], constraint test-ing over systems of linear equations and inequations is performed using an incrementalversion of the Simplex algorithm. Essentially this involves incrementally recomputinga normal form for the constraint solver when a new constraint is added. This is doneby a succession of \pivots" which exchange the variables being eliminated. When aconstraint is �rst encountered it is \simpli�ed" by eliminating the variables from it. Ifthis reduces the constraint to a simple assignment or Boolean test, then, for e�ciency,59



the constraint is not passed to the constraint solver but is handled by the constraint\interface". In order to recognize such assignments or tests the solver keeps track of allvariables which are constrained to a unique value. Let this constraint solver be calledSimplex. It is easy to construct examples showing that Simplex is neither independentnor projection independent. However, we do have that Simplex is link independent.We believe that the reason Simplex is link independent is typical of many realsolvers. It is instructive to reconsider uni�cation algorithms as solvers for equalityconstraints over the domain of Herbrand terms and study their independence char-acteristics. It is clear that most reasonable uni�cation algorithms would satisfy theconditions of projection independence, and in particular those which are \linear", i.e.which have the property of performing a number of atomic steps which is linear inthe size of the terms being uni�ed [130, 114]. Furthermore, if we denote by LinUnifa uni�cation algorithm belonging to the latter class, the we have that: LinUnif isindependent.It is interesting to point out that independence does not hold even within Herbrandfor all solvers. For example, the cost of the original uni�cation algorithm of Robinson[132], which is exponential in the worst case, can vary by more than a constant factordepending on reordering. The algorithm used in most practical LP systems is actuallyan adaptation of Robinson's. However these algorithms can actually be linear becauseeither they (incorrectly) do not perform the occur check or they simply allow regulartrees as well as terms, and also because they do not materialize the substitutions, butrather keep them in an implicit representation using pointers). In fact, in most practicalimplementations the di�erence of execution time after reordering will actually be veryclose to zero. This is the assumption that is used in practice in optimizations of logicprograms based on independence and it is this assumption which makes the classicalview of expressing independence in LP in terms only of search independence correct.3.6 ApplicationsAs briey mentioned in the previous sections, there are many optimizations which arebased on modifying the usual sequential execution of a constraint logic program inorder to improve its e�ciency. Usually, the transformation requires information about(in)dependence between the goals involved in the transformation. In this section wewill discuss the role of both the search and solver independence concepts introducedbefore in several such optimizations, which we herein call \applications."
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3.6.1 Independent And-ParallelismLet cons(d) denote the sequence of constraints in a derivation d. It follows from ourresults that in the CLP context a sequence of goals g1 : � � � : gn can be allowed to(independently) be executed in parallel in the context of c if9:� the goals are strongly independent for c, and� for every two derivations di and dj of hgi;�i and hgj ;�i; i 6= j respectively,cons(di); cons(dj) are K-independent for the solver and for each possible �, whereK should somehow be less than the advantage gained by having more than oneagent working in parallel (which is clearly the case if K is a small constant).As mentioned before, given the potential overhead of creating independent envi-ronments, however, and given that strong independence is already needed for ensuringcorrectness, it may be advantageous in practice to require a little more { search in-dependence { since then execution in independent environments is not required. Fur-thermore, if our parallel system detects that a set of goals is search independent basedon the su�cient conditions provided by Theorem 3.4.3 or Theorem 3.4.6 then we canensure that given a weakly independent solver, e�ciency is ensured. The reason is thatif one of those theorems holds for those goals, then we can ensure that all constraintsequences generated by di�erent goals will not share variables, unless they are uniquelyde�ned. Therefore we can ensure the second condition mentioned above, i.e., that forall constraint sequences generated by di�erent goals and which are consistent with thestore, those constraint sequences are K-independent for the store and the solver, whereK is a small constant. In other words, for \reasonable" solvers, the a priori conditionsproposed in Section 3.4 are su�cient for e�ciency to be ensured, since both searchspace preservation and either projection or solver independence hold.CLP languages can take advantage of parallelism from many points of view. First,it is usual in CLP programs to start by establishing a high number of constraints whichare always consistent and this can be often done in parallel. Second, complex functionswhich are used to compute values can also get advantage from their parallel execution.Third, satisfaction of constraints involving terms which do not belong to the sameconstraint system (e.g. booleans and numbers) are in general obviously independentand can be executed in parallel (unless type conversion is being performed). Finally,since almost all CLP programs subsume the Herbrand domain, CLP languages can take9We also assume the conditions on the scheduling of processors and tasks, and on backtracking givenin [75] to ensure that the no slow-down property also holds when a goal (which is not the rightmost)has no answers. 61



advantage of all the conventional applications of and-parallelism, i.e. parallel executionof tasks which can be decomposed into subtasks.As an example, consider the following CLP program:add matrix([ ],[ ],[ ]).add matrix([x|xs],[y|ys],[z|zs])  add vector(x,y,z), add matrix(xs,ys,zs).add vector([ ],[ ],[ ]).add vector([x|xs],[y|ys],[z|zs])  z = x + y, add vector(xs,ys,zs).which performs matrix addition. Usually, add matrix is called with the two �rstarguments constrained to a unique value (two matrices), the third being an uncon-strained variable. Then, the two subgoals in the second clause of both add matrix andadd vector can be run in parallel, signi�cantly improving the performance. Further-more, this parallel execution is also allowed whenever one argument is uniquely de�nedand the other two are unconstrained variables.Note that the operation of the solver is actually parallelized using the scheme pro-posed in the sense that more than one constraint will be added to (generally independentparts of) the store.There is of course an additional source of parallelism, complementary to the issuesdiscussed here, related to parallelizing the actions involved in adding a single primitiveconstraint to the store.3.6.2 Stability DetectionThe notion of \stability" [90] is used in the Andorra family of languages in generaland in the AKL language in particular as the rule for control of one of the basicoperations of the language { global forking. This operation amounts to starting and-parallel execution of a goal which is non-deterministic. Stability for a goal is de�nedinformally as being in a state in which other goals running in parallel with it will nota�ect its execution. This is of course an undecidable notion and in practice su�cientconditions are used in actual implementations.In particular, in the �rst implementation of AKL, restricted to the Herbrand do-main, the stability condition used is actually the classical notion of strict independencefor LP [58]. Since the AKL language is de�ned to be a constraint language, the notion ofstability has to be generalized to the constraint level. As we have shown, generalization62



cannot be done by directly applying naive liftings of the LP concepts of independence.We believe that the results presented in this chapter will be of direct application.3.6.3 ReorderingIn [110] an optimization based on reordering the goal c ^ g to g ^ c where c is a primitiveconstraint is suggested whenever c and g are strongly independent. The motivation forthis is that variables in c may become uniquely de�ned by g, enabling the constraint cto be replaced by either an assignment statement or a simple Boolean test. If this istrue, especially in the case g is recursive, large speedups are obtained. We can lift thisidea to the level of goals and thus reorder goals as well.Consider the (sub-)goal g1 : g2 appearing in some program, and assume that thiswill be called with the constraint sequences c1; c2; :::. This should be reordered tog2 : g1 if the following two conditions are met. Firstly that changing the ordering willnot increase the search space. From Theorem 3.3.7 a su�cient condition is that g2is single solution and strongly independent of g1 and answersP (hg1; ci) 6= ; for eachci. Secondly there should be an improvement in the overall execution time. Thus,for each ci and for each derivation d1 of hg1; cii and each derivation d2 of hg2; cii,cost(Solv; ci; cons(d2) :: cons(d1)) � cost(Solv; ci; cons(d1) :: cons(d2)) where Solv isthe constraint solver.As an example, consider the program FIB for computing the Fibonacci numbers.fib(0,1). (FIB)fib(1,1).fib(N,F)  N1 = N - 1, N2 = N - 2, F = F1 + F2,fib(N1,F1), fib(N2,F2).We consider the (usual) case that this is called with constraints in which the �rstargument is constrained to an integer and the second argument is an unconstrainedvariable. In this case both recursive calls to fib are single solution. Furthermore,because F, F1, and F2 are initially unconstrained, fib(N1,F1):fib(N2,F2) is stronglyindependent of F = F1 + F2 w.r.t. the given store. Thus the recursive clause bodycan be reordered to give the optimized program:fib(0,1). (O-FIB)fib(1,1).fib(N,F)  N1 = N - 1, N2 = N - 2,fib(N1,F1), fib(N2,F2), F = F1 + F2.63



The advantage of O-FIB over FIB is that all of the constraints in O-FIB are reduced tosimple assignments or tests meaning that the (expensive) constraint solver is not calledwhen O-FIB is executed, giving rise to substantial performance improvement.Note that this optimization makes no sense in the case of solvers that are stronglyindependent. Thus it is not useful in the context of logic programming but promisesto be an important optimization for CLP(<).3.6.4 Intelligent BacktrackingBacktracking is the operation performed whenever a state can only be reduced tofail. In this situation, the computation has to return to the state (or at least anequivalent state) from which the last non deterministic reduction was performed (calledthe last choice point). In Prolog, constraints are equations between terms, internallyrepresented as binding of variables. During forward execution, the variables simplycome more and more instantiated. Therefore, backtracking just implies unbinding thevariables which have became more instantiated since the last choice point. As a result,the only information to be kept in order to allow a correct backtracking is the set ofvariables which have become bound.On the contrary, in CLP a constraint expression can be completely changed fromits original form. Therefore, usually we will need to keep track of the constraints intheir original forms. Keeping such information is signi�cantly more costly than keepingtrack of the variables. Thus, developing techniques which avoids a many backtrackingstep as possible seems to be even more important when CLP languages are taken intoaccount.Intelligent backtracking [13] consists in analyzing, upon failure, the causes of thefailure and determining appropriate backtracking points that can eliminate the failurewhile maintaining correctness, thus avoiding unnecessary computations. The methodused in LP is based both on an extended uni�cation algorithm which keeps track of thehistory of the uni�cation and performs failure analysis, and a backtrack process, whichis essentially the same in all methods. One of the main decisions in this application isrelated to the accuracy of the uni�cation history representation: an extremely accuraterepresentation could be intractable, a too simple one could perform a naive backtrackingat a high cost.We propose a simple form of intelligent backtracking based on the notion of weakindependence. Let g1 : � � � : gn be a set of goals which are weakly independent for thestore c. Theorem 3.3.3 ensures that whenever there exists a goal gi; 1 � i � n for whichno answers for goal gi are found, execution can safely backtrack to the choice-pointplaced just before g1, skipping all the choice-points in between.64



It could be thought that, although the time saved by such optimization can besigni�cant, the complexity of the tests needed for a run-time detection of weakly in-dependent goals may yield a slow-down, which is clearly not the aim. However, it isimportant to note that, �rst, the traditional techniques applied to LP (i.e. keeping trackof the history of the uni�cation), are no longer applicable without modi�cations whendomains other than Herbrand are considered. Second, that maintaining a comparablestructure to be able to accurately determine the causes of a failure for, for example, theconstraint system based on reals with equalities and inequalities can be very complex.And third, that CLP languages are usually de�ned over more than one constraint sys-tem, which increases signi�cantly the complexity of the problem. Therefore, we believethat inferring independence at compile-time or partly at compile-time and partly atrun-time, and providing accurate information to the compiler so that it can specializethe program code in order to provide the appropriate links, can be a quite a usefultechnique for e�ciently implementing intelligent backtracking in the context of CLPlanguages.3.7 Chapter ConclusionsWe have shown how a simple extrapolation of the LP-based de�nitions of independenceto CLP turns out to be both not general enough in some cases and erroneous in oth-ers, and identi�ed the need in CLP for de�ning concepts of independence both at thesearch level and at the solver level. Several such concepts have been presented andshown to be relevant to several classes of applications. We have also proposed su�-cient conditions for the concepts of independence proposed, which are easier to detectat run-time than the original de�nitions. Also, it has been shown how the conceptsproposed, when applied to conventional LP, render the traditional notions and are thusa strict generalization of such notions. Finally, we believe we have in addition providedsome insights into hidden assumptions related to properties of the standard uni�cationalgorithms that were made in the development of the LP concepts.It is our belief that using the concepts of independence presented the range ofapplications independence-related optimizations can be even larger in CLP than in LP.
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Chapter 4Independence in DynamicallyScheduled LanguagesThere has been widespread interest in a class of second-generation logic programminglanguages that provide more exible scheduling than those based on a �xed schedulingrule. In this new class of languages computation generally proceeds following also some�xed scheduling rule but some calls are dynamically \delayed" until their argumentsare su�ciently instantiated to allow the call to run e�ciently. Such dynamic schedulingovercomes the problems associated with traditional languages and their �xed schedul-ing. First, it allows the same program to have many di�erent and e�cient operationalsemantics, as the operational behavior depends on which arguments are supplied in thequery. Thus, programs behave e�ciently as relations, rather than as functions. Second,the treatment of negation is sound, as negative calls are delayed until all argumentsare ground. Third, it allows intelligent search in combinatorial constraint problems.Finally, dynamic scheduling allows a style of programming in which procedures areviewed as processes which communicate asynchronously through dependent variables.Unfortunately, as we will show in this chapter, the notions of independence de-veloped so far are not valid for this class of languages. As discussed in the previouschapter, when preserving the search space in languages with �xed scheduling, problemsonly appear when a derivation is pruned due to an inconsistency with a constraintpreviously added to the store by another goal. In languages with dynamic schedul-ing the search space can also vary due to the awakening or delaying of some literals.Note that the problems posed by dynamic scheduling subsume those posed by passiveconstraints in constraint logic programming languages. The main di�erence is that indynamically scheduled languages not only constraints but also atoms can be delayeduntil their arguments become su�ciently instantiated.67



In this chapter we extend the notion of independence to dynamically scheduledlanguages. The interest of such extension is threefold. Firstly, due to the bene�ts men-tioned above, most real (constraint) logic languages, such as IC-Prolog [25], MU-Prolog[127], NU-Prolog [147], Prolog-II [56], Sicstus-Prolog [21], Prolog-III [35], CHIP [68],Prolog M, and SEPIA [55], etc., already provide such exible scheduling. Therefore thegenerality and practicality of the applications based on the independence notion willnot be a reality for these languages until such applications handle dynamically sched-uled programs. Secondly, dynamic scheduling has a signi�cant cost; literals, if a�ectedby a delay declaration, must be checked to see whether they should delay or not; uponvariable binding, possibly delayed calls must be woken or put in a \pending" list, sothat they are woken before the next literal in the goal is executed; also, few registerallocation optimizations can be performed for delayed objects; �nally, space needs tobe allocated for delayed objects until they are woken [20]. These performance prob-lems make those languages good candidates for many optimizations and, in particular,those based on the independence concept. Thirdly, dynamically scheduled languageshave been considered as good target languages for the implementation of concurrentconstraint logic languages [51, 137, 149]. The reasons for such decision include thesemantic similarities and the progress on implementation and optimization techniquesfor dynamically scheduled languages and, in particular, the bene�ts provided by thework on, and implementations of, or- and and-parallel systems. However, taking ad-vantage of such and-parallel systems will only be possible if the independence conceptis extended to the class of logic languages with dynamic scheduling.The rest of this chapter proceeds as follows: in the next section we give a simpleexample which illustrates the usefulness of dynamic scheduling. In Section 4.2 we givethe additional notation that will be used throughout this chapter and an operationalsemantics of (constraint) logic languages with dynamic scheduling. In Section 4.3 weconsider independence in the simpler context of CLP languages with passive constraints.In Section 4.4 we consider a more general context in which atoms are also allowed tobe delayed, but we still require that the sequence of delayed literals before the parallelexecution of two goals be free of atoms. Finally, in Section 4.5 we consider the generalcase. Section 4.6 gives su�cient conditions (for the general case) that are easier todetect at run-time than the de�nitions of independence. Section 4.7 briey discusses thenotion of independence at the solver level. Finally, Section 4.8 presents our conclusions.
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4.1 ExampleThe following program adapted from Naish [126], illustrates the power of allowing callsto delay and the information our analysis can provide. The program permute is asimple de�nition of the relationship that the �rst argument is a permutation of thesecond argument. It makes use of the procedure delete(x,y,z) which holds if z is thelist obtained by removing x from the list y.permute(x; y)  x = nil;y = nil:permute(x; y)  x = u : x1;delete(u; y; z);permute(x1; z):delete(x; y; z)  y = x : z:delete(x; y; z)  y = u : y1;z = u : z1;delete(x; y1; z1):Clearly the relation declaratively given by permute is symmetric. Unfortunately,the behavior of the program with traditional Prolog is not: Given the queryq1 � hpermute(x; a : b : nil); �i (where � denotes the empty constraint), Prolog willcorrectly backtrack through the answers x = a:b:nil and x = b:a:nil. However,for the query q2 � hpermute(a : b : nil; x); �i Prolog will �rst return the answerx = a:b:nil and on subsequent backtracking will go into an in�nite derivation withoutreturning any more answers.For languages with delay the program permute does behave symmetrically. Forinstance, if the above program is given to the NU-Prolog compiler, a pre-processor willgenerate the following delay declarations (referred to as when declarations):?� permute(x; y) when x or y:?� delete(x; y : z; u) when z or u:These may be read as saying that the call permute(x,y) should delay until x ory is not a variable, and that the call delete(x,y:z,u) should delay until z or u isnot a variable. Of course programmers can also annotate their programs with whendeclarations. Given these declarations, both of the above queries will behave in asymmetric fashion, backtracking through the possible permutations and then failing.69



What happens is that with q1 execution proceeds as in standard Prolog becauseno literals are delayed. With q2, however, calls to delete are delayed and only wokenafter the recursive calls to permute.4.2 Operational SemanticsIn this section we give some additional notation and an operational semantics for con-straint logic programs with dynamic scheduling. This semantics simply generalizes theoperational semantics of logic programs in which atoms can delay and the operationalsemantics of constraint logic programs in which constraints can delay.Assume that the syntactic objects and constraint systems are as de�ned in Section3. Also assume that clauses in a program are in normalized form. The operationalsemantics of a program P can be presented as a transition system on states hG; c;Diwhere G is a multi-set of literals, c is a constraint, and D is a multi-set of delayedliterals. Analogously to the operational semantics of constraint logic languages, D isformed by the literals playing a passive role.The transition system is parameterized by four functions, namely consistent, infer,delay and woken. The functions consistent(c) and infer(c; s) are those de�ned inSection 3.1. The function delay(a; c) holds i� a call to atom a delays with the constraintc. The function woken(D; c) returns the multi-set of atoms in the sequence of delayedliterals D that are woken by constraint c. Note that the order of the calls returned bywoken is system dependent. The transitions in the transition system are:� hG [ a; c;Di !d hG; c;D [ ai if a is an atom selected by the computation ruleand delay(a; c) holds.� hG[a; c;Di !r hG[B; c;D[(a = h)i if a is an atom selected by the computationrule, delay(a; c) does not hold, r � h  B is a clause of P renamed to newvariables, and h and a have the same predicate symbol.� hG[a; c;Di !rf fail if a is an atom selected by the computation rule, delay(a; c)does not hold, and for every clause r � h  B of P , h and a have di�erentpredicate symbols.� hG; c;Di !w hG [D0; c;D nD0i if woken(D; c) = D0, and D0 is not empty.� hG [ c0; c;Di !c hG; c;D [ c0i if c0 is a constraint selected by the computationrule.� hG; c;Di !i hG; c0; (Dns)[s0i if (c0; s0) = infer(c; s) and s is the set of constraintsin D. 70



� hG; c;Di !t hG; c;Di if consistent(c).� hG; c; si !tf fail if :consistent(c).Note that this operational semantics can be instantiated to a semantics equivalentto that described in Chapter 3.1 if no atom is delayed or woken.The notions related to derivations, derivation trees, answers, and partial answerscan be obtained as straightforward extensions of those de�ned for the CLP context.Note that, as in the general CLP operational semantics, the answers can be associatedwith either successful or oundering derivations. As before, we denote the set of answersto state s for program P by answerP (s), the partial answers by partialP (s), and thederivation tree by treeP (s).In order to simplify the de�nitions, in the rest of this chapter we will not distin-guish between the particular constraints returned by the infer function and an equiv-alent result, i.e., if infer(c1;D1) = (c1;D1), infer(c2;D2) = (c2;D2), c1 $ c2 andD1 $ D2, we will say that infer(c1;D1) = infer(c2;D2), infer(c1;D1) = (c2;D2)and infer(c2;D2) = (c1;D1).4.3 First Case: Constraint Logic Programs with PassiveConstraintsIn Section 3.2.2 we de�ned the notion of search space preservation and presented thebasic properties which allow us to establish the relationship between this notion andthat of independence, in the context of CLP languages. In this section we will discussthe problems posed by dynamically scheduled languages for the preservation of searchspace and the relationship between search space preservation and independence in thisnew context. In order to simplify the discussion we will consider three cases. In thissection, we consider the case in which only constraints are allowed to be dynamicallyscheduled, and thus atoms will behave as in previous chapters. In the next section,we will relax this condition by allowing atoms to be dynamically scheduled but we willonly consider the problem of search space preservation in the case of states in whichthe sequence of delayed literals does not contain atoms. Finally, we will completelyrelax such conditions allowing any kind of delay behavior.Since in this section the multi-set of delayed literals only contains constraints, byan abuse of notation, in the rest of this section we will consider it as the constraintformed by the conjunction of its elements. In order to start from a particular sequentialsemantics with which to establish the appropriate comparisons, we will particularize theoperational semantics described in the previous chapter. Firstly, the computation rule71



implies left-to-right execution order. Thus, the element G of a state s = hG; c;Di will berepresented by a sequence of literals instead of by a multi-set. Secondly, the operationalsemantics can be described by !rf , !rit, !cit, and !citf transitions. This impliesthat the underlying CLP system is quick-checking and progressive. We will considersuch transitions as the basic transition rules. This allows us to consider transition ruleswhich are pairwise exclusive, thus greatly simplifying the discussion. Note that, sincewe have assumed that only constraints are dynamically handled, transitions !d and!w are not allowed. Also, note that, given the basic transition rules proposed, forevery state hG; c;Di in the derivation of another state s: infer(c;D) = (c;D). We willextend this property to the queries, i.e., we will assume that for every state hG; c;Diconsidered: infer(c;D) = (c;D).Finally, we will assume that the conditions imposed in the previous chapter forconsistent hold and we will require similar conditions from infer. In particular, itshould not take variable names into account:Let � 2 Ren. �(infer(c;D)) = infer(�(c); �(D))It should be idempotentIf (c1;D1) = infer(c;D) then (c1;D1) = infer(c1;D1)and, If c$ c1 ^ c2 then infer(c;D) = infer(c1;D ^ c2)4.3.1 Independence and Search Space PreservationLet us rede�ne the and-parallel execution model in this new context. Assume that,given the state hg1 : g2 : G; c;Di in which D is a multi-set of constraints, and theprogram P in which no atoms are allowed to delay, we want to execute g1 and g2 inparallel (the extension to more than two goals is straightforward). Then the executionscheme is the following:� execute hg1; c;Di and hg2; c;Di in parallel (in di�erent environments) obtainingthe answer constraints hc1;D1i and hcr;Dri respectively,� obtain (cs;Ds) = infer(c1 ^ cr;D1 ^ Dr)� execute hG; cs;Dsi.As before, and in order to avoid problems when obtaining cs and Ds, it is assumed thatthe new variables introduced during the renaming steps in the parallel execution of thegoals belong to disjoint sets.Let us now rede�ne correctness and e�ciency of the model.72



De�nition 4.3.1 Let hg1 : g2 : G; c;Di be a state in which D is a multi-set of con-straints and P be a program in which no atoms are allowed to delay. The parallel execu-tion of g1 and g2 is correct i� for every hc1;D1i 2 answersP (hg1; c;Di) there exists a re-naming � 2 Ren and a bijection which assigns to each hcs;Dsi 2 answersP (hg2; c1;D1i)a hcr;Dri 2 answersP (hg2; c;Di)1 with (cs;Ds) = infer(c1 ^ �(cr);D1 ^ �(Dr)).As before, we assume that the cost of conjoining the answers, i.e., of obtaining(cs;Ds), is negligible and that the application of a particular transition rule has thesame cost (always greater than zero), independently of the state to which the transitionis applied. Let TR be the set of di�erent transition rules that can be applied. Let s bea state and N(i; s) be the number of times in which a particular transition rule i 2 TRhas been applied in treeP (s). Let K(i) be the cost of applying a particular transitionrule i 2 TR.De�nition 4.3.2 Let hg1 : g2 : G; c;Di be a state in which D is a multi-set of con-straints and P be a program in which no atoms are allowed to delay. The paral-lel execution of g1 and g2 is e�cient i� for every hc1;D1i 2 answersP (hg1; c;Di):Pi2TRK(i) �N(i; hg2; c;Di) �Pi2TRK(i) �N(i; hg2; c1;D1i).Since the de�nition of search space preservation is identical to De�nition 3.2.6, letus focus on the properties of search space preservation and the relationship of searchspace preservation with the preservation of correctness and e�ciency of the parallelexecution with respect to the sequential execution.The �rst point to be noticed is that a delayed (or passive) constraint can becomeactive or remain delayed without a�ecting the search space of the subsequent branchesin the derivation tree.Example 4.3.1 Consider the state hp(x; y) : q(y); �; x � w = vi and the program:p(x; y)  x = y:q(y)  y = 4; s(y; z):s(y; z)  z > y:s(y; z)  z < y:where no atom can be delayed. The only answer obtained for hp(x; y); �; x � w = vi ishx = y; x � w = vi. Figure 4.1 shows the derivation tree for states hq(y); x = y; x � w = viand hq(y); �; x � w = vi. Note that the renaming steps have been avoided for simplicity.1As before, the su�xes s and r will be associated to the arguments of the states obtained duringthe sequential execution and the parallel execution of the goal to the right, respectively.73



It is clear that although the delayed constraint y*x=w becomes active at di�erent pointsof the execution, the derivation trees for hq(y); x = y; x � w = vi and hq(y); �; x � w = vi,are the same .2
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Figure 4.1:Example 4.3.2 Consider the state hp(x) : q(x; y); �; nili and the program:p(x)  x = 4:q(x; y)  y � x = w; s(x; w):s(x; w)  x > w:s(x; w)  x < w:where no atom can be delayed. The only answer obtained for hp(x; y); �; nili ishx = 4; nili. It is easy to see that although the constraint y*x=w becomes delayedin both branches of the the derivation tree for state hq(y); �; nili and does not be-come delayed in any branch of the the derivation tree for state hq(y); x = 4; nili, thederivation trees of those two states are the same.2The situation is similar to the one considered in the previous chapter since, again,the search space can only be a�ected by pruning some branches. Therefore, we canstill state that search space preservation is su�cient for ensuring correctness:Theorem 4.3.3 Let hg1 : g2 : G; c;Di be a state in whichD is a multi-set of constraintsand P be a program in which no atom can be delayed. The parallel execution of g1 andg2 is correct if for every hc1;D1i 2 answersP (hg1; c;Di), the search spaces of hg2; c;Diand hg2; c1;D1i are the same for P .As in the previous chapter, the proof comes from the following two lemmas, whichare extensions of Lemma 3.2.8 and Lemma 3.2.9, respectively.74



Lemma 4.3.4 Let hg2; c1;D1i and hg2; c;Di be two states with an identical sequence ofliterals in which both D1 and D are multi-sets of literals, and P be a program in whichno atom can delay. There exists a renaming � 2 Ren such that for every two non failurenodes s � hGs; cs;Dsi and r � hGr; cr;Dri with the same path in treeP (hg2; c1;D1i)and �(treeP (hg2; c;Di), respectively: Gs � Gr.The proof is identical to that performed for Lemma 3.2.8, based on the op-erational semantics. Therefore, as before, we can ensure that, as constructed,�(treeP (hg1; c1;D1i)) � treeP (hg1; c1;D1i) and �(hg2; c;Di) � hg2; c;Di. In the restof this section we assume that � satis�es such conditions.Lemma 4.3.5 Let hg2; c1;D1i and hg2; c;Di be two states with an identical sequenceof literals in which both D and D1 are multi-sets of constraints, c1 ! c andc1 ^ D1 ! D. Let P be a program in which no atom is allowed to delay and � bethe renaming from Lemma 4.3.4. Then, for every two nodes s � hGs; cs;Dsi andr � hGr; cr;Dri with the same path in treeP (hg2; c1;D1i) and �(treeP (hg2; c;Di),respectively: (cs;Ds) = infer(c1 ^ cr;D1 ^ Dr).Proof: Let us reason by induction. It is clear that the conditions are satis�ed for thebase case: since c1 ! c and c1 ^ D1 ! D, we have that infer(c1 ^ c;D1 ^ D) =infer(c1;D1). Consider now that the conditions are satis�ed for s0 � hG0s; c0s;D0si andr0 � hG0r; c0r;D0ri. If the leftmost literal in s0 (and thus in r0) is a constraint c0, then thenodes s � hGs; cs;Dsi and r � hGr; cr;Dri obtained from s0 and r0 respectively willbe as follows. By Lemma 4.3.4 Gs � Gr. By de�nition of the operational semantics(cs;Ds) = infer(c0s; c0 ^ D0s). By assumption (c0s;D0s) = infer(c1 ^ c0r;D1 ^ D0r),and thus (cs;Ds) = infer(c1 ^ c0r; c0 ^ D1 ^ D0r). By de�nition of the operationalsemantics, (cr;Dr) = infer(c0r; c0 ^ D0r) and thus (cs;Ds) = infer(c1 ^ cr;D1 ^ Dr).If the leftmost literal in s0 (and thus in r0) is an atom c0, since s and r must be obtainedusing the same rule renamed to the same variables r : h B, the reasoning is similarwith the constraint being a = h.Note that, as pointed out in the previous chapter, even if the consistent functionassociated with the underlying constraint system is not complete, and thus cs possiblyentails fail, the theorem is satis�ed.Those two lemmas, and the fact that search space preservation implies a bijectionamong answers, allow us to prove that search space preservation is su�cient for ensuringthe correctness of the parallel execution. Ensuring that the e�ciency is also guaranteedis even easier due to the de�nition of search space.75



Theorem 4.3.6 Let hg1 : g2 : G; c;Di be a state in which D is a multi-set ofconstraints, P a program in which no atom is allowed to delay, and hc1;D1i 2answersP (hg1; c;Di). If the search spaces of hg2; c;Di and hg2; c1;D1i are the samefor P , then: Xi2TRK(i) �N(i; hg2; c;Di) = Xi2TRK(i) �N(i; hg2; c1;D1i):The proof is identical to that of Theorem 3.2.10, and thus we can ensure the fol-lowing:Theorem 4.3.7 Let hg1 : g2 : G; c;Di be a state in which D is a multi-set of con-straints, and P be a program in which no atoms are allowed to delay. The parallelexecution of g1 and g2 is e�cient if for every hc1;D1i 2 answersP (hg1; c;Di) the searchspaces of hg2; c;Di and hg2; c1;D1i are the same for P .We have now proved that search space preservation is su�cient for ensuring thecorrectness and also for ensuring the e�ciency of the parallel execution. However,analogously to the case in which no delayed constraints were allowed, we can go furtherand show that it is in fact necessary for having both correctness and e�ciency. Thefollowing lemmas, extensions of Lemma 3.2.12 and Lemma 3.2.13, are instrumental forthis result.Lemma 4.3.8 Let hg2; c1;D1i and hg2; c;Di be two states with an identical sequence ofliterals in which both D and D1 are multi-set of constraints, c1 ! c and c1 ^ D1 ! D.Let P be a program in which no atom is allowed to delay. For every two nodes s andr with the same path in treeP (hg2; c1;D1i) and treeP (hg2; c;Di, respectively: s and rhave been obtained with the same transition rule i� either s � r � fail or they areboth non failure nodes.The proof is identical to that of Lemma 3.2.12, based on Lemma 4.3.4 and the de�ni-tion of the operational semantics, once the application rules are changed appropriately,i.e., replacing !r;!c;!rf , and !cf with !rit;!cit;!rf , and !citf , respectively.Lemma 4.3.9 Let P be a program in which no atom is allowed to delay. Lethg2; c1;D1i and hg2; c;Di be two states with an identical sequence of literals in whichboth D and D1 are multi-set of constraints, c1 ! c, c1 ^ D1 ! D and the search spacesof hg2; c1;D1i and hg2; c;Di are di�erent for P . Then, there exists a bijection whichassigns to each node s in treeP (hg2; c1;D1i) for which there is no corresponding nodein treeP (hg2; c;Di, a node r in treeP (hg2; c;Di with the same path, such that s and rhave been obtained applying the !citf and !cit transition rule, respectively, and theparents of s and r correspond. 76



The proof is also almost identical to that of Lemma 3.2.13 when using the resultsprovided by the above lemmas. As a result we can state the following:Theorem 4.3.10 Let hg1 : g2 : G; c;Di be a state in which D is a multi-set of con-straints, and P be a program in which no atoms are allowed to delay. The parallelexecution of g1 and g2 is correct and e�cient i� for every hc1;D1i 2 answersP (hg1; ci)the search spaces of hg2; c;Di and hg2; c1;D1i are the same for P .Again, the proof is identical to that of Theorem 3.2.14, when changing the transitionrules appropriately. Those results allow us to extend in a straightforward way thecorollaries obtained regarding the preservation of the number of non failure nodes andthe success of the back-bindings.Therefore, following the de�nitions of correctness and e�ciency given above, wecan ensure that in the restricted context considered, search space preservation ensuresboth the correctness and e�ciency of the parallel execution of goals. Furthermore,that search space preservation is not only a su�cient but also a necessary condition forensuring that both e�ciency and correctness hold.We now extend the notions of independence presented in Section 3.3 to this newcontext, based on the previous results.4.3.2 Weak IndependenceAs mentioned before, weak independence aims at characterizing those goals for whichthe particular form of intelligent backtracking described in Section 3.6.4 can be safelyperformed. Thus, we are just interested in a characterization for which the conditionsstated in Theorem 3.3.3 (suitably changed for dynamically scheduled languages) hold.I.e., that given a collection of goals g1 : � � � : gn, constraint c, multi-set of constraintsD and program P , if there exists hc1;D1i 2 answersP (hg1 : � � � : gi�1; c;Di) withanswersP (hgi; c1;D1i) = ;, then, for every hc2;D2i 2 answersP (hg1 : � � � : gi�1; c;Di) :answersP (hgi; c2;D2i) = ;. As in Section 3.3.1, this characterization is related to thepreservation of search space in the �nite, non failure branches of the derivation tree,and thus can be de�ned as follows:De�nition 4.3.11 [weak independence] Goals g1 and g2 are weakly independent forconstraint c, multi-set of delayed constraints D, and program P in which no atoms canbe delayed i�8hc1;D1i 2 answerP (hg1; c;Di) and 8hcr;Dri 2 answerP (hg2; c;Di) : consistent(cs)where cs is the active constraint obtained by infer(c1 ^ cr;D1 ^ Dr).77



The extension to a sequence of goals follows the lines of De�nition 3.3.1. Let usnow prove that this characterization satisfy our requirements.Lemma 4.3.12 Goals g1 and g2 are weakly independent for constraint c, multi-set of constraints D, and program P in which no atom is allowed to delay i�8hc1;D1i 2 answerP (hg1; c;Di): there exists a bijection which assigns to each nodein a successful branch of treeP (hg2; c;Di) a corresponding node in a successful branchof treeP (hg2; c1;D1i).Proof: First, assume that the bijection exists. Since the nodes are non failure, byLemma 4.3.5 g1 and g2 must be weakly independent for c;D, and P . Second, assumethat g1 and g2 are weakly independent for c;D, and P . By Lemma 4.3.9 for all nonfailure nodes, and in particular those in successful branches of treeP (hg2; c1;D1i), thereexists a corresponding node in a successful branch of treeP (hg2; c;Di). Also, by as-sumption of weak independence, for each node r � hGr; cr;Dri in a successful branchof treeP (hg2; c;Di) consistent(cs) holds, where (cs;Ds) = infer(c1 ^ cr;D1 ^ Dr).Let � be a renaming satisfying the conditions in Lemma 4.3.4. By construction,�((c1;D1)) � (c1;D1) and thus �((cs;Ds)) = infer(c1 ^ �(cr);D1 ^ �(Dr)). ByLemma 4.3.5, the consistency tests for obtaining the nodes with the same path as r areperformed over a constraint equivalent to �(cs). Therefore, by Lemma 4.3.8 for eachsuch r node there is a corresponding node, in a successful branch.Therefore, we can ensure that:Theorem 4.3.13 Let g1 : � � � : gn be a collection of weakly independent goals forconstraint c, multi-set of constraints D and program P . Let gi; 1 � i � n be a goal suchthat there exists c1 2 answersP (hg1 : � � � : gi�1; c;Di) with answersP (hgi; c1;D1i) = ;.Then, for every c2 2 answersP (hg1 : � � � : gi�1; c;Di) : answersP (hgi; c2;D2i) = ;.4.3.3 Strong IndependenceStrong independence is aimed at detecting goals whose parallelization, when executedin di�erent environments, is guaranteed to be correct and e�cient. Thus the de�nitionwe are looking for is the following:De�nition 4.3.14 [strong independence] Goal g2 is strongly independent of goal g1for constraint c, multi-set of delayed constraints D, and program P in which no atomscan be delayed i�8hc1;D1i 2 answerP (hg1; c;Di) and 8hcr;Dri 2 partialP (hg2; ci) : consistent(cs)where cs is the active constraint obtained by infer(c1 ^ cr;D1 ^ Dr).78



The extension to a sequence of goals follows the lines of De�nition 3.3.4. Analo-gously to Theorem 3.3.5, we can show that:Theorem 4.3.15 Goal g2 is strongly independent of goal g1 for constraint c, multi-set of delayed constraints D, and program P in which no atoms can be delayed i�8hc1;D1i 2 answersP (hg1; c;Di) :the search spaces of hg2; c;Di and hg2; c1;D1i are the same.Proof: If search space is preserved, by Lemma 4.3.5 g1 and g2 must be strongly indepen-dent for c;D, and P . On the other hand, assume that g1 and g2 are strongly independentfor c;D, and P . By Lemma 4.3.9 if search space is not preserved, there must exist a nodes � fail in treeP (hg2; c1;D1i) obtained by applying !citf and a node r � hGr; cr;Driobtained by applying!cit in treeP (hg2; c;Di) with the same path, such that their par-ents correspond. Let � be a renaming satisfying the conditions in Lemma 3.2.8. Byconstruction, �((c1;D1)) � (c1;D1) and thus, by strong independence, consistent(cs),where cs is the active constraint obtained by infer(c1 ^ �(cr);D1 ^ �(Dr)), must alsohold. By Lemma 4.3.4 and Lemma 4.3.5 the consistent test performed for obtainings was applied to a constraint equivalent to cs. This is in contradiction with s beingfail.As a result of the above theorem, we have that strong independence is not onlysu�cient but also necessary for ensuring preservation of search space. For reordering,we can also extend Theorem 3.3.7, obtaining:De�nition 4.3.16 [single solution] A goal g is single solution for constraint c, multi-set of delayed literals D, and program P i� the state hg; c;Di has at most one �nite,non failure derivation in P .Theorem 4.3.17 If goal g2 is both strongly independent of goal g1 and single solutionfor constraint c, multi-set of delayed constraints D, and program P in which no atomscan be delayed then 8 c1 2 answersP (hg1; c;Di) :#nodesP (hg2 : g1; c;Di) � #nodesP (hg1 : g2; c;Di):The proof follows directly from Lemma 4.3.9 and the given operational semantics.4.3.4 Search IndependenceAs mentioned in Section 3.3.3, in models designed for shared addressing space machinesthe isolation of environments is not imposed by the machine architecture and thus, in79



practice, the goals executing in parallel generally share a single binding environment.Therefore, we need to de�ne a symmetric notion of strong independence, as an extensionof that de�ned in Section 3.3.3:De�nition 4.3.18 [search independence] Goals g1 and g2 are search independent forconstraint c, multi-set of delayed constraints D, and program P in which no atoms canbe delayed i�8hc1;D1i 2 partialP (hg1; c;Di) and 8hcr;Dri 2 partialP (hg2; c;Di) : consistent(cs)where cs is the active constraint obtained by infer(c1 ^ cr;D1 ^ Dr).Then, in the same spirit as Theorem 4.3.15 we can conclude:Corollary 4.3.19 Goals g1 and g2 are search independent for constraint c, multi-setof delayed constraints D, and program P in which no atom is allowed to delay i�8hc1;D1i 2 answersP (hg1; c;Di) :the search spaces of hg2; c;Di and hg2; c1;D1i are the sameand 8hcr;Dri 2 answersP (hg2; c;Di) :the search spaces of hg1; c;Di and hg1; cr;Dri are the same.4.4 Second Case: D does not contain atomsLet us now relax the conditions by allowing atoms to be delayed in the program, butstill requiring that the initial multi-set of delayed literals does not contain atoms. Wewill assume all the conditions imposed on the operational semantics in the previoussection, but allowing transitions !d and !w. Furthermore, the parametric functionsdelay and woken should satisfy the following four conditions. The �rst ensures thatthere is a congruence between the conditions for delaying an atom and waking it:(1) a 2 woken(D; c) i� a 2 D ^ : delay(a; c))The remaining conditions ensure that delay behaves reasonably. It should not takevariable names into account:(2) Let � 2 Ren. delay(a; c) i� delay(�(a); �(c))It should only be concerned with the e�ect of c on the variables in a:(3) delay(a; c) i� delay(a;9�vars(a) c)80



Also, if an atom is not delayed, adding more constraints should never cause it to delay:(4) If c! c0 and delay(a; c), then delay(a; c0)Finally, in most practical systems the order in which atoms are delayed and arewoken is important. Thus, for conciseness, we will consider that D is a sequence,rather than a multi-set, and that the order in which literals are added and erasedfollows the LIFO (last in �rst out) model.4.4.1 Independence and Search Space PreservationLet us discuss the and-parallel execution model in this new context. Let atoms(D) bethe subsequence of atoms in D obtained by eliminating all constraints (note that therelative order among atoms is preserved) and cons(D) be the constraint formed by theconjunction of all primitive constraints in the sequence of literals D. Assume that giventhe program P and the state hg1 : g2 : G; c;Di where D is a sequence of constraints,we want to execute g1 and g2 in parallel. Then the execution scheme is the following:� execute hg1; c;Di and hg2; c;Di in parallel (in di�erent environments) obtainingthe answer constraints hc1;D1i and hcr;Dri respectively,� obtain (cs;Ds) = infer(c1 ^ cr; cons(D1) ^ cons(Dr))� execute hG; cs;Dr :: D1i.As a result, the de�nition of e�ciency is the same as that given in the previoussection, correctness being extended as follows:De�nition 4.4.1 Let hg1 : g2 : G; c;Di be a state in which D is a sequence ofconstraints and P be a program. The parallel execution of g1 and g2 is correcti� for every hc1;D1i 2 answersP (hg1; c;Di) there exists a renaming � 2 Ren anda bijection which assigns to each answer hcs;Dsi 2 answersP (hg2; c1;D1i) an an-swer hcr;Dri 2 answersP (hg2; c;Di) with atoms(Ds) � atoms(�(Dr) :: D1) and(cs; cons(Ds)) = infer(c1 ^ �(cr); cons(D1) ^ cons(�(Dr))).Note that since we require atoms(Ds) � atoms(�(Dr) :: D1), and the statehnil; cs;Dsi is a �nal state, !w cannot be applied and thus for every atom a inatoms(�(Dr) :: D1), delay(a; cs) must hold. I.e., every atom left delayed by g1must remain delayed in all �nite, non failure derivations of hg2; c;Di and everyatom left delayed by g2 must remain delayed in all �nite, non failure derivations of81



hg2; c1;D1i. Also note that although the constraints woken during the infer oper-ation have not been erased from the sequence of delayed atoms we still have that(cs; cons(Ds)) = infer(c1 ^ cr; cons(D1) ^ cons(Dr))As in the previous section, given the de�nition of search space preservation, it isstraightforward to prove the following result:Theorem 4.4.2 Let P be a program, hg1 : g2 : G; c;Di be a state in which D isa sequence of constraints, and hc1;D1i 2 answersP (hg1; ci). If the search spaces ofhg2; c;Di and hg2; c1;D1i are the same for P , thenXi2TRK(i) �N(i; hg2; c;Di) = Xi2TRK(i) �N(i; hg2; c1;D1i):Thus, we can ensure the following:Theorem 4.4.3 Let P be a program and hg1 : g2 : G; c;Di be a state in which D isa sequence of constraints. The parallel execution of g1 and g2 is e�cient i� for everyhc1; D1i 2 answersP (hg1; c;Di) the search spaces of hg2; c;Di and hg2; c1;D1i are thesame for P .On the other hand, proving that search space preservation is su�cient for guar-anteeing correctness is much more involved. In the previous section, we proved thatsearch space preservation is su�cient for ensuring correctness based on the results ofLemma 4.3.4 and Lemma 4.3.5. However, these lemmas do not apply in the new con-text. Lemma 4.3.4 guarantees that, in absence of failure, there exists a bijection whichassigns to each node r in treeP (hg2; c;Di) a node s in treeP (hg2; c1;D1i) with the samepath, the sequence of active literals in such nodes being identical up to renaming. Thisresult was used in Lemma 4.3.5 to ensure that, in absence of failure, the constraints se-lected by the computation rule processed in treeP (hg2; c;Di) and in treeP (hg2; c1;D1i)are the same, up to renaming. Unfortunately, in the new context we cannot guaranteethat the same atoms are woken in both executions, and thus the sequence of activeliterals in nodes with the same path can di�er.Example 4.4.1 Consider the state hp(y) : q(x; y); �; nili and the program P :p(x; y)  y = x:q(x; y)  r(x); s(x; y; w); t(w); y = 0:r(x)  x = 0:s(x; y; w)  w = f(x; z); w = f(0; 1):82
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(a) (b)Figure 4.2:with the following suspension declarations for p/2, q/2, r/1 and s/2:?� r(x) when ground(x):?� s(x; y) when ground(y):Figure 4.2 shows (a) the derivation tree from the state hq(x; y); �; nili (i.e., p(x,y) hasnot been executed) and (b) the derivation tree from the state hq(x; y); y = x; nili (i.e.,p(x,y) has been executed obtaining in the answer hx = y; nili). It is clear that eventhough search space is preserved, there is no renaming which makes the sequences ofactive literals identical. Furthermore, there is also no renaming which makes identicalthe leftmost literal of every two non failure nodes with the same path. Finally, there isa leftmost literal r(x) which is not selected to be processed.283



The main problem is that, even while search space is still being preserved, relativelydi�erent executions can happen. Firstly, an atom a in D1 can be woken during theexecution of hg2; c1;D1i at state saha : G; ca;Dai without changing the search space,if all branches in the tree of sa are failure, and the tree starting from the node intreeP (g2; c;D) with the same path of sa, has the same search space. Note that cor-rectness would not be a�ected since we are talking about failure branches. Secondly,during the execution of hg2; c;Di and hg2; c1;D1i, the same atoms can be woken indi�erent order, but still preserving the search space and the correctness. Therefore,the same literal can be processed once in hg2; c;Di and several times in hg2; c1;D1ior vice versa, and obviously not in nodes with the same path. Note that this can berelated to the notion of interleavings in concurrent languages. In some sense, this resultis not surprising since dynamically scheduling is similar to concurrency, and thereforeinterleavings have to be taken into account.Even with all these problems, we can still prove that search space preservation issu�cient for preserving correctness. The intuition behind this fact is that for �nite,non failure branches, every literal processed in treeP (hg2; c;Di) will be sooner or laterprocessed in treeP (hg1; c1;D1i) and vice versa. Thus, if search space is preserved,every atom left delayed by g1 must remain delayed in all �nite, non failure derivationsof hg2; c;Di and every atom left delayed by g2 must remain delayed in all �nite, nonfailure derivations of hg2; c1;D1i. On the other hand, it is not longer necessary forensuring that both correctness and e�ciency hold for the parallel execution of thegoals, since the failure branches can be both enlarged and pruned involving the samecost without preserving the search space. As a result, it is not longer true either thatsearch space preservation is necessary for ensuring that the number of nodes in thetrees are the same. Thus, search space preservation and preservation of the number ofnodes cannot be identi�ed any more.However, proving that search space preservation is su�cient for guaranteeing cor-rectness is long and tedious. We will avoid such exercise2 due to the existence of anotherproblem which, when solved, will simplify the results. This problem is that althoughsearch space preservation guarantees the existence of a bijection between answers, itcannot guarantee that the order in which the sequential answers are obtained will bepreserved when the goals are executed in parallel. This is a desirable property whenparallelizing a program, since it guarantees that the order intended by the programmeris preserved. In the context of Section 4.3, this preservation comes for free due to theexistence of a bijection between answers associated to nodes with the same path. Inthis new context, the bijection does not necessary apply between such nodes, due to2The proof can be found in [47] 84



the possible existence of interleavings involving goals which are not single solution.We can avoid such interleavings by ensuring that for every answer hc1;D1i ofhg1; c;Di, no atom in D1 is woken during the execution of hg2; c1;D1i, and every atomleft delayed (woken) at some point of the execution of hg2; c1;D1i is also left delayed(woken) at the same point of the execution of hg2; c;Di. Formally, we will say thata node s � hGs; cs;Dsi is equivalent w.r.t. delay to a node r � hGr; cr;Dri if for ev-ery a 2 atoms(Dr) : delay(a; cr) i� delay(a; cs), and for every a 2 atoms(Ds n Dr) :delay(a; cs) holds. We will require this condition to be satis�ed for every two nodes sand r of treeP (hg2; c1;D1i) and �(treeP (hg2; c;Di)), respectively, with the same path.Note that this condition is not necessary since it does not allow the interleaving evenwhen one of the goals involved is single solution or it a�ects branches other than nonfailure, �nite branches. However, if such condition is satis�ed, the situation becomesequivalent to the previous one, allowing us to extend all results obtained in the previoussection to this new context.Lemma 4.4.4 Let P be a program and hg2; c1;D1i, hg2; c;Di be two states with anidentical sequence of active literals in which D is a sequence of constraints. Thereexists a renaming � 2 Ren such that for every two non failure nodes s � hGs; cs;Dsiand r � hGr; cr;Dri with the same path in treeP (hg2; c1;Di) and �(treeP (hg2; c;Di),respectively, such that for all ascendants s0 and r0 of s and r, respectively, with the samepath s0 is equivalent w.r.t. delay to r0 : Gs � Gr and atoms(Dr : D1) � atoms(Ds).Lemma 4.4.5 Let hg2; c1;D1i and hg2; c;Di be two states with an identical sequence ofliterals such that D is a sequence of constraints, c1 ! c and c1 ^ cons(D1)! cons(D).Let P be a program and � 2 Ren be a renaming satisfying Lemma 4.4.4. Then,for every two nodes s � hGs; cs;Dsi and r � hGr; cr;Dri with the same path intreeP (hg2; c1;D1i) and �(treeP (hg2; c;Di), respectively, such that for all their ascen-dants s0 and r0, respectively, with the same path s0 is equivalent w.r.t. delay to r0:(cs;Ds) = infer(c1 ^ cr;D1 ^ Dr).The proof of the above two lemmas is straightforward given the results ofLemma 4.3.4, Lemma 4.3.5, and the fact that every time that an atom is delayed(woken) in r, it must also be delayed (woken) in s, and vice versa. Therefore, we canensure the following:Theorem 4.4.6 Let P be a program, hg1 : g2 : G; c;Di be a state in which D isa sequence of constraints, and � be a renaming satisfying Lemma 4.4.4. If for ev-ery hc1;D1i 2 answersP (hg1; c;Di), the search spaces of hg2; c;Di and hg2; c1;D1i are85



the same for P and for every two non failure nodes s and r with the same path intreeP (hg2; c1;Di) and �(treeP (hg2; c;Di)), s is equivalent w.r.t. delay to r, then thereexists a bijection which assigns to each �nal state hnil; cs;Dsi in treeP (hg2; c1;D1i)a �nal state hnil; cr;Dri in treeP (hg2; c;Di) with the same path such thatatoms(Ds) � atoms(�(Dr) :: D1) and (cs;Ds) = infer(c1 ^ �(cr); cons(D1) ^cons(�(Dr))).4.4.2 Weak IndependenceAs mentioned before, weak independence aims at characterizing those goals for whichthe particular form of intelligent backtracking described in Section 3.6.4 can be safelyperformed. Interestingly, in this new context this characterization does not even needthat the preservation of the search space among �nite, non failure branches hold. Wejust need that the conjunction of the answers be consistent. The motivation behind thisfact is that, no matter if goals are delayed or woken in di�erent order, if the answersare consistent, it is straightforward to prove that if answersP (hgi; c1;D1i) = ; and thesequential execution is able to detect it (i.e., it does not enter in an in�nite branch) thenanswersP (hgi; c;Di) = ;. Thus, for every hc2;D2i 2 answersP (hg1 : � � � : gi�1; c;Di) :answersP (hgi; c2;D2i) = ;.As a result, the de�nition of weakly independent goals is identical to De�ni-tion 4.3.11, but allowing the program P to de�ne literals which can be woken anddelayed. Analogously, the results obtained for this kind of goals can be extended tothis new context in a straightforward way.4.4.3 Strong IndependenceIn this context, strong independence is aimed at detecting goals whose parallelization,when executed in di�erent environments, is guaranteed to be correct, e�cient, andpreserves the order among answers. Thus the de�nition we are looking for is thefollowing:De�nition 4.4.7 [strong independence] Goal g2 is strongly independent of goal g1 forconstraint c, sequence of delayed constraints D, and program P i�:8hc1;D1i 2 answerP (hg1; c;Di):8hcr;Dri 2 partialP (hg2; c;Di) :1. consistent(cs) holds2. hnil; cs;D1i is equivalent w.r.t delay to hnil; cr;Driwhere cs is the active constraint returned by infer(c1 ^ cr; cons(D1 :: Dr)).86



The de�nition can be extended to a set of goals analogously to De�nition 3.3.4.Thanks to condition (2) and Theorem 4.3.15, it is straightforward to prove not onlythat strong independence implies search space preservation, but also that the bijectionrequired for correctness holds for nodes with the same path:Theorem 4.4.8 If Goal g2 is strongly independent of goal g1 for constraint c, multi-setof delayed constraints D, and program P , then 8hc1;D1i 2 answersP (hg1; c;Di) :� the search spaces of hg2; c;Di and hg2; c1;D1i are the same, and� there exists a renaming � 2 Ren and a bijection which assigns to each �nal statehnil; cs;Dsi in treeP (hg2; c1;D1i) a �nal state hnil; cr;Dri in treeP (hg2; c;Di)with the same path such that atoms(Ds) � atoms(�(Dr) :: D1) and (cs;Ds) =infer(c1 ^ �(cr); cons(D1) ^ cons(�(Dr))).On the other hand, Theorem 4.3.17 does not apply in this new context since, evenif goal g2 is both strongly independent of goal g1 and single solution for constraint c,multi-set of delayed literals D in which atoms(D) � nil, and program P , there mayexist c1 2 answersP (hg1; c;Di) for which #nodesP (hg2 : g1; c;Di) > #nodesP (hg1 :g2; c;Di). For example, if there exists hcr;Dri 2 answersP (hg2; c;Di), such that anatom inDr is woken in a failure derivation of hg1; cr;Dri, and it is not woken during theexecution of hg1; c;Di, the number of non failure nodes can be greater in hg2 : g1; c;Di.As a result, we will need the symmetric concept of independence that will be developedin the next section. Given that the number of non failure nodes will be in this caseidentical after reordering, speed up can only be obtained from this transformation ifthe amount of work when adding the constraints to the store is in any way reduced.4.4.4 Search IndependenceAs mentioned before, in models designed for shared addressing space machines theisolation of environments is not imposed by the machine architecture and thus, inpractice, the goals executing in parallel generally share a single binding environment.However, in the context of dynamically scheduled languages, it is useful to require thatthe stack modeling the sequence of delayed atoms remain isolated for each parallel goal.The motivation for this is to allow each parallel agent to easily recognize the atoms leftdelayed during each parallel execution, and also to simplify the execution in distributedenvironments.In this context, we cannot allow an atom in the local stack of a parallel goal to bewoken by the constraints added by other parallel execution. Thus, we should extendthe de�nition of search independence as follows:87



De�nition 4.4.9 [search independence] Goals g1 and g2 are search independent forconstraint c, multi-set of delayed constraints D, and program P in which no atoms canbe delayed i�8hc1;D1i 2 partialP (hg1; c;Di):8hcr;Dri 2 partialP (hg2; c;Di) :1. consistent(cs) holds2. for every a 2 atoms(Dr) : delay(a; cr) i� delay(a; cs)3. for every a 2 atoms(D1) : delay(a; c1) i� delay(a; cs)where cs is the active constraint returned by infer(c1 ^ cr; cons(D1 :: Dr)).Note that the last two conditions imply a symmetric notion of equivalence w.r.t. de-lay. All results obtained in the previous section for search independent goals, can beextended to this new context in a straightforward way.4.5 General CaseLet us now consider the more general case in which the sequence of delayed literals Dmight contain atoms. Two problems appear in this new context. The �rst problem isrelated to the de�nition of the and-parallel model and, in particular, to the \conjoin"operation. This operation { conjoining the sequence of delayed atoms associated tothe answers obtained in the parallel execution { must be done in such a way thatthe resulting sequence preserves the order among atoms established by the sequentialexecution. The existence of atoms in the initial sequence of delayed literals increasesthe complexity of such operation. Note that the order among delayed constraints isnot important. Furthermore, as mentioned before, it is not even necessary to eliminatethe woken constraints from the conjoined sequence of delayed literals, although it isconvenient for e�ciency reasons. The second problem is related to the existence ofatoms in D which can be woken by both g1 and g2. This problem can easily besolved by extending the de�nition of equivalence w.r.t. delay to the following: nodes � hGs; cs;Dsi is equivalent w.r.t. delay to node r � hGr; cr;Dri if, for everya 2 atoms(Dr) : delay(a; cr) i� delay(a; cs), for every a 2 atoms(Ds nDr) : delay(a; cs)holds, and for every a 2 atoms(Dr nDs) : delay(a; cr) holds. I.e., the idea is to requirealso that all atoms in D not present in D1 remain delayed during the execution ofhg2; c;Di. 88



This solution allows us to solve the �rst problem by de�ning the conjoin operationas follows: Ds is obtained in the and-parallel model as(Dr n atoms(D)) :: (D1 n (atoms(D nDr)))The intuition behind the above operation is that we have to eliminate from D1 theatoms woken by hg2; c;Di (represented by atoms(D n Dr)) and then add the atomsleft delayed by hg2; c;Di which do not belong to the initial sequence (represented by(Dr n atoms(D))).With this solution the results obtained in the previous sections regarding the char-acteristics of both the search space preservation and the levels of independence canbe extended to this new context in a straightforward way. Note that the de�nitionof search space given in the previous section remains the same. This is because thetwo last conditions of De�nition 4.4.9 already imply the extended notion of equivalencew.r.t. delay proposed above.4.6 Ensuring Search Independence \A Priori"As mentioned in Section 3.4, it is important to determine su�cient conditions whichensure search independence from just the information given by the store rather thanfrom the information given by the partial answers. There are two main reasons for this.First, such su�cient conditions could be tested at run-time just before executing thegoals without actually having to execute them (we refer to this as \a priori" detection ofindependence). Second, the kind of global data-ow analysis required for inferring theinformation needed to ensure that these su�cient conditions hold may be less complexthan that needed for ensuring directly the de�nition of search independence.In Section 3.4 we have shown that, in the context of CLP languages, goals g1(�x) andg2(�y) are search independent for a given constraint c if they are projection independent,i.e., i� (�x \ �y � def(c)) and (9��x c ^ 9��y c! 9��y[�x c)where def(c) denotes the set of variables constrained to a unique value in c. As before,note that (9��x c ^ 9��y c 9��y[�x c) is always satis�ed.Intuitively, the condition states that (a) the goals do not have variables in commonw.r.t. c and (b) by projecting the constraint store c over the variables of each goal we donot lose \interesting" information w.r.t. projecting the original constraint store over thevariables of both goals (i.e., the store obtained in the former way entails that obtainedin the latter way). This ensures that no matter how g1(�x) and g2(�y) are de�ned, the89



execution of one goal will not be able to modify the domain of the variables of theother, and vice-versa.Let us now discuss this su�cient condition in the broader context of languageswith dynamic scheduling. Consider two goals g1 and g2 and a given constraint c forwhich the above condition is satis�ed. If the sequence of delayed literals D is empty(note that now neither atoms nor constraints are allowed), then we can ensure that thegoals are search independent by simply detecting that the above condition holds. Theintuition behind this fact is that if there are no delayed literals before the executionof the goals, and they cannot a�ect the domain of each other's variables, then theirpartial answers will be consistent and the instantiation state of their variables will notchange no matter if one is executed before or after the other, thus not a�ecting theliterals left delayed by the other goal. Formally:Theorem 4.6.1 Goals g1(�x) and g2(�y) are search independent for a given constraintc and a sequence of delayed atoms D � nil, if(�x \ �y � def(c)) and (9��x c ^ 9��y c! 9��y[�x c)Proof: We have to prove that if the condition is satis�ed, then for everyhc1; D1i 2 partialP (hg1(�x); c;Di) and for every hcr;Dri 2 partialP (hg2(�y); c;Di) : (1)consistent(cs) holds, (2) for every a 2 atoms(Dr) delay(a; cr) i� delay(a; cs), and (3)for every a 2 atoms(D1) delay(a; c1) i� delay(a; cs), where cs is the active constraintreturned by infer(c1 ^ cr; cons(D1 :: Dr)). Clearly, vars(D1) � �x and vars(Dr) � �y.Let C1 and Cr be the constraints added to c during the execution of hg1(�x); c;Di) andhg2(�y); c;Di) yielding c1 and cr, respectively. It is also clear that vars(C1) � �x andvars(Cr) � �y. Thus, the active constraint cs obtained by infer(c1 ^ cr; cons(D1 :: Dr))is in fact c1 ^ cr and thus cs $ c ^ C1 ^ Cr. By Theorem 3.4.3 the condition is satis�edi� the goals are projection independent for c. Thus, consistent(c ^ C1 ^ Cr) must hold,and (1) is proved. By assumption of the delay characteristics, delay(a; c ^ Cs ^ Cr)i� delay(a;9�vars(a)(c ^ C1 ^ Cr)). Since vars(C1) � �x and vars(Cr) � �y,we have that 9��x[�y(c ^ Cs ^ Cr) $ 9��x[�y(c) ^ Cs ^ Cr. Since vars(a) �(�x [ �y), we have that delay(a;9�vars(a)(c ^ C1 ^ Cr)) i� delay(a;9�vars(a)(9��x[�y(c ^Cs ^ Cr))) i� delay(a;9�vars(a)(9��x[�y(c) ^ Cs ^ Cr)). Since, by assumption,9��x c ^ 9��y c $ 9��y[�x c, we have that delay(a;9�vars(a)(9��x[�y(c) ^ Cs ^ Cr))i� delay(a;9�vars(a)(9��x c ^ 9��y c ^ C1 ^ Cr)). If the atom a is in atoms(Dr),9�vars(a)(9��x c ^ 9��y c ^ C1 ^ Cr)) $ 9�vars(a)(9��y c ^ Cr) $ 9�vars(a)(9��y cr) $9�vars(a) cr. Thus delay(a; cs) i� delay(a; cr), and (2) is proved. If a 2 atoms(D1),9�vars(a)(9��x c ^ 9��y c ^ C1 ^ Cr)) $ 9�vars(a)(9��x c ^ C1) $ 9�vars(a)(9��x c1) $9�vars(a) c1. Thus delay(a; cs) i� delay(a; c1), and (3) is proved.90



A di�erence w.r.t. previous cases does arise, however, when the sequence of delayedliterals just before the execution of the goals is not empty. In this case the su�cientcondition must take into account the constraints established on the variables whichappear in the sequence of delayed literals. The reason is that literals woken during theexecution of either g1(�x) or g2(�y) may introduce new constraints involving variables inboth �x and �y.
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Figure 4.3:Example 4.6.1 Consider the following simple example:p(x)  x = 3:q(y)  y = 6:q(y)  y = 2:r(x; y)  x < y:in which r(x,y) will be delayed until x becomes constrained to a unique value.Figure 4.3 shows (a) the derivations from the state hq(y); �; r(x; y)i (i.e., p(x) hasnot been executed) and (b) the derivations from the state hq(y); x = 3 ^ y < x; nili(i.e., p(x) has been executed waking r(x,y)). It is clear that although p(x) and q(y)satisfy the su�cient condition w.r.t. � and the empty sequence of delayed atoms, ifr(x,y) is woken before the execution of q(y) it will prune the search space of q(y) bymaking the branch corresponding to y = 6 fail. 2A similar situation may appear when constraints become active. Thus, new condi-tions must be developed in order to take the sequence of delayed atoms into account.The solution proposed is to ensure that D can be partitioned into two sequences insuch a way that if we associate those sequences to g1(�x) and g2(�y) respectively, thetwo new goals satisfy the su�cient condition for the given c and an empty sequence ofdelayed literals. While the �rst sequence corresponds to the delayed goals that depend91



on g1(�x), the second one corresponds to those that depend on g2(�y). If there existdelayed literals which depend on neither g1(�x) nor g2(�y), they can be concatenated toany of them.De�nition 4.6.2 [projection independence] Goals g1(�x) and g2(�y) are projection inde-pendent for constraint c and sequence of delayed literals D i� D can be partitioned intotwo sequences D1 and D2 such that the goal g1(�x) : D1 and g2(�y) : D2 are projectionindependent for c and the empty sequence of delayed literals.Theorem 4.6.3 Goals g1(�x) and g2(�y) are search independent for constraint c andsequence of delayed goals D if they are projection independent for c and D.The proof follows directly from Theorem 4.6.1. Note that again, when consideringCLP languages without dynamic scheduling, this de�nition is identical to that de�nedin [46]. Furthermore, we argue that all su�cient conditions given in [46] are directlyapplicable to languages with dynamic scheduling by simply transforming the givensequences of delayed literals as proposed above.4.7 Solver IndependenceAs shown in the previous chapter, in the context of CLP languages, search space preser-vation is not enough for ensuring the e�ciency of any transformation applied to thesearch independent goals. The reason is that modifying the order in which a sequenceof primitive constraints is added to the store may have a critical inuence on the timespent by the constraint solver algorithm in obtaining the answer, even if the resultingconstraint is consistent. For this reason a new type of independence, constraint solverindependence, was de�ned.This concept is orthogonal to the issue of search space preservation and is onlyrelated to the characteristics of the particular constraint solver considered when addingsequences of primitive constraints in di�erent orders. Thus it is tempting to think thatthe de�nitions and results obtained in Section 3.5 can be directly applied to languageswith dynamic scheduling. However, there is one question which must be considered:the work involved in determining if a goal must become delayed or must be woken.We believe that a similar approach to that of Section 3.5 can be taken, by consideringthe solvers which are independent in this sense, those which require the parallel goals,g1 and g2, to be projection independent for the store c and the sequence of delayedliterals D, and those which also require the goals to be link independent for c and D.However, this issue certainly needs further study.92



4.8 Chapter ConclusionsWe have shown how although a simple extrapolation of the CLP-based de�nitionsof independence is correct for CLP languages with passive constraints, it cannot beperformed when atoms are dynamically scheduled. The problems posed by the existenceof interleavings which preserve the search space, make it more di�cult to identify theproperties of search space preservation and can a�ect the order in which the solutionsare obtained. Thus, further conditions must be imposed when allowing goals to berun in parallel or reordered. We have proposed a set of conditions and proved themto be su�cient for ensuring both the correctness and e�ciency of the parallel model.We have also proposed su�cient conditions for the concepts of independence proposed,which are easier to detect at run-time than the original de�nitions.
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Chapter 5E�ectiveness of Global Analysisin Strict Independence-BasedAutomatic ParallelizationAs mentioned in Chapter 2, data-ow analysis is the process of statically { at compile-time { inferring information about the properties of the variables and data structuresin a program. The purpose of this process is to use such information to improve thetask performed by compilers, program transformation tools, etc. As shown in Section2.3, abstract interpretation of logic programs allows systematical design of correct data-ow analysis through formalization of the relation between analysis and semantics [38].The idea is to view data-ow analysis as a non-standard semantics de�ned over anabstract domain in which the usual domain of values has been replaced by a domainof description of values, and the operations are replaced by corresponding abstractoperations de�ned on the new domain of description.Much work has been done using the abstract interpretation technique in the contextof traditional logic programs (see e.g. [117, 50, 10, 107, 11, 49] and its references).However, only a few studies have been reported which examine the performance ofanalyzers in the actual optimization task they were designed for (notable exceptionsare [155, 105, 133, 146]). In the context of the automatic parallelization of programswithin the independent and-parallel model, data-ow analysis seems to be crucial.Unfortunately, little work has been reported on the complete task of global analysis-based compile-time automatic parallelization of logic programs within that model [155,77]. In this chapter we evaluate the e�ect of data-ow analysis tools in this context.We will focus on the automatic parallelization of Prolog programs based on strictindependence detection. The choice of Prolog is motivated as follows. Firstly, to our97



knowledge, the only implemented parallelizing compiler based on independence andusing information provided by global analysis is that found in the &-Prolog system,which parallelizes Prolog programs using as target the &-Prolog language. Secondly,the parallelized programs can actually be executed in this system. This will allow usto compare the results obtained with programs parallelized using di�erent tools. Thechoice of strict independence is motivated by the fact that many abstract domainshave been de�ned for inferring information useful for detecting strict independence.This is in contrast with parallelization based on non-strict independence, functionality,or other types of safe parallelization conditions. As we will see, groundness and sharinginformation about the program variables is instrumental in this task. Additionally,freeness and linearity information can also be of great help. Linearity informationcan signi�cantly improve the accuracy of the sharing information by allowing accuratepropagation of de�nite non sharing among the variables involved in a linear term. Theusefulness of freeness in the detection of strict independence comes from its ability toexpress de�nite non groundness. Furthermore, it also provides a restricted form oflinearity information since de�nitely free variables are known to be linear.We will focus our evaluation on �ve of the already de�ned abstract domains whichinfer one or more such properties: the ASub domain de�ned by S�ndergaard [143] for in-ferring groundness, (pair) sharing and linearity information, the Sharing domain de�nedby Jacobs and Langen [85] for inferring groundness and (set) sharing information, theSharing+Freeness domain de�ned by Muthukumar and Hermenegildo [124] for inferringgroundness, (set) sharing and freeness information, and the domains resulting from thecombination of the ASub and Sharing domains, and also ASub and Sharing+Freenessdomains, as presented by Codish et al [30].In this chapter we report on the implementation of those abstract domains, theirintegration in a compiler, and a study of their e�ectiveness in the automatic paralleliza-tion of Prolog programs based on strict independence detection. We construct bothlocal and global analyzers based on the already proposed domains. Then the informa-tion gathered by the analyzers is evaluated in terms of its accuracy, i.e., its ability todetermine the actual dependencies among the program variables involved in a parallelexpression, and its e�ectiveness, measured in terms of code reduction and also in termsof the ultimate performance of the parallelized programs, i.e., the speedup obtainedwith respect to the sequential version.We feel that our presentation and results in this chapter not only provide an empiri-cal assessment of the importance of abstract interpretation techniques in the automaticparallelization task, but also shed new light on the automatic parallelization processitself. 98
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Figure 5.1: Evaluation SystemThe rest of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.1 gives an brief descriptionof the evaluation environment { i.e., the parallelizing compiler. Section 5.2 describesthe structure and task of the \annotators" { the actual parallelizers which interfacewith the analyzers { and the interface itself. Section 5.3 then presents the di�erentdomains and the framework they are constructed on, and discusses the usefulness ofthe information encoded by each domain for the annotation process in terms of thede�ned interface. Section 5.4 presents the simulator used for performing some of theexperiments. Section 5.5 describes the experiments and presents the results obtainedfrom those experiments. Such results are discussed in Section 5.6. Finally, Section 5.7presents our conclusions.5.1 The &-Prolog System and LanguageAs mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, the evaluation has been performedin the context of the &{Prolog system [72]. This system comprises a parallelizingcompiler aimed at uncovering goal-level, restricted (i.e., fork and join) independentand-parallelism and an execution model/run-time system aimed at exploiting such par-allelism. It is a complete Prolog system, based on the SICStus Prolog implementation,o�ering full compatibility with the DECsystem-20/Quintus Prolog (\Edinburgh") stan-99



dard. In addition, the &-Prolog language extensions, the essential part of which will bedescribed shortly, are also supported in the source language. Prolog code is parallelizedautomatically by the compiler, in a user-transparent way (except for the increase inperformance). Compiler switches (implemented as \Prolog ags") determine whetheror not code will be parallelized and through which type of analysis. Alternatively,parallel code can be written by the user (the compiler then checking such code forcorrectness).The &-Prolog language is a vehicle for expressing and implementing independentand-parallelism. &-Prolog is essentially Prolog, with the addition of the parallel con-junction operator \&" (used in place of \," {comma{ when goals are to be executedconcurrently), a set of parallelism-related builtins, which include the groundness andindependence tests described in the next section, and a number of synchronizationprimitives which allow expressing both restricted and non-restricted parallelism. Com-bining these primitives with the Prolog constructs, such as \->" (if-then-else), userscan conditionally trigger parallel execution of goals. For syntactic convenience an ad-ditional construct is also provided: the Conditional Graph Expression (CGE). A CGEhas the general form (i cond => goal1 & goal2 & ... & goalN) where i cond is asu�cient condition for running goali in parallel under the appropriate notion of inde-pendence, in our case strict independence. &-Prolog if-then-else expressions and CGEscan be nested to create richer execution graphs. One advantage of &-Prolog is that itsubsumes Prolog syntax and semantics and thus it is possible to view the paralleliza-tion process as a source to source transformation. Such a transformation is called anannotation.As shown in Figure 5.1, the &-Prolog parallelizing compiler used as evaluation en-vironment is composed of several basic modules: global (and local) analyzers inferringinformation useful for the detection of independence, side-e�ect and granularity analyz-ers inferring information which can yield the sequentialization of goals (even when theyare independent) based on e�ciency or maintenance of observable behavior, annotatorswhich parallelize the Prolog programs using the information provided by the analyzers,etc. The parallelized programs can be executed within the run{time system using oneor more processors.5.2 Annotation ProcessAs mentioned in Chapter 1, several approaches to automatic parallelization have beenproposed. The solution used in the &-Prolog parallelizing compiler is that proposedinitially by R. Warren et al [155] and developed further in [124, 121, 123, 125], which100



combines local analysis and run-time checking with a highly sophisticated data-owanalysis based on the technique of abstract interpretation [38].In this context, the automatic parallelization process is performed as follows.Firstly, if required by the user, the Prolog program is analyzed using one or more globalanalyzers, aimed at inferring useful information for detecting independence. Secondly,since side-e�ects cannot be allowed to execute freely in parallel, the original program isanalyzed using the global analyzer described in [120] which propagates the side-e�ectcharacteristics of builtins determining the scope of side-e�ects. Finally, the annota-tors perform a source-to-source transformation of the program in which each clause isannotated with parallel expressions and conditions which encode the notion of inde-pendence used. In doing this they use the information provided by the global analyzersmentioned before. Additionally, while annotating each clause, the annotators can alsoinvoke local analyzers in order to infer further information regarding the literals in theclause. In the current implementation, side-e�ect builtins and procedures are not par-allelized. Also, some limited knowledge about the granularity of the goals, in particularthe builtins, is used by means of a local analysis. As a result, the only kind of builtinsallowed to be run in parallel are the meta{calls.The annotation process is divided into two subtasks. The �rst is concerned withidentifying the dependencies between each two goals in a clause and generating theminimum number of tests which, when (a priori) evaluated at run-time ensure theirindependence. Note that, as mentioned in Section 1.3, the detection of independence,based on the information provided by the global analyzers, can be based on non a prioriindependence conditions. However, if such independence cannot be ensured completelyat compile time, then the tests generated for run-time evaluation must be evaluable apriori. The second task is concerned with the core of the annotation process, namelyapplication of a particular strategy to obtain an optimal (under such a strategy) parallelexpression among all the possibilities detected in the previous step, hopefully furtheroptimizing the number of tests. In the following we will briey explain both steps inthe particular context of strict independence, in order to better understand the role ofthe analysis in this process.5.2.1 Identifying DependenciesThe dependencies between goals can be represented as a dependency graph [36, 83, 94,99, 22, 123]. Informally, a dependency graph is a directed acyclic graph where eachnode represents a goal and each edge represents in some way the dependency betweenthe connected goals. A conditional dependency graph (CDG) is one in which theedges are adorned with independence conditions. If those conditions are satis�ed, the101



dependency does not hold. In an unconditional dependency graph (UDG) dependenciesalways hold, i.e., conditions are always \false."Strict Independence [73] is arguably the most commonly used condition for thispurpose. As mentioned in Section 3.2.1, the importance of strict independence liesin the fact that it allows an \a priori" detection of independence. Thus, it can beused even when no information is provided by global analysis. Furthermore, it can betranslated into simple tests which can be evaluated e�ciently at run-time. For thisreason the edges of the CDGs obtained are directly labeled with such tests. In thissection we will briey present how to derive them. These are well understood conceptsalready present in di�erent ways in the work of [37, 54, 78, 22, 99, 83, 94] and others{ here we will mainly follow the presentation of [75].Recall the notion of strict independence: two goals g1 and g2 are said to be strictlyindependent for a given substitution � i� vars(g1�) \ vars(g2�) = ;. A collectionof goals is said to be strictly independent for a given � i� they are pairwise strictlyindependent for �. Also, a collection of goals is said to be strictly independent for a setof substitutions � i� they are strictly independent for every � 2 �. Finally, a collectionof goals is said to be simply strictly independent if they are strictly independent forthe set of all possible substitutions. This same de�nition can also be applied to terms,and substitutions, without any change.Example 5.2.1 : Let us consider the two goals p(x) and q(y). Given � = fx=yg, wehave p(x)� = p(y) and q(y)� = q(y), so p(x) and q(y) are not strictly independentfor this substitution. However, given � = fx=w; y=vg, we have p(x)� = p(w) andq(y)� = q(v), so p(x) and q(y) are strictly independent for the given � because p(w)and q(v) do not share any variable. 2Note that if a term (or a goal) is ground, then it is strictly independent fromany other term (or goal). Also, note that strict independence is symmetric, but nottransitive.Given a collection of literals, we would then like to be able to generate at compile-time a condition i cond which, when evaluated at run-time, would guarantee the strictindependence of the goals which are instantiations of such literals. Furthermore, wewould like that condition to be as e�cient as possible, hopefully being more economicalthan the application of the de�nition. Consider the set of conditions which includes\true", \false", or any set, interpreted as a conjunction, of one or more of the followingtests: ground(x), indep(x; y) where x and y can be goals, variables, or terms in general.Let ground(x) be true when x is ground and false otherwise. Let indep(x; y) be truewhen x and y do not share variables and false otherwise.102



Consider the literals g1; : : : ; gn. If no global information is provided, an example ofsuch a correct i cond is fground(x) j 8 x 2 SV Gg[findep(x; y) j 8(x; y) 2 SV Ig, whereSV G and SV I are de�ned as follows:� SV G = fv j 9 i; j; i 6= j with v 2 vars(gi) \ vars(gj)g;� SV I = f(v; w) j v; w 62 SV G and 9 i; j; i < j with v 2 vars(gi) and w 2 vars(gj)g.If the above condition is satis�ed the literals are strictly independent for every possiblesubstitution, thus ensuring that the goals resulting from the instantiations of suchliterals will also be strictly independent.It is easy to see that in general a groundness check is less expensive than an in-dependence check, thus a condition, such as the one given, where some independencechecks are replaced by groundness checks is obviously preferable.Example 5.2.2 : Consider the following literals in a program clause: ..., a(w),b(x,y), c(z,y), ... The following table lists all possible series of literals that canbe considered for parallel execution, their associated SV G and SV I sets, and a correctlocal i cond with respect to strict independence:Goals SVG SVI i conda(w), b(x,y) ; f(w; x); (w; y)g findep(w; x); indep(w; y)ga(w),c(z,y) ; f(w; y); (w; z)g findep(w; y); indep(w; z)g)b(x,y),c(z,y) fyg f(x; z)g fground(y); indep(x; z)ga(w), b(x,y),c(z,y) fyg f(w; x); (w; z); (x; z)g fground(y); indep(w; x);indep(w; z); indep(x; z)gNote that, for e�ciency reasons, we can improve the conditions further by groupingpairs in SV I which share a variable x, such as (x; y1); : : : ; (x; yn), by writing only onepair of the form (x; [y1; : : : ; yn]). By following on this idea SV I can be de�ned in a morecompact way as a set of pairs of sets as follows: SV I = f(V;W ) such that 9 i; j; i < j;with V = vars(gi) n SV G and W = vars(gj) n SV Gg. In many implementations this\compacted" set of pairs is less expensive to check than that generated by the previousde�nition of SVI. However, in our experiments, and for simplicity, when counting thenumber of independence checks generated statically we will use the previous de�nitionsof SV I and SV G.The left-to-right precedence relation for the literals in the clause above can berepresented using a directed, acyclic graph in which we associate with each edge whichconnects a pair of literals the tests for their strict independence, thus resulting in thedependency graph illustrated in Figure 5.2. 2103
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Figure 5.2:The tests generated in the process described above imply the strict independenceof the goals for all possible substitutions. However, when considering the literals in-volved as part of a clause and within a program, the tests can be simpli�ed since strictindependence then only needs to be ensured for those substitutions that can appearin that program. This fundamental observation is clearly instrumental when usingthe results of abstract interpretation{based global analysis in the process of automaticparallelization.5.2.2 Simplifying DependenciesThe annotation process can be improved by using compile{time information aboutgroundness and independence provided either by the user or by an analyzer. Thisimprovement is based on identifying tests which are ensured to either fail or succeedw.r.t. this information: if a test is guaranteed to succeed, it can be reduced to true,thus eliminating the edge; if a test is guaranteed to fail, it can be reduced to false,yielding an unconditional edge.For any clause C, the information known at a program point i in C can be expressedin what we call a domain of interpretation GI for groundness and independence: asubset of the �rst order logical theory, such that each element � of GI de�ned over thevariables in C is a set of formulae (interpreted as their conjunction) containing onlypredicates of ground(x) and indep(y; z); fx; y; zg � vars(C), and such that � 6` false,and 8� 2 GI:� � fground(x)! indep(x; y) j fx; yg � vars(C)g[fground(x)$ indep(x; x) j x 2 vars(C)g104



For the sake of simplicity, in the rest of the chapter this formula will be assumedto be part of any �, although not explicitly written down. Thus, any time we write� = K, � should be interpreted as K augmented with the above set.For any program point i of a clause C where a test Ti on the groundness andindependence of the clause variables is checked, the simpli�cation of such test, basedon an element �i 2 GI over the variables of C, is de�ned as the re�nement of Ti toyield T 0i = improve(Ti; �i), where:improve(Ti; �i) = 8>><>>: if 9 t 2 Ti s:t: �i ` :t then falseelseif �i ` Ti then trueelse for some t 2 Ti ftg [ improve(Ti n ftg; �i [ ftg)Note that there is an implicit restriction on the selection of t 2 Ti in the above def-inition of improve: the order in which t is selected can inuence the result of improve.Consider �i = fground(x) ! ground(y)g and Ti = fground(x); ground(y)g. By se-lecting �rst ground(y) the �nal result is T 0i = Ti = fground(x); ground(y)g, whereasby selecting �rst ground(x) the �nal result is T 0i = fground(x)g � Ti, which is simpler.We will avoid such non deterministic behavior by �rst selecting groundness conditions(because of their lower cost at run{time), then those which does not appear as conse-quent in any atomic formula of �i, and then the rest. This will be done following aleft-to-right selection rule.The accuracy and the size (the number of atomic formulae for simple facts) of each� depend on the kind of program analysis performed. In the next section we will explainhow to build this formula from the domains of analysis used in our experiments. Letus now introduce the local analysis.Local AnalysisThe simplest kind of information which can be derived comes from a local analysisperformed over each clause in isolation. This can be done based on knowledge aboutthe semantics of the builtins and the free nature of the �rst occurrences of variables.In the case of builtins, their semantics implies certain knowledge about substitutionsoccurring at the points just before and after their execution. For �rst occurrences, itcan always be ensured that the variable concerned is not ground, up to the point whereit �rst appears.The information derived by these two sources can be directly expressed in termsof elements of the GI domain1. The analysis of clause C starts with Fv1, the set of1Local analysis can also be performed by applying the abstract operations for the domains thatwill be introduced in the following sections, but only within the scope of the clause. For the sake ofsimplicity we have preferred to describe it independently of the domains.105



variables not occurring in head(C), and the formulae for �rst occurrences of variables,thus: �1 = f:ground(x) j x 2 Fv1g [ findep(x; y) j x 2 Fv1; x 6= y; and y 2 vars(C)gand proceeds left to right with goals gi in the body of C. Assume we have obtained�i, then �i+1 will be obtained from �i and gi in the following way:� Fvi+1 = Fvi n vars(gi)� if gi is not a builtin �i+1 = �i n (f:ground(x) j x 2 vars(gi)g [ findep(x; y) jfx; yg \ vars(gi) 6= ; ^ fx; yg n vars(gi) 6� Fvi+1g)� if gi is a builtin, let �gi be the representation for the semantics of gi in GI. Then�i+1 = (�i n Incons) [ �gi where Incons is the minimum formula s.t. �i [ �gi `false and (�i n Incons) [ �gi 6` falseWith such an analysis, the dependencies previously identi�ed can now be simpli�ed,as shown in the example.Example 5.2.3 Consider the sequence of literals in Example 5.2.2, augmented with abuiltin: w is x+1, a(w), b(x,y), c(z,y).The semantics of is/2 ensures that both x and w are ground after the execution ofthis builtin. Since this information is downwards closed, the local analysis will be ableto derive that this holds not only just after the execution of the builtin, but also atevery point in the clause to the right of it. Thus �i = fground(x); ground(w)g for allpoints i > 1.The CDG in Example 5.2.2 becomes, by applying the improve function with thisinformation, the one shown in Figure 5.3. 2
a(w)

b(x,y) c(z,y)
ground(y)Figure 5.3:With this simpli�ed CDG the second subtask, i.e., building the parallel expression,is simpler. Furthermore, the improve function will also be applied during this secondsubtask, as we will see. 106



5.2.3 Building Parallel ExpressionsGiven a clause, several possible annotations are possible. The second step in the annota-tion process aims at obtaining an optimal parallel expression among all the possibilitiesdetected in the previous step by applying a particular strategy, hopefully further opti-mizing the number of tests. Di�erent heuristic algorithms implement di�erent strategiesto select among all possible parallel expressions for a given clause.Example 5.2.4 Consider again the sequence of literals a(w), b(x,y), c(z,y) in Ex-ample 5.2.2. A possible CGE for these goals would be:a(w), (ground(y),indep(x,z) => b(x,y) & c(z,y))An alternative would be:(indep(w,x),indep(w,z),indep(x,z),ground(y) => a(w) & b(x,y) & c(z,y))and yet another alternative:(indep(w,[x,y]) -> (a(w) & b(x,y), c(z,y)); a(w), (ground(y),indep(x,z) => b(x,y) & c(z,y)))and so on. 2Three di�erent heuristic algorithms are implemented in the &-Prolog system,namely CDG, UDG, and MEL [123]2. The CDG algorithm seeks to maximize theamount of parallelism available in a clause, without being concerned with the size ofthe resultant parallel expression. In doing this, the annotator may switch the posi-tions of independent goals. UDG does essentially the same as CDG except that onlyunconditional parallelism is exploited, i.e., only goals which can be determined to beindependent at compile-time are run in parallel. MEL tries to �nd points in the bodyof a clause where it can be split into di�erent parallel expressions (i.e., where edgeslabeled \false" appear) without changing the order given by the original clause andwithout building nested parallel expressions. At such points the clause body is brokeninto two, a CGE is built for the right part of the split sequence, and the process con-tinues with the left part. In the following we will focus on the MEL algorithm, in theparticular context of strict independence.Once an expression has been built, it can be further simpli�ed, unless it is uncon-ditional. Based on the local or global information, the overall condition built by theannotation algorithm can possibly be reduced again.2CDG stands for Conditional Dependency Graph, UDG stands for Unconditional DependencyGraph, andMEL stands for Maximal Expression Length.107



Example 5.2.5 Consider once more the clause in Example 5.2.2, augmenting this timethe sequence of literals with a di�erent builtin: y = f(x,z), a(w), b(x,y), c(z,y).Now the analysis can derive �i = fground(x) ^ ground(z)$ ground(y)g for all pointsi > 1.Note that, after identifying and simplifying dependencies, the CDG will still be thatof Figure 5.2. However, since the groundness of y implies the groundness of both xand z and therefore their independence from any other variable, the annotation of theliterals would be:y = f(x,z), ( ground(y) => a(w) & b(x,y) & c(z,y))25.3 Global AnalysisWe have already shown the usefulness of local analysis in the annotation process. Suchanalyses consider the clauses in isolation instead of as part of a program. Therefore,the information obtained by local analysis is correct for every possible substitution, andthe satisfaction of the i conds built using such information ensures the independence ofthe goals with respect to any substitution. However, for the automatic parallelizationthe goals are not required to be independent for any substitution, but only for thosea�ecting all the resolvents which contain these goals in any branch of the proof. Forsuch substitutions, simpler i conds may su�ce to guarantee the independence of thegoals. In order to infer information regarding the substitutions a�ecting these goals,global data-ow analysis must be performed.In this section we will �rst present the abstract interpretation framework usedfor the evaluation. Then we briey introduce the de�nition of each domain and itsconcretization function, as well as its ability to capture the information needed tosimplify the conditions in the parallel expressions.5.3.1 The Abstract Interpretation Framework PLAIAs mentioned before, abstract interpretation of logic programs allows the systematic de-sign and veri�cation of data-ow analyses by formalizing the relation between analysisand semantics. Therefore, abstract interpretation is inherently semantics sensitive, dif-ferent semantic de�nitions styles yielding di�erent approaches to program analysis. Forlogic programs we distinguish between two main approaches, namely bottom-up anal-ysis and top-down analysis. While the top-down approach propagates the informationin the same direction as SLD-resolution does, the bottom-up approach propagates the108



information as in the computation of the least �xpoint of the immediate consequencesoperator TP . In addition, we distinguish between goal dependent and goal independentanalyses. A goal dependent analysis provides information about the possible behaviorsof a speci�ed (set of) initial goal(s) and a given logic program. In contrast, a goalindependent analysis considers only the program itself.As we have pointed out, in the process of automatic parallelization we are interestedin inferring accurate information regarding the substitutions a�ecting these goals in anyproof which can be constructed with the given clause in the given program. It seemsthat a top-down analysis framework performing goal dependent analysis is the mostappropriate for this task. However, it is important to note that recently a number ofstudies have extended the area of applicability of both the bottom-up and top-downframeworks and their relations with goal dependent and goal independent analysis[116, 59, 27]. In this study we have used a top-down, goal dependent framework,namely the abstract interpretation system PLAI, mainly because of the more maturestate of the implementation.The PLAI abstract interpretation system, is a top-down framework based on theabstract interpretation framework of Bruynooghe [10] with the optimizations describedin [125]. Although a detailed description of this system is outside the scope of thischapter3, we will point out several features which are relevant to our study, as theyeither allow e�cient analysis or a more e�ective parallelization.The framework is based on an abstraction of the (SLD) AND-OR trees of theexecution of a program for given entry points. The abstract AND-OR graph makesit possible to provide information at each program point, a feature which is crucialfor many applications (such as, for example, reordering, automatic parallelization orgarbage collection). For each given goal and abstract call substitution, PLAI builds anode in the abstract AND-OR graph and computes its (possibly many) abstract successsubstitution(s). Note that, in doing this, PLAI computes the specialized versions (alsoreferred to as multi-variants) for each goal, thus allowing for a quite detailed analy-sis. The current implementation of the framework allows the user to choose betweenobtaining a transformed program showing all variants generated for each clause andthe particular information inferred for each program point, or the original program inwhich the information for di�erent variants is collapsed by means of the upper boundoperation of the particular abstract domain. Note that, since the framework treats(and takes advantage of) programs in non-normalized form, di�erent call formats ofthe same predicate yield di�erent goals.3The extension of Bruynooghe's framework and PLAI to the CLP paradigm is the subject of thenext chapter. 109



PLAI implements a highly optimized �xpoint algorithm, de�ned in [121, 122, 125](which is essentially equivalent to the algorithm, independently proposed in [98]) forwhich a distinction between recursive and non{recursive predicates is needed. Briey,the analysis proceeds as follows. First, a preprocessing of the program is performedto fold disjunctions and determine recursive predicates, then the core of the analysisstarts. Non{recursive predicates are analyzed in one pass. For the recursive predicates,non{recursive clauses are analyzed �rst and once, and the result is taken as a �rstapproximation of the answer. Then, a �xpoint computation for the recursive clausesstarts. The number of iterations performed in this computation is reduced by keepingtrack of the dependencies among nodes and the state of the information being com-puted. In some cases the �xpoint algorithm is able to �nish in a single iteration, thanksto this information.From the user point of view, it is su�cient to specify the particular abstract domaindesired. This information is passed to the �xpoint algorithm, which in turn calls theappropriate abstract functions for the given abstract domain.5.3.2 ASub DomainThe domain ASub [143] was de�ned for inferring groundness, sharing, and linearity in-formation. The abstract domain approximates this information by combining two com-ponents: de�nite groundness information is described by means of a set of program vari-ables D1 = 2PVar; possible (pair) sharing information is described by symmetric binaryrelations on PVarD2 = 2(PVar�PVar). The concretization function, ASub : ASub! 2Sub,is de�ned for an abstract substitution (G;R) 2 ASub as follows: ASub(G;R) approx-imates all concrete substitutions � such that for every (x; y) 2 PVar2: x 2 G )ground(x�); x 6= y ^ vars(x�) \ vars(y�) 6= ; ) x R y; and x 6R x) linear(x�).Note that the second condition implies that whenever x 6= y if x 6R y then we havethat vars(x�) \ vars(y�) = ;, and thus x and y are independent.Let us now present the relation between ASub and the domain GI. Consider anabstract substitution �i 2 ASub for program point i of a clause C. The contents of �ifollow from the following properties of �i = (G;R) over vars(C):� ground(x) if x 2 G� indep(x; y) if x 6R yNote that in this case �i does not contain either :ground(x) nor :indep(x; y) for everyfx; yg � vars(C), thus no tests in the CDG can ever be reduced to false with only thisinformation. 110



Example 5.3.1 Consider a clause C such that vars(C) = fx; y; z; w; vg and anabstract suubstitution � = (fxg; f(z; w); (z; v)g). The corresponding � will be:fground(x); indep(y; z); indep(y;w); indep(y; v); indep(w; v)g. 25.3.3 Sharing DomainThe Sharing domain [84] was proposed for inferring groundness and sharing informa-tion. The abstract domain, Sharing = 22PVar , keeps track of set sharing. The con-cretization function is de�ned in terms of the occurrences of a variable U in a substi-tution: occs(�; U) = fx 2 dom(�) j U 2 vars(x�)g. If occs(�; U) = V then � mapsthe variables in V to terms which share the variable U . The concretization functionSharing : Sharing ! 2Sub is de�ned as follows:Sharing(�) = f� 2 Sub j 8U 2 Var: occs(�; U) 2 �gIntuitively, each set in the abstract substitution containing variables v1; : : : ; vn rep-resents the fact that there may be one or more shared variables occurring in the termsto which v1; : : : ; vn are bound. If a variable v does not occur in any set, then thereis no variable that may occur in the terms to which v is bound and thus those termsare de�nitely ground. If a variable v appears only in a singleton set, then the terms towhich it is bound may contain only variables which do not appear in any other term.Let us now present the relation between Sharing and the domain GI. Consider anabstract substitution �i 2 Sharing for program point i of a clause C. The contents of�i follow from the following properties of �i over vars(C):� ground(x) if 8S 2 �i : x 62 S� indep(x; y) if 8S 2 �i : x 2 S ! y 62 S� ground(x1) ^ : : : ^ ground(xn) ! ground(y) if 8S 2 �i : if y 2 S thenfx1; : : : ; xng \ S 6= ;� ground(x1) ^ : : : ^ ground(xn) ! indep(y; z) if 8S 2 �i : if fy; zg � S thenfx1; : : : ; xng \ S 6= ;� indep(x1; y1) ^ : : : ^ indep(xn; yn) ! ground(z) if 8S 2 �i : if z 2 S then9 j 2 [1; n]; fxj ; yjg � S� indep(x1; y1) ^ : : : ^ indep(xn; yn) ! indep(w; z) if 8S 2 �i : if fw; zg � S then9 j 2 [1; n]; fxj ; yjg � S 111



The meaning of each implication in �i can be derived by eliminating the requiredsets in �i so that the antecedent of the implication holds, and looking for the new factsground(x) or indep(x; y) in the updated abstract substitution, which now become true.As in ASub, no tests in the CDG can ever be reduced to false with only this information.Example 5.3.2 Consider the clause C in which vars(C) = fx; y; z; w; vg andthe abstract substitution � = ffyg; fz; wg; fz; vgg. The corresponding �will be fground(x); indep(y; z); indep(y;w); indep(y; v); indep(w; v); ground(z) $ground(w) ^ ground(v); indep(z; v) ^ indep(z; w) ! ground(z); indep(z; v) !ground(v); indep(z; w) ! ground(w)g. Note that � contains all the information de-rived in Example 5.3.1 plus the information provided by the power of the set sharingfor groundness propagation, in contrast with that of the pair sharing representation.25.3.4 Sharing+Freeness DomainThe Sharing+Freeness domain [124] aims at inferring groundness, sharing, and freenessinformation. The abstract domain approximates this information by combining twocomponents: one Sh = 22PVar is the same as the sharing domain; the other Fr = 2PVarencodes freeness information. The concretization function Fr : Fr ! 2Sub is de�nedas follows: Fr(�fr) approximates all concrete substitutions � such that for every x 2PVar : if x 2 �fr then free(x�).Let us now present how the information approximated by this abstract domain canbe used in improving the CDG obtained in the annotation process. Consider an abstractsubstitution �i 2 Sharing+Freeness for program point i of clause C. The contents of�i follow from the following properties of �i = h�sh; �fri over vars(C), in addition tothose for �sh 2 Sharing which are also applicable from the previous section:� :ground(x) if x 2 �fr� :indep(x; y) if y 2 �fr and 8S 2 �sh : if y 2 S then x 2 S� ground(x1) ^ : : : ^ ground(xn) ! :indep(y; z) if z 2 �fr and 8S 2 �sh : iffy; zg \ S = fzg then fx1; : : : ; xng \ S 6= ; and 9S 2 �sh fy; zg � S� indep(x1; y1) ^ : : : ^ indep(xn; yn) ! :indep(y; z) if z 2 �fr and 8S 2 �sh : iffy; zg \ S = fzg then 9 j 2 [1; n]; fxj ; yjg � S and 9S 2 �sh fy; zg � SThe intuition behind each implication is as before. The main di�erence is that now,updating the abstraction �i for the antecedent to hold, can create an \incoherent"abstraction. In this case �i allows the simpli�cation of conditions which will alwaysfail. This provides additional precision to that which comes out of the synergisticinteraction between the two components of Sharing+Freeness.112



Example 5.3.3 Consider the same clause C as in Example 5.3.2 and the same shar-ing component �sh = ffyg; fz; wg; fz; vgg. Consider the freeness component �fr = fwg.The corresponding � will be the result of adding the following formulae to the oneobtained in the example above: f:ground(w);:indep(z; w)g. This information, in ad-dition to that derived by �sh makes � ` :ground(z). Using this information, any testlabeling an edge of a CDG including ground(w) or ground(z) or indep(z; w) can bereduced to false.2Note that in the example above :ground(z) was derived even though z 62 �fr. Thisis a subtle characteristic of the Sharing+Freeness domain which gives it a signi�cantpart of its power. Furthermore, although not directly related to strict independence,the Sharing+Freeness abstract domain is also able to infer de�nite non freeness fornon ground variables: if in the example above v were also an element of �fr, thenz would be ensured to be bound to a term not only non ground, but also non free.This characteristic is of use in applications such as analysis of programs with dynamicscheduling [106], non-strict independence [19], etc.5.3.5 Combined DomainsAs mentioned before, we have also considered the evaluation the analyzers resultingfrom the combination of the ASub and Sharing and ASub and Sharing+Freeness domains.This combination, presented by Codish et al in [30], is based on the reduced productapproach of Cousot and Cousot [39]. The advantage of this approach is that it allowsus to infer more accurate information from the combination without rede�ning neitherthe abstract domains nor the basic abstract operations of the original domains. As aresult not only is a proof of correctness of the new analyzer unnecessary, but also thegain in accuracy obtained by simply removing redundancies at each step is signi�cant,as shown in [30].The information approximated by the combined domains can be used to simplifythe CDG simply by translating the information inferred by each domain into the GIdomain, conjoining the resulting �s, and applying the techniques described in previoussections.5.4 IDRA: Ideal Resource AllocationWe will evaluate the usefulness of the information provided by the analyzers using thespeedup obtained w.r.t. the sequential program as the ultimate performance measure.This can be done quite simply by running the parallelized programs in parallel and113



measuring the speedup obtained. However, this speedup is limited by the number ofprocessors in the system (and the quality of the scheduler) and thus does not necessarilyprovide directly useful information regarding the quality of the annotation per se. Inorder to concentrate on the available parallelism itself, it would be better to be ableto determine the speedups for an unbounded number of processors while still takinginto account real execution times for the sequential parts and scheduling overheads. Anovel evaluation environment, IDRA [57], has been devised to achieve this.The &-Prolog system can optionally generate a trace �le during an execution. This�le is an encoded description of the events that occurred during the execution of aparallelized program. Examples of such events are parallel fork, start goal, �nish goal,join, agent busy, etc. Since &-Prolog generates all possible parallel tasks during execu-tion of a parallel program, even if there are only a few (or even one) processor(s) in thesystem, all possible parallel program graphs, with their exact execution times, can beconstructed from this data. IDRA takes as input a real execution trace �le of a parallelprogram run on the &-Prolog system and the time for its sequential execution, andcomputes the curve of achievable speedup w.r.t. an increasing number of processors.Note that although this \ideal" parallel execution has been computed, it uses asdata a real trace execution �le. Real execution times of sequential segments and alldelay times are taken into account (including not only the time spent in creating theagents, distributing the work, etc, but also the interruptions of the operating system,etc.), and therefore it is possible to consider the results as a very good approximationto the best possible parallel execution. The approach is similar in spirit to that ofAndOrSim [142], which was shown to produce speedups which closely matched thoseof the real &-Prolog implementation for the numbers of processors available on thesystems in which &-Prolog was run, in that speedups are constructed from data from areal execution. Arguably, the method used in IDRA is potentially more accurate sincethe unit of measure in AndOrSim was number of resolutions while IDRA uses actualexecution time. In fact, the speedups provided by IDRA do correlate well with thoseof the actual execution.Table 5.1 illustrates this point by comparing the speedups obtained with the&-Prolog system for a number of programs4 with those computed by IDRA from tracesof the parallelized programs run on a single processor. Logically, IDRA speedups shouldbe an upper bound for the real system and indeed the speedups predicted by IDRAare always larger than those achieved by the actual system. However, while in somecases IDRA estimates are quite close to the observed speedups, a slight divergence isoccasionally observed. The latter happens for programs that have very �ne granularity,4Benchmarks used in the evaluation will be further described in Section 5.5.1.114



Bench Query Speedup Number of Processors1 2 3 4 5 6ann pa(3) &-Prolog 1 1.81 2.65 3.22 3.81 4.26IDRA 1 1.80 2.68 3.28 3.95 4.53�b pmain &-Prolog 1 1.81 2.52 3.13 3.87 4.37IDRA 1 1.99 2.97 3.95 4.91 5.85g�b pmain(10) &-Prolog 1 1.82 2.70 3.38 4.23 4.65IDRA 1 1.96 2.89 3.81 4.40 5.04mmatrix pm(13) &-Prolog 1 1.93 2.82 3.80 4.61 5.56IDRA 1 1.98 2.94 3.90 4.80 5.69qsortapp pqs(5) &-Prolog 1 1.76 2.24 2.55 2.77 2.81IDRA 1 1.76 2.27 2.58 2.81 3.02Table 5.1: Performance of IDRAwhich makes the non-optimal scheduling of the real system have a signi�cant impact.This can be observed by comparing the results for the two versions of \�bonacci", oneof which performs run-time granularity control and thus creates large grain parallelism.The results for this case are much closer to those of IDRA.5.5 Experimental ResultsIn this section we present the results of the comparison among the �ve analyzers (ab-stract domains and associated abstract functions) which are currently embedded inPLAI: the ASub domain with the abstract functions presented in [26]; the Sharingdomain with the abstract functions presented in [125]; the Sharing+Freeness domainand abstract functions de�ned in [124]; and also the analyzers resulting from thecombination of analyzers based on the domains ASub with Sharing and ASub withSharing+Freeness, as presented by Codish et al in [30]. The aim is to determine theaccuracy and e�ectiveness of the information provided by the analyzers in their ap-plication to automatic program parallelization, as well as the e�ciency of the analysisprocess itself.It could be argued that the experiments are somewhat weak due to the lack ofa \best" parallelization with which to establish the comparisons. However, there aremany problems when trying to determine what the optimal parallelization might be.In principle, one could think that a parallelization \by hand" performed by the pro-grammer would be the best. However, for complex programs (as many of those usedin our experiments), it turns out that the automatic parallelization does better than115



what we could do by hand in a reasonable amount of time. Furthermore, it is noteasy to prove that a parallelization performed by the programmer is correct. Addi-tionally, such parallelization could not take into account all possible information, as,for example, information regarding the granularity of the goals, since in general, suchinformation depends on the size of the particular arguments given as input. In fact,the best possible parallelization depends on the input and requires using a run-timesimulator which runs the program in all possible parallelization schemes, selecting thebest from the results obtained in those real executions. However, for most programsthis is not practical. Thus we will not attempt to compare parallelizations against an\ideal", but rather we will perform relative comparisons.5.5.1 Benchmark ProgramsA relatively wide range of programs has been used as benchmarks: Table 5.2 gives goodinsight into their complexity useful for the interpretation of the results:� AgV, MV are respectively the average and maximum number of variables in eachclause analyzed (dead code is not considered);� Ps is the total number of predicates analyzed;� Non, Sim, and Mut are respectively the percentage of predicates non{recursive,simply recursive and mutually recursive;� Gs is the total number of di�erent goals solved in analyzing the program, i.e., thetotal number of syntactically di�erent calls.The number of variables in a clause a�ects the complexity of the analysis because theabstract functions greatly depend on the number of variables involved. Note that whenabstract uni�cation is performed, the variables of both the subgoal and the head of theclause to be uni�ed have to be considered. Therefore, the number of variables involvedin an abstract uni�cation can be greater than the maximum number of variables shownin the table. The number of recursive predicates a�ects the complexity of the �xpointalgorithm possibly increasing the number of iterations needed.5.5.2 E�ciency ResultsTable 5.3 presents the e�ciency results in terms of analysis times in seconds (Sparc-Station 10, one processor, SICStus 2.1, native code). It shows for each benchmarkand analyzer the average times out of ten executions. In the following S (set sharing)116



Bench. AgV MV Ps Non Sim Mut Gsaiakl 4.58 9 7 42 57 0 9ann 3.17 14 65 43 20 36 73bid 2.20 7 19 68 31 0 27boyer 2.36 7 26 73 3 23 29browse 2.63 5 8 12 62 25 9deriv 3.70 5 1 0 100 0 1�b 2.00 6 1 0 100 0 1grammar 2.13 6 6 100 0 0 7hanoiapp 4.25 9 2 0 100 0 3mmatrix 3.17 7 3 0 100 0 3occur 3.12 6 4 25 75 0 4peephole 3.15 7 26 46 7 46 28progeom 3.59 9 9 33 66 0 13qplan 3.18 16 46 39 32 28 51qsortapp 3.29 7 3 0 100 0 4query 0.19 6 4 100 0 0 4rdtok 3.07 7 22 31 27 40 30read 4.20 13 24 54 12 33 47serialize 4.18 7 5 20 80 0 7tak 7.00 10 1 0 100 0 1warplan 2.47 7 29 51 31 17 36witt 4.57 18 77 42 35 22 96zebra 2.06 25 6 66 33 0 7Table 5.2: Benchmark Pro�lesdenotes the analyzer based on the Sharing domain, P (pair sharing) denotes the an-alyzer based on the ASub domain, SF (set sharing + freeness) denotes the analyzerbased on the Sharing domain, and P�S and P�SF denote the analyzers based on thecombination of P and S, and P and SF, respectively.
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Benchmark Averageprogram S P SF P�S P�SFaiakl 0.20 0.43 0.22 0.32 0.37ann 19.40 5.54 10.50 16.37 17.68bid 0.32 0.27 0.36 0.46 0.56boyer 3.56 1.38 4.17 2.91 3.65browse 0.13 0.17 0.15 0.21 0.24deriv 0.06 0.05 0.07 0.09 0.11�b 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02grammar 0.08 0.05 0.11 0.13 0.18hanoiapp 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.07mmatrix 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.05occur 0.04 0.03 0.05 0.06 0.07peephole 5.45 2.54 3.94 7.00 7.45progeom 0.14 0.13 0.17 0.22 0.27qplan 1.54 11.52 1.84 2.60 3.36qsortapp 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.08 0.09query 0.03 0.02 0.05 0.07 0.12rdtok 1.93 1.44 2.26 2.14 3.88read 2.09 1.89 2.35 2.99 3.51serialize 2.26 0.23 0.62 0.52 0.67tak 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.04warplan 15.71 5.02 8.71 15.74 17.68witt 1.98 16.24 2.26 2.87 3.42zebra 0.14 0.10 0.19 0.29 0.42Table 5.3: Analysis TimesTable 5.4 presents e�ciency results in terms of memory consumption. For eachbenchmark and analyzer it shows the number of Kbytes for the global stack segmentcreated in the process (showing the size of terms created) and the heap created inthe process (showing the size of data asserted). All measurements have been madedisallowing garbage collection during the analysis. Corresponding results for the localstack, choice-point stack and trail have been obtained but are not included. The reasonis that for the local stack the amount of memory used is negligible compared to thoseof global stack and heap (never more than 69 Kbytes, and usually less than 10). Also,the number of choice-points created and backtrackings performed is almost zero.118



Bench. Global Stack HeapProgram S P SF P�S P�SF S P SF P�S P�SFaiakl 139 313 168 240 306 12 17 24 17 29ann 11417 3228 6283 10872 12387 305 238 402 407 545bid 154 133 201 261 366 22 25 39 29 46boyer 2221 752 2774 1810 2432 88 54 131 80 127browse 72 85 86 132 160 12 15 20 17 25deriv 37 33 48 65 85 5 6 9 6 10�b 4 4 8 8 15 2 2 4 3 4grammar 49 31 81 89 130 5 4 8 6 9hanoiapp 19 18 28 35 52 3 3 7 4 8mmatrix 17 16 24 31 43 3 3 5 4 6occur 25 22 33 43 59 4 5 8 6 9peephole 3341 1599 2524 4957 5570 108 97 152 141 195progeom 88 80 120 155 212 9 11 19 13 22qplan 714 8872 1039 1478 2258 88 233 172 127 224qsortapp 30 26 39 52 69 4 4 7 5 8query 18 13 34 40 93 4 3 6 4 7rdtok 754 513 1039 991 2094 99 71 148 92 172read 1103 958 1410 1899 2520 68 72 120 86 138serialize 1551 163 438 369 511 37 10 25 14 23tak 7 7 15 14 28 5 6 9 6 10warplan 9605 3364 5552 11382 13301 112 89 137 145 193witt 973 12484 1331 1766 2470 108 293 236 148 274zebra 74 43 131 183 335 18 15 39 23 44Table 5.4: Analysis Memory Usage5.5.3 E�ectiveness Results: Static TestsOne way to measure the accuracy and e�ectiveness of the information provided by ab-stract interpretation-based analyzers is to count the number of CGEs which actuallyresult in parallelism, the number of these which are unconditional, and the number ofgroundness and independence tests in the remaining CGEs, which provides an idea ofthe overhead introduced in the program. The results are shown in Table 5.5 and Table5.6. Benchmarks have been parallelized using the MEL annotator in the following dif-ferent situations: without any kind of information (\N" in the table), with information119



from the local analysis (\L"), and with that provided by each of the global analyzers.The results for the combined analyzers are in all but �ve cases as good as those for thebest of the analyzers combined. The exceptions are shown in a separate table. Notethat to obtain the results we inhibited local analysis so as to measure the power of theglobal analyzers by themselves.Bench. Total CGEs Uncond. CGEsProgram N L S P SF N L S P SFaiakl 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 2ann 28 14 26 26 12 0 0 0 0 0bid 8 6 8 8 5 0 0 3 5 5boyer 3 2 3 3 2 0 0 0 0 0browse 9 5 5 5 4 0 0 0 0 0deriv 5 4 4 4 4 0 0 0 4 4�b 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1grammar 4 0 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0hanoiapp 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1mmatrix 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 2 2occur 3 3 2 2 2 0 1 1 2 2peephole 11 2 11 11 2 0 0 1 1 1progeom 3 2 3 3 1 0 0 0 0 1qplan 31 20 31 31 18 0 0 3 3 16qsortapp 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1query 2 2 2 2 1 0 0 0 1 1rdtok 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0read 2 1 2 2 1 0 0 1 1 1serialize 2 1 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0tak 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1warplan 16 11 14 14 9 0 1 0 0 1witt 39 24 39 39 24 0 2 5 5 22zebra 4 3 3 3 2 0 1 1 1 1Table 5.5: Results for E�ectiveness | Static TestsThe results for each benchmark and each of the situations are shown in tables 5.5,5.6, and 5.7. The tables give the total number of CGEs obtained, the number which areunconditional, and the total number of groundness and independence tests for thosewhich are not unconditional. 120



Bench. Conditions: ground/indepProgram N L S P SFaiakl 7/5 0/10 5/0 5/0 0/0ann 76/129 14/36 60/38 60/19 6/14bid 9/22 7/12 5/7 5/0 0/0boyer 5/4 4/2 5/1 5/0 4/1browse 9/25 3/9 4/3 4/3 2/2deriv 5/16 4/16 0/4 0/0 0/0�b 0/4 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0grammar 9/5 0/0 7/0 7/0 0/0hanoiapp 7/0 2/1 3/0 3/0 0/0mmatrix 2/8 2/8 0/2 0/0 0/0occur 2/9 2/5 0/1 0/0 0/0peephole 23/13 3/4 14/10 14/6 1/2progeom 11/7 2/2 7/0 7/0 0/0qplan 62/196 13/57 53/7 61/42 2/1qsortapp 5/1 0/1 4/0 4/0 0/0query 1/5 1/4 1/4 1/0 0/0rdtok 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0read 2/7 1/6 1/0 1/0 0/0serialize 4/7 0/4 4/5 4/0 0/1tak 6/6 0/0 3/0 3/0 0/0warplan 28/22 14/11 25/15 25/11 11/7witt 107/287 20/135 64/24 98/43 0/2zebra 8/221 5/251 2/7 2/6 0/6Table 5.6: Results for E�ectiveness | Static Tests5.5.4 E�ectiveness Results: Dynamic TestsAn arguably better way of measuring the e�ectiveness of the annotators is to measurethe speedup achieved: the ratio of the parallel execution time of the program (ideallyfor an unbounded number of processors) to that of the sequential program. This idealparallel execution time has been obtained using the simulation tools described in Section5.1.The results for a representative subset of the benchmarks used are presented in�gures 5.4 and 5.5. For each benchmark a diagram with speedup curves obtained with121



Benchmark CGEs Uncond. G/IProgram P�S P�SF P�S P�SF P�S P�SFann 26 12 0 0 60/18 6/14boyer 3 2 0 0 5/0 4/0qplan 31 18 6 16 53/1 2/1serialize 2 1 0 1 4/0 0/039 24 11 22 64/4 0/2Table 5.7: Results for E�ectiveness | Static Tests: Combined DomainsIDRA is shown. Each curve represents the speedup achievable for the parallelizedversion of the program obtained with the MEL annotator in one of the situationsshown in the static tests. A curve has been labeled with more than one situation wheneither the resulting parallelized programs where identical or the di�erences among thespeedups obtained were negligible (i.e., impossible to distinguish by looking at thediagram).5.6 DiscussionThe e�ciency results in terms of time required by the analysis (Table 5.3) suggest thatthe analysis process is reasonably e�cient (all the analysis code is written in Prolog).Typically, the analysis takes less than 2 or 3 seconds. The longest execution (Sharingfor ann) takes 19.36 seconds which is still not unreasonable, considering the complexityof the benchmark.The results from looking at Table 5.3 appear inconclusive at �rst sight. The reasonis the high number of parameters involved which, for simplicity, are not included in thetable: number of specializations, number of recursive and mutually recursive predicates,number of iterations in each computation, number of variables involved in each abstractuni�cation, etc.Some conclusions can still be inferred from Table 5.3 in some cases. For example,the above mentioned parameters have similar values in a number of cases representedby bid, deriv, �b, hanoiapp, mmatrix, occur, qsortapp, and tak. In these cases therelative complexity of the analyzers is then clearly reected in the �gures in the table:the abstract operations of the Sharing+Freeness analysis are more complex than thoseof Sharing (since it has an additional component) and these in turn are much morecomplex than those of ASub.However, in general the tradeo�s are much more complex than implied by the122
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Figure 5.4: Results for E�ectiveness | Dynamic Tests Icomplexity of the abstract operations. The important intervening factor is accuracy.An accurate analysis generally computes smaller abstract substitutions thus reducingthe time needed for the abstract operations. Accuracy also greatly a�ects the �xpointcomputation: its absence results in more iterations, specializations, etc. This e�ect canbe observed in a number of cases in which the lack of groundness propagation in theASub analyzer greatly a�ects e�ciency: aiakl, qplan and witt. In these benchmarks,the total number of iterations within �xpoint computations for ASub is approximately6.5 times that of the other analyzers, and in the last two benchmarks the numberof specializations increases by 2.5 times. Conversely, there are other cases (e.g., ann,boyer, serialize and warplan) in which the Sharing or the Sharing+Freeness analyzerstake much longer than ASub due to the lack of (accurate) linearity information5.5As we will see in the next chapter, in all the cases these shortcomings are alleviated in the corre-123
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Figure 5.5: Results for E�ectiveness | Dynamic Tests IIComparing the time spent and the memory consumed in the analysis process it isclear that one accurately follows the other, i.e., high memory consumption often indi-cates a long execution time and vice versa. This is especially true when considering theglobal stack, where most of the memory consumption takes place. Memory consumedin the heap (where the memo table is stored) is almost negligible compared to that ofthe global stack, and it is heavily related to the number of specializations which occurin each analysis. The fact that the analyzers do not consume much heap space hasbeen a big surprise considering the heavy use of the database performed during theanalysis. Since global stack consumption is quite related to the size of the substitu-tions each analyzer handles it can be concluded that the size of the (representationsof the) abstract substitutions dominates the consumption of memory (and time) bythe analyzers. Nonetheless, the more specializations and �xpoint iterations, the moresubstitutions the analyzer has to handle, and this, as already mentioned, depends onthe accuracy inherent in each domain.Regarding the e�ectiveness of the information inferred by each analyzer, there aretwo key issues to be studied: whether the results of the analysis are e�ective in elimi-nating CGEs which have a test that will always fail, and whether they are e�ective ineliminating tests that will always succeed. With respect to the �rst point, tables 5.5and 5.6 show that de�nite non{groundness and de�nite sharing, achieved in the case ofthe Sharing+Freeness analysis due to the combination of sharing and freeness, is quitee�ective. While Sharing and ASub can only help in eliminating CGEs by identifyingsponding combined domains, so that the time is less than the expected sum of the times of each originalcomponent. 124



dead code (which is not parallelized) the local analysis (unable to detect dead code)is able to eliminate more CGEs than either of them in a fair number of cases: ann,bid, boyer, peephole, qplan, warplan, witt. Sharing+Freeness proves to be the mostaccurate at this task, giving always the least number of CGEs. It is important tonote that although some elimination of CGEs was expected at the beginning of thestudy, the actual impact of the results of this type of analysis is quite surprising: theSharing+Freeness analysis can reduce the number of CGEs in 16 out of 23 benchmarks(the complete set used), and the reduction is often of half or more of the CGEs createdwithout analysis.However, it is when considering the simpli�cation of the conditions in the CGEsthat global analysis shows its power: even in the cases where Sharing or ASub have todeal with more CGEs than the local analysis, the total number of tests is usually less.Regarding the comparison among the di�erent global analyzers, it is clear that ASub isbetter than Sharing (at least for independence checks, though not for groundness!) andthat Sharing+Freeness is the best by far in terms of accuracy, although often at a costin analysis time. This can be surprising when noticing that the sharing informationprovided by ASub is usually more accurate than that of Sharing+Freeness as shown in[30]. This apparent contradiction is solved when considering the amount of informationprovided by the set sharing information, already pointed out when translating thisinformation into the GI domain, which allows the annotators to signi�cantly simplifythe tests for parallelization. The combined analyzers always obtain the same number oftests as those of the best of the analyzers combined, and, in a few cases, slightly betterresults are obtained. The number of tests obtained by ASub is reduced when combinedwith Sharing in three cases: ann, qplan, and witt. This is not surprising since the lasttwo are in the class of programs for which ASub loses information. In the case of ann,the advantage is due to the ability of the Sharing domain to infer independence of twovariables from the independence of others, an ability which ASub lacks. There are twoexceptions for Sharing+Freeness combined with ASub: serialize, and boyer. In bothof them an independence check is eliminated, thanks to the more accurate linearityinformation provided by ASub.An important conclusion from the study is the importance in the application ofnon-groundness information (represented by freeness in our case) in addition to that ofsharing and groundness. The Sharing+Freeness domain turns out to be quite su�cientin this sense, o�ering acceptable results in most cases. However, in some cases theresults from Sharing+Freeness can be improved coupling it with the ASub domain, acombination which gives the absolute best results for the domains considered. ASub andSharing gave reasonable and similar overall results, with a relatively large advantage125



for one or the other in some cases.Finally, we discuss the e�ectiveness of the analysis process in terms of the ultimateobjective of the application, i.e., in terms of actual speedups obtained from the par-allelization of the program. Note that the results include the overhead of running theindependence checks and thus slow-downs can be observed. Slow-downs can always beavoided by using the UDG annotator, which only allows unconditional CGEs. How-ever, only the results forMEL are presented here, since they are more interesting fromthe point of view of observing the performance of the analysis.The �rst observation is that speedups obtained for a given benchmark do re-ect in some ways the accuracy results. Accordingly, the overall results favor theSharing+Freeness analysis. However, there are exceptions to this. In particular, in thecase of ann, better results can be observed for all other analyzers except local! Thereason for this is interesting: it is due to a particular clause being annotated in twodi�erent ways. With most of the analyzers, a CGE with a groundness test is built. Thebetter information obtained by the Sharing+Freeness analysis allows eliminating thisgroundness test because it will always fail, and a new CGE with a number of indepen-dence checks is then built. It turns out that all tests will ultimately fail at run-time.However, with Sharing+Freeness the independence test, which turns out to be muchmore complex, is performed. The other analyzers, being less accurate, do not eliminatethe groundness test, which turns out to fail early and thus give better performance.Both ASub and the local analysis perform as well as Sharing+Freeness in some cases.Sharing also behaves sometimes as well as Sharing+Freeness, but in those cases ASubalso does. Thus, ASub also proves to be quite powerful.Although studying the tradeo�s among the di�erent annotators is beyond the scopeof this study, we stress that UDG avoids slow{down situations, which makes it an obvi-ous choice for completely transparent parallelization. The drawback is that sometimesno speedup is obtained (for example, for ann). The di�erences betweenMEL andCDGare interesting as the curves for hanoiapp (parallelized usingMEL) and hanoiapp-cdg(parallelized using CDG) illustrate. MEL correctly but ine�ciently parallelizes a callto hanoi and a call to append, while CDG parallelizes a call to hanoi with a sequencecomposed of the other call to hanoi and a call to append. For a comparison of thedi�erent annotators see [17, 15].A �nal issue is the importance that a few checks (out of the large collection thatmay appear in a program) may have. This was already illustrated in the case of annbut is also relevant in other cases. In deriv, the important di�erences in speedupsare due to only four independence checks. In occur a signi�cant di�erence can beobserved between Sharing+Freeness and no analysis that is only due to two ground-126



ness and four independence checks. And in mmatrix the signi�cant di�erence betweenSharing+Freeness and ASub is due to only two independence checks. On the other handin aiakl and bid no signi�cant di�erence in speedup is observed despite variations often independence and �ve groundness checks respectively.In summary, the experiments con�rm the importance of global data-ow analysisin the parallelization task. Inevitably, also small speedups (or even slow-downs, whennot using UDG) are obtained for some benchmarks, such as aiakl, bid and boyer dueto their lack of parallelism based on strict independence. We hope that using moregeneral independence conditions, such as the conditions given in previous chapters, willallow us to extract parallelism in even more cases.5.7 Chapter ConclusionsWe have studied the e�ectiveness of global analysis in the parallelization of logic pro-grams using strict independence by selecting a number of well-known approximationdomains, building analyses based on them, embedding such analyses in a complete par-allelizing compiler, and studying the performance of the resulting system. Althoughspeedups can be obtained in some cases using only local analysis our overall conclu-sion, based on the improvements observed, is that global analysis based on abstractinterpretation is indeed a very powerful tool in this application, and thus our objec-tive of adapting this technique to the realm of constraint logic programs with dynamicscheduling appears well justi�ed.
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Chapter 6Analyzing Constraint LogicProgramsAs mentioned in the introduction, the constraint logic programming (CLP) paradigm[86] is a relatively recent proposal which has emerged as the natural combination of theconstraint solving and logic programming paradigms. Thus, constraint logic program-ming signi�cantly extends the expressive power of logic programming to, for example,�nite domain and numerical problems, previously the turf of imperative languages. Inthis context, traditional logic programming (LP) can be seen as an instance of CLP inwhich constraints are equations over terms and constraint solving is done by the wellknown uni�cation.Often, the e�ciency of CLP programs is better than that obtained by an equivalentprogram written in another language, specially when the program can take advantageof constraint-based pruning of the search space. However, sometimes the expressivepower is paid in terms of e�ciency. Such performance limitations, combined with theincreasing acceptance of these languages, have motivated a growing interest in data-ow analysis based optimization techniques for CLP languages, and, in particular, inthe application of abstract interpretation [38].Much work has been done using the abstract interpretation technique in the contextof LP (e.g., [117, 50, 10, 107, 49]). A number of practical systems have been built, someof which have shown great usefulness and practicality [133, 155, 125, 49, 23]. Thus, itis natural to expect that this technique should also be useful in the context of CLP.A few general frameworks have already been de�ned for this purpose [108, 32, 12, 60].However, one common characteristic of these frameworks is that they are either notimplementation oriented or they depart from the approaches that have been so far quitesuccessful in the analysis of traditional logic programming (LP) languages. It is the129



point of this chapter to show how some of the techniques which have been used to greatsuccess and practicality in LP, and for which e�cient �xpoint algorithms have alreadybeen developed, can relatively easily be extended to the analysis of CLP programs.The point above is illustrated by proposing a simple but quite general and powerfulextension of Bruynooghe's traditional framework in order to make it applicable to theanalysis of CLP programs. We also extend the framework to deal with non-normalizedprograms and with passive constraints. Finally, we give correctness conditions for theresulting framework. The resulting description represents a fully speci�ed algorithmfor analysis of CLP programs.Then, as an example of the use of this approach, a complete, constraint systemindependent abstract analysis is presented for approximating de�niteness information.In doing this it keeps track of de�nite dependencies among variables in order to accu-rately propagate de�niteness information. The analysis is of quite general applicabilitysince it uses in its implementation only constraints over the Herbrand domain. The ab-stract domain has been implemented within the abstract interpretation system PLAI.This system is based on the framework of Bruynooghe [10], optimized with the special-ized domain-independent �xpoint de�ned in [121, 122, 125], and generalized to supportanalysis of practical CLP languages, following the guidelines presented in this chapter.Results from this implementation showing its e�ciency and accuracy are also presented.The rest of the chapter proceeds as follows: section 6.1 discusses other approachesto the analysis of CLP languages. Section 6.2 describes the modi�ed operational seman-tics of CLP programs considered. Section 6.3 presents the extension of Bruynooghe'sframework to the analysis of CLP programs. Section 6.4 then presents the applicationof the framework to the approximation of de�niteness information. Some results fromthe implementation of this analysis are then presented and discussed in Section 6.5.Finally, section 6.6 presents our conclusions.6.1 Towards a CLP Analysis FrameworkThere has been considerable interest in developing new abstract interpretation frame-works for CLP languages. To our knowledge, at least four frameworks have beenproposed previously or simultaneously with our work.1 Marriott and S�ndergaard[108] present a general and elegant, semantics based framework. It is based on ade�nition-independent meta-language which can express the semantics of a wide vari-ety of programming languages, including CLP languages. However, from a practical1This ideas illustrated in this chapter were �rst presented at the ICLP'91 Workshop on ConstraintLogic Programming. 130



point of view, this framework does not provide much simpli�cation to the developer ofthe abstract interpretation system, in the sense that many issues are left open.In fact, one of the advantages of the most popular methods used in the analysis ofconventional LP systems (for example Bruynooghe's method [10] and the optimizationsproposed for it [125]) is that they are both fully speci�ed and \generic," in the sensethat they specify much of what is needed leaving only the de�nition of the domain,domain dependent functions, and assurance of correctness criteria to be provided bythe implementor. It is our intention to develop a framework for CLP program analysisat this level of speci�cation.Codognet and Fil�e [32] also present a quite general framework for the descriptionof both CLP languages and their static analyses and an implementation approach.Although more concrete, this proposal is still more abstract than the level pointed outabove as our objective. On the other hand this paper introduces the quite interestingidea of implementing the abstract functions actually using constraint solvers, to whichwe will return later.Giacobazzi et al [60] formulate a general algebraic framework for constraint logicprogramming. It formulates the operational and �xpoint semantics within this frame-work and shows that abstract interpretation is simply an other instance of the generalframework which safely approximates the instance given by the concrete constraintsystem. Also, this work is presented in fairly general terms and does not o�er animplementation approach to the application developer.Finally, Bruynooghe and Janssens [12] present a specialized framework (which wasdeveloped in parallel with the proposal presented in this chapter) which is based onthe idea of adding complexity to the framework with the potential bene�t of decreasedcomplexity in the abstract domain. This is done by incorporating a local form of\suspension" so that some goals can be reconsidered if later execution in a di�erentenvironment can provide further information. This extension is based on a particularview of the execution of a CLP program in which constraints are considered as goalswhich can suspend depending on the state of their arguments and on the particularconstraint system.The view of constraints as suspended goals could be interesting and worth pursuing.However, this makes it more di�cult to make the framework fully general and we preferto take the more traditional notion presented in the CLP scheme (as introduced in theprevious sections) in which constraints take the place of substitutions and goals alwayseither succeed or fail, in the former case possibly placing new constraints.22In fact, actual suspension, as is often used in the solving of non-linear arithmetic constraints orin programs with explicit coroutining can also be modeled in this way. However, we propose treating131



One of the main points of this chapter is to show that standard abstract inter-pretation frameworks for logic programs are essentially still useful for the analysis ofconstraint logic programs, provided the parts that relate to the abstraction of theHerbrand domain and uni�cation functions are suitably generalized. Indeed, in thistraditional view the role of goals and their control are basically identical to those intraditional LP systems, the di�erences being essentially limited to replacing the no-tions of Herbrand domain, uni�cation, and substitutions by those of constraint system,conjunction, and constraints.In particular, we argue that the traditional framework of Bruynooghe and its ex-tensions can be used for analyzing constraint logic programs by using the notions ofabstract constraint and abstract conjunction and reformulating the safety conditions,but keeping the construction of the AND-OR tree, the implementation and optimiza-tions of the �xpoint algorithm, the notions of projection and extension, etc. This hasthe advantage that the relatively large number of implementations based on this schemeor derivations thereof can be applied to CLP systems provided the safety conditionsand other related requirements proposed herein are observed.6.2 Modifying the CLP Operational SemanticsWe assume the requirements of operational semantics of the CLP languages presentedin Section 3.1 but, for practical reasons, we allow the literals to be in non normalizedform. The assumption regarding passive constraints is not really necessary. It has beenrequired in order to to maximize the similarity with the original analysis framework forlogic programs of Bruynooghe [10]. The relaxation of this assumption will be discussedin Section 6.3.4 and subsumed by the framework presented in the next chapter.We now modify this operational semantics in order to obtain an equivalent opera-tional semantics in which states are of the form s = hG; ci in which G is either the tailof a body of a clause or the tail of the initial query, and c is de�ned over the variablesof G. These two modi�cations, proposed in [10], provide the basis for the usefulnessand practical success of the original analysis framework. Firstly, if G is either the tailof a body of a clause or the tail of the initial query, the states can be organized in anAND-OR tree. These concrete AND-OR trees can be abstracted as abstract AND-ORgraphs. Each graph represents a set of proof trees originating from a set of calls toa top-level predicate and gives rise to multiple specializations in a very natural way.Secondly, if c is de�ned over the variables of G, the number of variables will alwaysactual suspension directly using techniques such as those proposed for analyzing programs with delaydeclarations (see Chapter 7). 132



be bounded, thus signi�cantly simplifying the task of obtaining �nite abstractions and�nite abstract computations.Let us now describe the concrete operational semantics (the standard semantics),on which the extended analysis framework is based. Consider a derivation of the states = hg1 : � � � : gn; �i for a program P , which at some point has reached the statesi = hgi : � � � : gn; cii. The new schema, based on the idea of replacing SLD by what iscalled LSLD (Local SLD) in [14], proceeds as follows:� If gi is an atom, then for every rule r : h B of the program P such that h anda have the same predicate symbol, a local derivation is started as follows:1. If consistent(ci ^ (gi = h)), then the state sin = hB; cini is obtained by �rstcomputing centry = 9�vars(gi) ci and then cin = 9�vars(r)(centry ^ (gi = h)).Otherwise sin = fail. This step is called procedure entry.2. The (local) derivation starting in sin is developed.3. For every �nal state hnil; couti resulting from the derivation starting insin, a state si+1 = hgi+1 : � � � : gn; ci+1i is derived by �rst computingcexit = 9�vars(gi)(cout ^ (gi = h)) and then ci+1 = ci ^ cexit. This step iscalled procedure exit. For every �nal state fail resulting from the deriva-tion starting in sin, a state si+1 = fail is obtained.Otherwise, if all local derivations terminate without producing a �nal state,then the state si does not have a successor state si+1.Otherwise, if gi is an atom and for every rule r : h B of the program P holdsthat a and h have di�erent predicate symbols, then si+1 = fail.� If gi is a constraint such that consistent(gi ^ ci) holds, then the state si+1 =hgi+1 : � � � : gn; ci+1i is directly obtained by computing ci+1 = ci ^ gi. Otherwise(:consistent(gi ^ ci)), the state si+1 = fail.Note that the original framework also considers the case in which gi is a builtin.Since this case can be directly carried over to the extended scheme it has been omittedfor simplicity.Notice that, under the standard semantics, 9�vars(gi) ci+1 = cexit. This is notnecessarily the case after abstraction as will be discussed in Section 6.3.3. It is easyto see that the LSLD semantics is, under the given particularization, equivalent to theSLD semantics.Within the proposed LSLD semantics, it is convenient to name constraints di�er-ently, depending on the point in a rule to which they correspond. The same conven-tions will be used for the abstract constraints. Consider, for example, the rule133
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bFigure 6.1: Constraint namesh b1 : � � � : bn. Let ci and ci+1 be the constraints to the left and right of the subgoalbi; 1 � i � n in this rule. See Figure 6.1.� ci and ci+1 are, respectively, the call constraint and the success constraint for bi.� c1 and cn+1 are, respectively, the in constraint and the out constraint of the rule r(also denoted by cin and cout). Note that c1 and cn+1 are also the call constraintfor b1 and the success constraint for bn, respectively.� ci projected over the variables of bi is the entry constraint (represented by centry)of bi and the answer constraint for bi is called exit constraint (represented bycexit). Note that these two constraints are de�ned over the variables in bi, insteadof over the variables of the rule.6.3 Extension of the Analysis FrameworkIn this section we formalize the extension of the original analysis framework and providesafety conditions to be met by the user-de�ned functions. We will mainly follow thescheme of [92] in which a summary of the correctness conditions required in the originalframework is given.6.3.1 The Abstract DomainLet < = (D;L) be a constraint domain de�ned as before. For each ~x3, we are interestedin a concrete domain (ConsC~x ;�C) where the elements of ConsC~x (denoted C) are setsof satis�able constraints4 over ~x and where �C is the subset relation. Notice that theconcrete domain is a lattice, the minimal element is ; and the set of all constraints is the3By abuse of notation we use the same notation ~x for a sequence of distinct variables and thecorresponding set of variables.4To be distinguished from a disjunction of constraints, as operationally, the constraint store containsa member of the set, not a disjunction of members.134



maximal element. For convenience, the constraint false (representing an unsatis�ableconstraint) may also occur in elements of the concrete domain.The abstract domain ConsA~x consists of descriptions (denoted AC) and is equippedwith an order relation �A, � and  being, respectively, the abstraction and concretiza-tion function. In an abuse of notation we will sometimes denote the abstraction of asingleton fcg in ConsA as �(c) instead of �(fcg).As stated in Section 2.3, the most familiar setting for abstract interpretation is theGalois insertion. The concretization function  and the abstraction function � providea tight linkage between the concrete and the abstract domain. As a consequence one canspecify the safety conditions of the functions used in formulating the abstract semanticseither in terms of the concretization function or in terms of the abstraction function.As discussed in [111], abstract interpretation has also been studied in settings with aweaker linkage between the abstract and concrete domain. Here we follow the weakersetting of the original framework of Bruynooghe [10].Given (ConsC~x ;�C) as the concrete domain (the powerset of the set of all constraintsordered by the subset relation) the requirements are:1. A pre-order �A satisfying that 8AC1; AC2 2 ConsA~x if AC1 �A AC2 then(AC1) � (AC2).2. An equivalence relation �A satisfying that 8AC1; AC2 2 ConsA~x if AC1 �A AC2then (AC1) = (AC2).3. An upper bound operator upp : ConsA~x � ConsA~x ! ConsA~x such thatACi �A upp(AC1; AC2) (i = 1; 2).4. A maximal element named > such that (>) = the set of all constraints and8AC 2 ConsA~x ; AC �A >.5. A minimal element ? such that (?) = ; and 8AC 2 ConsA~x ; ? �A AC.6. A subset F~x of ConsA~x s.t. F~x has no in�nite ascending chain for �A, and>;? 2 F~x:7. An operator R : ConsA �! F~x satisfying that 8AC 2 ConsA~x ; AC �A R(AC):According to conditions 1 and 2, it is allowed to have di�erent descriptions for thesame set of constraints, however the equivalence classes induced by the preorder have tobe partially ordered. Condition 3 states that there must be an upper bound operator,i.e. that it must be possible to approximate two or more descriptions by a single one. Ofcourse, it is desirable to de�ne upp as precisely as possible. With the abstract domainbeing a complete partial order, the optimal upp is the least upper bound. Condition 4implies the existence of a maximal element, it is a convention to name it >. Condition135



4 also states that such element must represent the set of all constraints. This ensuresthat every set of constraints has an abstraction. Condition 5 imposes a minimal element? representing the empty set of constraints. This provides a precise abstraction forstates in unreachable program points. Also it provides the initial value for computing a�xpoint of a function over the abstract domain. Finally, conditions 6 and 7 guaranteethe termination of the abstract interpretation procedure, needed when dealing withrecursive predicates. Note that even considering these relaxed requirements, the adjointnature of the abstraction and concretization functions remains unchanged.6.3.2 The Abstract OperationsConsider a derivation starting in the abstract state as = hg1 : � � � : gn; ACi which, atsome point, has reached the abstract state asi = hgi : � � � : gn; ACii. Let us denote theabstract projection and conjunction functions by 9A�~x and ^A, respectively. Then, if giis an atom:� The abstract entry(gi; ACi) function �rst obtains ACentry = 9A�vars(gi)ACi. Letr1; : : : ; rm be the rules of P (renamed apart with new variables) such that for allrj : hj  Bj, the call gi and the head hj have the same predicate symbol. Thenit computes the abstract in constraint ACjin = 9A�vars(rj)(ACentry ^A �(gi = hj))for each rule rj.The safety of the abstract entry function is ensured if:{ ACjin satis�es : for all ci 2 (ACi) it holds that cjin 2 (ACjin) wherecjin = 9�vars(rj )(ci ^ (gi = hj)).{ ACentry 2 Fvars(gi).� Assumethat the �nal state for the derivation of each abstract state asjin = hBj ; ACjini ishnil; ACjouti. Then abstract exit(gi; ACi; fh1; : : : ; hmg; fAC1out; : : : ; ACmoutg) �rstcomputes each ACjexit = 9A�vars(gi)(ACjout ^A �(gi = hj)). Next it computes theupper bound upp of fAC1exit; : : : ; ACmexitg obtaining ACexit. Finally it computesACi+1 = ACi ^A ACexit (this last step is called extension).The safety of the abstract exit function is ensured if:{ ACjexit satis�es : for all cjout 2 (ACjout) it holds that cjexit 2 (ACjexit) wherecjexit = 9�vars(gi)(cjout ^ (gi = hj)), and{ ACi+1 satis�es : for all ci 2 (ACi) and cexit 2 (ACexit) such that cexit !9�vars(gi)(ci) it holds that (ci ^ cexit) 2 (ACi+1).136



It is easy to note that the abstract functions have been de�ned by simply replacingthe concrete conjunction and projection functions with their abstract counterparts. Infact, one can show that safety follows from the properties of upp and the safety ofabstract projection and abstract conjunction. The latter can be formulated as follows:� The abstract projection 9A�~x is a safe approximation of the concrete projection iffor any constraint c and for any abstract constraint AC such that c 2 (AC) itholds that 9�~x c 2 (9A�~xAC).� The abstract conjunction ^A is a safe approximation of the concrete conjunctionif for any two constraints c1; c2 and for any two abstract constraints AC1; AC2such that c1 2 (AC1) and c2 2 (AC2) it holds that c1 ^ c2 2 (AC1 ^A AC2).We now have all the elements to describe the kernel of the analysis framework:the call to success(gi; ACi) procedure which computes the abstract success constraintACi+1 of the subgoal gi from its abstract call constraint ACi. If gi is a constraint,then the abstract success constraint ACi+1 is obtained by simply applying the abstractconjunction function of gi and ACi. If gi is an atom, it will proceed with the followingsteps:1. Compute ACentry = 9A�vars(gi)ACi.2. If gi has no ancestor node for an identical (up to renaming) g0i with an abstractprojected constraint equivalent to ACentry5:2.1 Apply abstract entry(gi; ACi) obtaining the set of abstract entry constraintsAC1in; � � � ; ACmin, one for each rule hj  Bj.2.2 The states hBj; ACjini are analyzed, applying, from left to right,call to success to the subgoals of the Bj. Eventually one obtains the ab-stract out constraints AC1out; : : : ; ACmout.2.3 Apply abstract exit(gi; ACi; fh1; : : : ; hmg; fAC1out; � � � ; ACmoutg) obtainingACi+1.3. If gi has an ancestor node for an identical (up to renaming) g0i withan abstract projected constraint AC 0entry equivalent to ACentry, then applyabstract exit(gi; ACi; fg0ig; fAC 0exitg) obtaining the abstract success constraintACi+1. At some point a new abstract exit constraint for g0i will be computed. Ifthe new abstract exit constraint is less or equal than the previous one, the com-putation will proceed normally. Otherwise, the computation for g0i is restarted5Here, and in what follows, we implicitly assume proper renaming of formulas.137



using the upper bound between the previous and the new abstract exit constraintas the new value for AC 0exit.It is important to note that in the original analysis framework it is possible tochange step 1 in case the depth of recursion is beyond a prede�ned threshold, thusperforming a kind of widening [41]. Since this option has no incidence on the correctnessof the approach, it has been omitted for reasons of clarity. An extended version of theframework presented including this feature can be found in [45].6.3.3 Improving the abstract exit FunctionThere are some domain-dependent issues which can signi�cantly a�ect the precision ofthe results obtained by the abstract exit function. In this section we will discuss twoof such issues.The �rst issue is related to the straightforward extensions of the three proper-ties identi�ed by Jacobs and Langen [85]: idempotence, commutativity and additivity.Idempotence implies that repeating abstract conjunction does not change the result.Commutativity allows abstract conjunction to be performed in any order. Finally,additivity guarantees that precision is not lost when performing least upper bounds.Idempotence is satis�ed for most of the abstractions proposed in the literature; for ex-ample, the abstract conjunction functions of the analyzers based on the ASub, Sharing,and Sharing+Freeness domains evaluated in the previous chapter, are idempotent. Com-mutativity is satis�ed for quite a few abstractions; for example, although the abstractconjunction function of the analyzer based on the ASub domain is not commutative,those de�ned for the Sharingand Sharing+Freeness are commutative. Unfortunately, ad-ditivity is not common, one signi�cant exception is the upper bound function de�nedby Marriott and S�ndergaard for the Prop domain [107].It is clear that if the upper bound is not additive, obtaining ACi+1 by computing�rst ACexit as the upper bound fAC1exit; : : : ; ACmexitg and then obtaining ACi+1 =ACi ^A ACexit, as it is performed by the abstract exit function may imply a loss ofprecision w.r.t. the function which �rst obtains each ACji+1 = ACi ^A ACjexit and thenobtains ACi+1 as the upper bound of fAC1i+1; : : : ; ACmi+1g.Example 6.3.1 Consider the abstract domain Def [6] in which each abstract con-straint AC�x is a Boolean function of the formx̂2�x(x Mx)138



whereMx is monotonic. When abstracting de�niteness, each implication approximatesthe conditions under which x becomes de�nite. For example, the formulax ((y ^ z) _ u) ^ y  false ^ z  false ^ u false ^ vapproximates the concrete constraints in which v is de�nite, x becomes de�nite if eitherboth y and z, or u become de�nite, and nothing is known about the de�niteness of y; zand u.Let ACi = fx  y _ zg, AC1exit = fyg, and AC2exit = fzg. While in the former ap-proach, ACexit = upp(fAC1exit; AC2exitg) = true and thus after the abstract conjunctionwe obtain ACi+1 = fx  y _ zg, in the latter we �rst compute AC1i+1 = fx ^ yg andAC2i+1 = fx ^ zg, thus the upper bound being ACi+1 = fxg 2Thus, for most of the abstract domains and abstract functions proposed in theliterature, the modi�ed abstract exit function may yield a more accurate result. Un-fortunately, the abstract conjunction is, in general, quite expensive. Since the changeproposed may signi�cantly increase the number of times in which this function is ap-plied, changing or not the abstract exit function is a question of an accuracy/e�ciencytradeo�.The second issue is related to the interaction among non normalization, a loss ofprecision in the abstract projection function, and the tabulation method. Let us �rstdiscuss the tabulation method. As explained in [10], bundling together the states inthe standard semantics into a collecting state allows to organize the computation inan AND-OR tree. This computation schema can be extended with tabulation, yieldingLSLDT [14] in the same way as OLD can be extended with tabulation, yielding OLDT[145]. Systems such as PLAI [121, 122, 125] and GAIA [150, 7] store the call gi andthe associated abstract projected constraint ACentry as table entries. The correspond-ing "answers" are the abstract exit constraints ACexit obtained by the abstract exitfunction. Let us now introduce the problem with a simple example.Example 6.3.2 Consider the Herbrand constraint domain and a simple abstract do-main in which de�niteness information is described by means of the set of programvariables G which are known to be constrained to a unique value (the �rst componentof the ASub domain described in the previous chapter).Assume we have a program P with only one clause r : p(z): (i.e., a fact) and thequery to the analysis is call to success(p(f(x; y)); AC1), where AC1 = fxg (i.e., theprogram variable x will be (at run-time) constrained to a unique value any time thatp(f(x; y)) is called). Following the previous abstract framework we would perform thefollowing steps: 139



1. abstract entry(p(f(x; y)); AC1). We obtain the abstract projected constraintACentry = fxg. Then we abstract the constraint p(f(x; y)) = p(z) which re-sults in ;, and perform the abstract conjunction with ACentry obtaining fxg.Finally, we project it over the variables in p(z) obtaining ACin = ;.2. Since the body of r is empty, ACout = ACin = ;.3. abstract exit(p(f(x; y)); AC1; fp(z)g; fACoutg). We abstract the constraintp(f(x; y)) = p(z) which results in ;, then we abstractly conjunct it with ACout = ;obtaining ; and then we will abstractly project it onto the variables in p(f(x; y))obtaining ACexit = ;. Finally, we will perform the abstract conjunction of AC1and ACexit resulting in AC2 = fxg.2In the example we can observe that the de�niteness of x is lost in ACexit andrecovered in the abstract success constraint AC2. The reason for this loss is thatthe information about the de�niteness of the �rst argument of the term to which zis bound is lost during the abstract projection performed for obtaining the abstractentry constraint ACin. Thus in the abstract exit function, the de�niteness of x cannotbe inferred, and it will be lost until performing the abstract conjunction with AC1.One could think that this loss is not relevant since the obtained ACexit will alwaysbe safe and the accuracy will be recovered as soon as the abstract success constraintAC2 is computed. Furthermore, if a successor node uses the information containedin ACexit there would be no loss of accuracy. The reason is that in order to use theinformation in ACexit the abstract projected constraint for g0i in the successor nodemust be equivalent to (a variant of) ACentry and therefore the accuracy will also berecovered when computing the abstract success constraint AC 02 for the successor node.However, there are many practical reasons which recommend not to allow thisbehavior. The main reason is that, if such ACexit is stored as an \answer" of theassociated table entry (as it is usually done), it could imply a greater number of �xpointiterations. Recall that a new �xpoint iteration will be started any time that the newcomputed value for ACexit is not less or equal than the previous one. Also, there aremany abstract domains whose e�ciency greatly depends on the level of accuracy, andthus obtaining more compact abstractions can increase the performance. Finally, manyapplications are based on the information given by the abstract projected and abstractexit constraints, such as in mode-inferencing applications. Then, before making anydecision based on the abstract exit constraint, an abstract conjunction between theabstract projected and exit constraints has to be performed.Most of these problems can be avoided by storing the abstract constraint resultingof projecting ACi+1 onto the variables of the goal, instead of the ACexit computed by140



the abstract exit function. However, we argue that, in general, it is more e�cient tore-de�ne the abstract exit function in such a way that this loss would be avoided. Thede�nition is the following. Let gi, ACi, ACproj, fh1; � � � ; hmg, and fAC1out; � � � ; ACmoutgbe as before:The abstract exit(gi; ACi; ACentry; fh1; � � � ; hmg; fAC1out; � � � ; ACmoutg) functionwill �rst compute each ACjexit = 9A�vars(gi)(ACjout ^A (ACentry) ^A �(gi = hj)).Then it will compute the upper bound of fAC1exit; � � � ; ACmexitg obtaining ACexit.Finally it will compute ACi+1 = ACi ^A ACexit.It is easy to see that the only modi�cation w.r.t. the previous de�nition of theabstract exit function is the inclusion of the abstract projected constraint ACentry inthe computation of the ACjexit. We argue that this solution is better for three mainreasons. Firstly, the abstract constraint ACentry ^A �(gi = hj) is already computedduring the abstract entry function. Thus it can be reused in the abstract exit functionavoiding a performance impact. Secondly, since the intermediate abstract constraintsobtained in the process of computing ACi+1 may be more accurate, and thus more\compact", this can increase the performance in domains which are sensitive to thenumber of variables involved. Finally, if ACentry has been included in the computationof ACexit, conjuncting ACexit with ACi only implies propagating the new informationto the variables not in gi, thus possibly avoiding many operations.6.3.4 Passive ConstraintsThe extended analysis framework as de�ned above does not consider passive constraints.This restriction has been assumed in order to follow as close as possible the de�nition ofthe original analysis framework which did not allow for passive constraints. Integratingpassive constraints can be done by returning to the original representation of a stateas a tuple hG; c; si (but G being a sequence rather than a multi-set), performing thestandard conjunction operation on s instead of on c, and adding an infer(c; s) = (c0; s0)step after each conjunction operation.The fundamental question is what kind of information is required from the analysisand at what level of accuracy. If no information regarding which constraints are passiveand when they become active is required, and we prefer to lose accuracy rather thancomplicate the abstract operations, the simplest method is to abstract both active andpassive constraints by a single abstract component, without distinguishing between theinformation regarding passive constraints and that provided by the active constraints.This abstraction has to be safe with respect to all possible (future) activations of thepassive constraint (explained further below), and therefore it is possible to lose accuracy.141



However, this method signi�cantly simpli�es the abstract operations and allows suchanalysis to be integrated in the framework described above. We adopted this simpleapproach in the implementation of the analyzer presented in Section 6.4.If the information provided by the analysis is aimed at detecting program pointsat which all constraints are active, then we have to abstract in some way the inferfunction. In order to do this, the abstract domain should be able to approximatethe information used for infer to decide if a constraint is de�nitely active. Then,for each constraint c analyzed, the abstract infer function must decide if under thecurrent abstract constraint store, c is de�nitely active, and, if it is not the case, it mustabstract the fact that a passive constraint may appear (possibly without identifyingwhich particular constraint it is) and the properties needed for such passive constraintto be de�nitely woken. Note that, if the information abstracted by the domain isdownwards closed and we are not interested in call patterns, then there is no need todeal with possible wake-ups of passive constraints. This option is closely related tothe work presented in [67] which presents an abstract domain for detecting CLP(<)programs for which all passive non-linear constraints eventually become linear at run-time. Otherwise, we must take possible wake-ups into account.Finally, if the information is aimed at accurately modeling the delay and wake-upbehavior, an we want to be able to determine which are the passive constraints, whenthey become passive and when they are woken, we should split up the abstraction in twoparts, an active part representing the active constraints and a passive part representingthe passive constraints. In this case, the abstract projection function has to preserveenough information to ensure the correct wake-up behavior. A possible technique isto project only the abstract active constraints and to keep the passive part. In thatcase, an abstract constraint is no longer restricted to a �nite number of variables (thevariables of the rule, goal or query) as it is in the original abstract interpretationframework. As a consequence, termination is not guaranteed and some new kind ofwidening should be introduced. This is related to the work described in the next chapterwhich gives a simple denotational semantics and a generic global data-ow analysisalgorithm which is based on the semantics sketched above, for languages in whichcomputation generally proceeds left-to-right but in which some calls are dynamicallydelayed until their arguments are su�ciently instantiated, a very similar case to thatof the passive constraints. 142



6.4 Inference of De�niteness InformationIn this section we will present an abstract domain for the inference of de�nitenessinformation in CLP programs and the corresponding abstract functions as required forthe extended framework developed above. The abstraction is based on a high-leveldescription of uniquely constraining patterns which is then easy to obtain for eachparticular type of constraint in an actual system.There are at least two other domains similar to ours which have been recently (andindependently) proposed. One is the domain proposed by Hanus in [67] for detectingsituations in which residuation6 does not need to be invoked. The author forces all thearguments of a residual function to be bound to ground terms in order to allow theevaluation and uses a domain similar to the one de�ned in this section for inferringgroundness.The second related domain, briey introduced in Example 6.3.1, is the domain ofpositive Boolean functions which are closed under intersection, . This domain was de-�ned early on by Dart [43] under the name of dependency formulae and applied to theinference of groundness in deductive databases. Our domain can be seen as a compactrepresentation of this domain (including a formulation of e�cient operations for it).The main di�erence is that, for e�ciency reasons, we require the abstraction to be in aparticular solved form. Recently, the di�erent possible subsets of the boolean functionswhich can be used for tracking dependencies in program analysis and their representa-tions have been studied and greatly clari�ed [6]. Our domain corresponds essentiallyto the Def domain in this taxonomy. The work developed in [6] also illustrates thatthe representation that we propose is closely related to the CDF representation whichis shown therein to o�er an advantageous cost-performance tradeo�.We will briey summarize herein some of the results presented in [6] and discuss thedi�erences between the two domains. The motivation behind this is to give a betterintuition of our domain and simplify the proofs of correctness of the abstract functionsby using the domain Def and the results for it. Previously, in [44], we established asimilar relation with the domain Prop de�ned by Marriott and S�ndergaard, with thesame objective. However, it seems that Def is much closer to our domain than Prop,and thus it is better to use Def as the reference point.Def can be de�ned as the set of functions which can be written in the form:^x2V ar(x Mx)6Residuation is an operational mechanism for the integration of functions into logic programming.The residuation principle delays the evaluation of functions during the uni�cation process until thearguments are su�ciently instantiated. 143



where Mx is monotonic. Following the notation of [6] and [1], we will denote Monas the set of monotonic Boolean functions, and we will say F= 
S to indicate thatthe set S of connectives su�ces, together with variables, to represent every functionin F, and no function outside of F can be represented. For example, it is well knownthat Mon = 
f^;_g. In this context Def is a proper subset of Prop (referred to asPos in their work). Furthermore, the monotonic Mx functions mentioned above canbe written in such a way that x does not appear in Mx. For example,(x y ^ z) ^ (x u) ^ vcan be written asx ((y ^ z) _ u) ^ y  false ^ z  false ^ u false ^ vWhen abstracting de�niteness, the meaning of the above formula would be as fol-lows, v is de�nite, x becomes de�nite if either both y and z, or u become de�nite, andnothing is known about the de�niteness of y; z and u. Our approximation of de�nite-ness is similar to this. Informally, an abstract constraint ACD = (D;R) of the abstractdomain ConsD consists of two elements. The �rst element D approximates the set ofvariables which are known to be de�nite, i.e., those which appear as an assertion inthe above formula. The second element R approximates de�nite dependencies. R is aset of couples (x; SS) where SS is a set of set of variables. It is clear that the coupleapproximates the implication connective, and SS approximates the monotonic functionin disjunctive normal form. For example, the above formula would be represented as(fvg; f(x; ffy; zg; fuggg). Note that variables for which nothing is known (such as y; zand u) do not appear in the abstraction.The main di�erences between the two domains are that we always keep the ab-stractions in a particular solved form. The objective is both to obtain a more compactrepresentation and to reduce the cost of key operations, such as testing for equivalenceof two abstractions and performing abstract projection. The improvements are dueto the propagation of the de�niteness information until (a) all variables known to bede�nite appear in D, and (b) for any (x; SS) 2 R, SS is the minimum set of setscontaining all possible de�niteness relationships a�ecting x. For example, the formulax y ^ y  z ^ z  falsein Def , must be expressed in ConsD by (;; f(x; ffyg; fzgg); (y; ffzgg)g). With suchrepresentation, the tests for equivalence of two abstractions become a test for identity,and the projection function is greatly simpli�ed.144



6.4.1 Abstract Domain and Abstraction FunctionLet us �rst de�ne some simple functions which will be used to eliminate unnecessarycomplexity from the abstract conjunction function. The function min simpli�es thedependency information inferred for a given variable by eliminating supersets. In theDef domain, this would imply replacing the monotonic function ((y ^ z) _ y) in theimplication x  ((y ^ z) _ y) with the monotonic function y. This corresponds toputting the SS components in what is called RDNF (reduced disjunctive normal form)in [6], which is obtained by eliminating the terms (or sets) in SS which are implied byother terms, thus eliminating redundancies. Formally, let V ar denote an enumerableset of variables and Pvar � V ar a distinguished (enumerable) set of variables whichmay occur in programs. Let }(S) denote the powerset of a set S.De�nition 6.4.1Let SS 2 }(}(Pvar)). Then min(SS) = fS 2 SS j : 9S0 2 SS; S0 � SgThe function prop gr recursively propagates the de�niteness of a set of variables Vto a (possibly not in solved form) abstract constraint (D;R).De�nition 6.4.2Let V;D 2 }(Pvar), R 2 }(Pvar � }(}(Pvar))). Thenprop gr(V; (D;R)) = ( if V = ; then (D;R)else prop gr(D0; (D [ V [D0; R0))whereD0 = fx j (x; SS) 2 R; x 2 (V [D)g [ fx j (x; SS) 2 R;9S 2 SS; S � (V [D)gR0 = f(x;min(fS n (V [D) j S 2 SSg)) j (x; SS) 2 R; x 62 D0gExample 6.4.1prop gr(fxg; (;; f(y; ffxg); (z; ffx;wgg)g)) = prop gr(fyg; (fx; yg; f(z; ffwgg)g))=prop gr(;; (fx; yg; f(z; ffwgg)g)) =(fx; yg; f(z; ffwgg)g) 2The function prop dep recursively propagates the dependency information containedin each element of the (possibly not in solved form) dependency element R of an abstractconstraint. Neither prop dep nor prop gr are applied to the elements of Def .De�nition 6.4.3Let R;R1; R2 2 }(Pvar � }(}(Pvar))). Then prop dep(R) = prop dep(R;R), where145



prop dep(R1; R2) = ( if R1 = ; then R2else let(x; SS) 2 R1 : prop dep(R3; R4)where1. R4 = f(y;min(SS2 [ SS0)) j (y; SS2) 2 R2;SS0 = fS2 [ S j (fxg [ S2) 2 SS2; S 2 SS; y 62 Sgg2. Changed = f(y; SS4) j (y; SS4) 2 R4; (y; SS2) 2 R2; SS2 6= SS4g3. R3 = Changed [ f(y; SS1) j (y; SS1) 2 R1; y 6= x;:9(y; SS5) 2 ChangedgFirst we compute R4 based on the following idea. If the de�niteness of x can beinferred from that of the variables in S 2 SS, and the de�niteness of some y can in turnbe inferred from that of fxg [ S2, we can conclude that the de�niteness of y can alsobe inferred from that of S2 [ S. Then we compute Changed, i.e., the set of elementsin R4 which have changed w.r.t. R2 and thus their information has to be propagatedagain. Finally, we compute R3 as the union of Changed and the rest of the elementsin R1, whose information has not changed due to that of (x; SS).Example 6.4.2prop dep(f(x; ffy; zgg); (y; ffzgg)g; f(x; ffy; zgg); (y; ffzgg)g) =prop dep(f(y; ffzgg)g; f(x; ffy; zgg); (y; ffzgg)g) =prop dep(f(x; ffzgg)g; f(x; ffzgg); (y; ffzgg)g) =prop dep(;; f(y; ffzgg); (x; ffzgg)g) =f(y; ffzgg); (x; ffzgg)g2We can now formally de�ne ConsD as f?g [ f(D;R) 2 }(Pvar) � }(Pvar �}(}(Pvar)))g7. such that:1. prop gr(D;R) = (D;R)2. 8(x; SS) 2 R;SS 6= ;; SS 6= f;g3. prop dep(R) = RThe above conditions ensure that the information contained in each abstract con-straint is coherent, i.e., (1) the de�niteness of each variable in D has been alreadypropagated to R, (2) the dependency information (if any) for each possible non de�nitevariable is meaningful, and (3) it has been already propagated to the rest of elementsin R.We say that an element of }(Pvar)� }(Pvar � }(}(Pvar))) is an \intermediate"abstract constraint if it satis�es (2) but possibly neither (1) nor (3). They will appearin the intermediate steps performed during the abstract conjunction operation.7For reasons of readability most of the following de�nitions and operations do not explicitly dealwith ?. Their extensions are trivial. 146



De�nition 6.4.4 [Abstraction of a constraint: �d]Let c be an constraint.Then �D(c) = ? if :consistent(c), otherwise �d(c) = (D;R) where1. D = def(c)82. R = f(x; SS) j x 2 vars(c); SS = min(gr dep(c; x)); SS 6= ;; SS 6= f;gg3. gr dep(c; x) = f~y � vars(c) n fxg j c0 2 ConsC s:t: consistent(c ^ c0) and~y � def(c0); then x 2 def(c ^ c0)gNote that ; 2 gr dep(c; x) for any x 2 def(c), and thus min(gr dep(c; x)) = f;g.Also gr dep(c; x) = ; if even if all variables in c but x are de�nite, x is still notde�nite, i.e., when the de�niteness of x does not depend on the de�niteness of any setof variables.Example 6.4.3�D(x = f(y; z)) = (;; f(x; ffy; zgg); (y; ffxgg); (z; ffxgg))�D(x = 3y + 2z)) = (;; f(x; ffy; zgg); (y; ffx; zgg); (z; ffx; ygg))�D(x > y)) = (;; ;)�D(x 6= y)) = (;; ;)�D(x =< y > :z)) = (;; f(x; ffy; zgg); (y; ffxgg); (z; ffxgg))�D(x =< y > : < w > :z)) = (;; f(x; ffy;w; zgg); (y; ffxgg); (w; ffxgg); (z; ffxgg))�D(x =< y > :w:z)) = (;; f(x; ffy;w; zgg); (y; ffxgg); (w; ffx; zgg);(z; ffx;wgg))2Note that the symbol \." stands for concatenation of lists, and \< y >" is a listwith one element.De�nition 6.4.5 [Order relation]Let (D1; R1); (D2; R2) 2 ConsD.Then (D1; R1) �D (D2; R2) i�:1. D2 � D12. 8(x; SS2) 2 R2, x 2 D1 or 9(x; SS1) 2 R1 s.t. 8S2 2 SS2;9S1 2 SS1; S1 � S2It is straightforward to see that the order function is satis�ed if for every propertyin (D2; R2), there holds a property in (D1; R1) which is at least as strong.8Recall that def(c) denotes the set of de�nite variables in c.147



De�nition 6.4.6 [Equivalence]Let (D1; R1); (D2; R2) 2 ConsD.Then (D1; R1) �D (D2; R2) i�:1. D1 = D22. R1 = R2De�nition 6.4.7 [Least upper bound]Let (D1; R1); (D2; R2) 2 ConsD.Then uppD((D1; R1); (D2; R2)) = (D;R) where1. D = D1 \D22. R = f(x; SS) 2 Ri j x 2 Dj ; i; j 2 f1; 2g; i 6= jg[f(x;min(SS0)) jSS0 = fS1[S2 j(x; SS1) 2 R1; S1 2 SS1; (x; SS2) 2 R2; S2 2 SS2g)The de�nition is equivalent to the least upper bound in Def and it can easily beextended to compute the least upper bound of m (m > 2) abstractions. In the followingwe will assume that the function upp applies to a set of abstract constraints.De�nition 6.4.8 [Abstraction of a set of constraints: �D]Let C 2 ConsC.Then �D(C) = ? if C = ;, otherwise �D(C) = upp(f�d(c) j c 2 Cg).De�nition 6.4.9 [Maximal and minimal elements]The maximal element is > = (;; ;).The minimal element is ?, denoting the empty set of constraints.The concretization function D can be de�ned based upon �D as described in [41]: D(AC) = SfC 2 ConsC j �D(C) �D ACg. Then (ConsC;�; ConsD;�D) is a Galoisinsertion.6.4.2 Abstract Projection and Abstract Conjunction FunctionsDe�nition 6.4.10 [Abstract projection]Let (D1; R1) 2 ConsD and ~x be a set of variables.Then 9D�~x(D1; R1) = (D;R) where1. D = D1 \ ~x2. R = f(x; SS) j (x; SS1) 2 R1; SS = fS 2 SS1 j S � ~xg; SS 6= ;g)Intuitively, D is the subset of variables in ~x which are known to be de�nite inD1, and R contains the de�niteness dependencies (if any) approximated by R1 for thepossible non de�nite variables in ~x. Since only the variables in ~x are taken into account,148



any element (y; SS1) 2 R1 approximating the dependencies for a variable which is notin ~x (i.e., y 62 ~x) is eliminated. Furthermore, the dependency sets SS1 of the elements(x; SS1) 2 R1; x 2 ~x which are not subsets of ~x are also eliminated as groundness of allvariables in a dependency set is required to ground x, yielding SS. Note that if as aresult SS becomes empty, there is no information for the de�niteness dependencies ofx w.r.t. the variables in ~x and no (x; SS) will appear in R.De�nition 6.4.11 [Abstract conjunction]Let (D1; R1); (D2; R2) 2 ConsD.Then (D1; R1) ^D (D2; R2) = (D;R) where1. (D;R0) = prop gr((D1 nD2) [ (D2 nD1); (D1 [D2; R00))2. R00 = f(x;min(SS1 [ SS2)) j (x; SS2) 2 R2; (x; SS1) 2 R1g[f(x; SS1) 2 R1 j : 9(x; SS2) 2 R2; x 62 D2g[f(x; SS2) 2 R2 j : 9(x; SS1) 2 R1; x 62 D1g3. R = prop dep(R0).Informally, the � ^ D�0 function proceeds in three steps. First it computes(D1 [ D2; R00), which abstracts the conjunction of the constraints before performinga simpli�cation of the resulting abstract constraint. This is equivalent to conjunctionin Def . Then it propagates the de�niteness of the new set of de�nite variables obtain-ing (D;R0). The last step consists of propagating the dependency information of eachdependency element until �xpoint is reached.Example 6.4.4Consider the abstract constraints:(D1; R1) (;; f(x; ffyg; fzgg); (y; ffzgg)g)(D2; R2) (fzg; f(y; ffwgg); (w; ffygg)g)Then (D1; R1)^D (D2; R2) obtains the abstract constraint (D1 [D2 [D;R) as follows:1. R00 = f(x; ffyg; fzgg); (y; ffzg; fwgg); (w; ffygg)g.2. (D;R0) = prop gr(fzg; (fzg; R00)) =prop gr(fx; yg; (fx; y; zg; f(w; ffygg)g)) =prop gr(fwg; (fx; y; z; wg; ;)) =prop gr(;; (fx; y; z; wg; ;)) = (fx; y; z; wg; ;)3. R = prop dep(R0) = prop dep(;) = ;Thus (D1; R1) ^D (D2; R2) = (fx; y; z; wg; ;)Consider now the abstract constraints:149



(D1; R1) (;; f(x; ffyg; fz; wgg); (y; ffz; wgg)g(D2; R2) (;; f(y; ffzgg); (z; ffygg)g) .Then (D1; R1)^D (D2; R2) obtains the abstract constraint (D1 [D2 [D;R) as follows:1. R00 = f(x; ffyg; fz; wgg); (y; ffzgg); (z; ffygg)g2. (D;R0) = prop gr(;; (;; R00)) = (;; R00)3. R = prop dep(f(x; ffyg; fz; wgg); (y; ffzgg); (z; ffygg)g; f(x; ffyg; fz; wgg);(y; ffzgg); (z; ffygg)g) =prop dep(f(y; ffzgg); (z; ffygg)g; f(x; ffyg; fz; wgg); (y; ffzgg); (z; ffygg)g) =prop dep(f(z; ffygg); (x; ffyg; fzgg)g; f(x; ffyg; fzgg); (y; ffzgg); (z; ffygg)g) =prop dep(f(x; ffyg; fzgg)g; f(x; ffyg; fzgg); (y; ffzgg); (z; ffygg)g) =prop dep(;; f(x; ffyg; fzgg); (y; ffzgg); (z; ffygg)g) =f(x; ffyg; fzgg); (y; ffzgg); (z; ffygg)gThus (D1; R1) ^D (D2; R2) = (;; f(x; ffyg; fzgg); (y; ffzgg); (z; ffygg)g) 2The rest of the abstract functions required by the framework (abstract entry andabstract exit) can be de�ned by simply replacing the general abstract functions used inthe de�nitions given in Section 6.3.2 with those belonging to the de�niteness domain.6.5 Experimental ResultsThe abstract domain described in the previous section has been implemented within thePLAI abstract interpretation system, briey described in Section 5.3.1. As mentioned,from the system point of view, it is su�cient to specify the particular abstract domaindesired. This information is passed to the �xpoint algorithm, which in turn calls theappropriate abstract functions for the given abstract domain.It is important to note that the only modi�cation that was needed for extendingPLAI to CLP languages was the elimination of a \uni�ability" test performed beforeexecuting the abstract entry function [121, 122, 125]. This test is performed in the anal-ysis of traditional LP languages in order to avoid analyzing clauses whose head does not(syntactically) unify with the current subgoal (e.g., the subgoal append([xjxs],ys,z)and the head append([ ],ys,ys)). Naturally, the domain-dependent abstract func-tions had to be implemented and incorporated into the system but almost all theexisting implementation was reused. We believe that this strongly supports our claimregarding the practical usefulness of the approach, specially considering that the re-sulting system can analyze reasonably sized programs in quite reasonable times.150



6.5.1 Benchmark ProgramsA relatively wide range of programs has been used as benchmarks.Benchmark Descriptionsumlist sum of a list of numberslistlength length of a listmortgage well-known mortgagelaplace Dirichlet problem for Laplace's equationnorm laplace Normalized laplacerunge-kutta di�erential equation solver (runge-kutta method)trapezoid di�erential equation solver (trapezoid method)sendmm send+more=money puzzlerectangle �ll a rectangle with squaresmeal meal programvector matrix vector-matrix addition and multiplicationdnf propositional formula in disjunctive normal formpower minimizes the production cost of power stationsmining optimizes the revenue of a minenum number to letters-phonems translationTable 6.1: Description of the benchmark programsWhile Table 6.1 describes their function, Table 6.2 gives some data (similar to thatprovided for the benchmarks used in the previous chapter) which, in our view, providegood insight into the complexity of each benchmark, useful for the interpretation of theresults:� AgV, MV are respectively the average and maximum number of variables in eachclause analyzed (note that dead code is not considered);� Ps is the total number of predicates analyzed;� Non, Rec are respectively the percentage of non{recursive and recursive predi-cates;� Gs is the total number of di�erent goals solved in analyzing the program, i.e., thetotal number of syntactically di�erent calls.151



Benchmark AgV MV Ps Non Rec Gslistlength 2.00 4 1 0 100 1sumlist 2.00 4 1 0 100 1num 2.40 10 17 100 0 17meal 0.91 6 6 100 0 6laplace 6.00 12 2 0 100 4norm laplace 6.75 15 2 0 100 3rectangle 3.30 9 5 20 80 8mortgage 4.00 5 1 0 100 2runge-kutta 5.50 9 5 80 20 7trapezoid 6.40 9 4 75 25 5dnf 2.30 7 4 25 75 16sendmm 2.71 11 4 25 75 6mining 2.52 18 25 44 56 32power 3.29 20 18 50 50 24vector-matrix 2.93 8 8 12 87 9Table 6.2: Benchmark Pro�lesAs mentioned in the previous chapter, the number of variables in a clause a�ectsthe complexity of the analysis because the abstract functions greatly depend on thenumber of variables involved. Note that when abstract uni�cation is performed, thevariables of both the subgoal and the head of the clause to be uni�ed have to beconsidered. Therefore, the number of variables involved in an abstract uni�cation canbe greater than the maximum number of variables shown in the table. For example,in laplace there is a recursive call involving 21 non de�nite variables. The number ofrecursive predicates a�ects the complexity of the �xpoint algorithm possibly increasingthe number of iterations needed. Finally, the number of di�erent goals gives an ideaof the number of entries in the memoization table, possibly augmented if di�erent callpatterns for the same goal are found.6.5.2 Results and DiscussionThe experiments aim at evaluating the e�ciency an accuracy of the analyzer. We haveanalyzed each benchmark9 ten times and then computed the average. The experimentshave been done in a SparcStation 10, with one processor, using SICStus 2.1 in native9Some benchmarks have several usual call patterns. In those cases we have analyzed them for (theabstraction of) each one of such call paterns. 152



code. The results are shown in Table 6.3Benchmark Averagelislength 0.006sumlist 0.011num 0.451meal 0.025laplace 25.166norm laplace 0.760rectangle 4.991mortgage 0.0960.028runge kutta 0.04trapezoid 1.469dnf 0.688sendmm 5.445mining 1.214power 1.323vector matrix 0.0790.209Table 6.3: E�ciency ResultsThe analysis times show that the analysis can handle reasonable programs, evenmore if one takes into account that the analyzer has been implemented as a proto-type, and therefore can be greatly optimized, and the high level of recursiveness of theprograms. The less satisfactory results from the point of view of e�ciency are thosegiven for the laplace program. This is due to the recursive call mentioned above inwhich 21 non de�nite variables are involved when performing the abstract entry andabstract exit procedures. When this recursive call is normalized (as performed in thenorm laplace program) the time becomes reasonable again.Regarding the accuracy of the information inferred, we have measured for eachbenchmark the total number of variables known to be de�nite by the analyzer and thetotal number of variables for which no de�nite information is inferred. This informationhas been compared with the abstraction of the concrete constraints obtained at eachprogram point in real executions. Note that since the analyzer gives information at allprogram points, the number of variables for which information is inferred results frommultiplying, for each clause, the number of variables by the number of points in the153



clause.Table 6.4 presents the accuracy results for each benchmark. The meaning of eachcolumn is as follows:� Analyzer: accuracy of the information inferred by the analyzer. It shows foreach benchmark the percentage of variables known to be de�nite (Def.) and thepercentage of variables for which no de�nite information is inferred (Top).� Real Exec: accuracy of the information obtained by analyzing the concreteconstraints obtained at each program point in a real execution. The informationshown is the same as above.Benchmark Analyzer Real Exec.Def. Top Def. Toplistlength 66.7 16.7 66.7 16.7sumlist 66.7 16.7 66.7 16.7num 30.4 47.6 30.4 47.6meal 28.6 71.4 28.6 71.4laplace 0.0 89.6 0.0 88.8norm lap 0.0 69.4 0.0 68.8rectangle 0.0 81.8 4.5 75.5mortgage 5.6 88.9 77.8 11.177.8 22.2 88.9 11.1runge kutta 63.1 34.0 71.6 18.4trapezoid 14.6 46.6 72.8 21.4dnf 76.8 23.2 76.8 23.2sendmm 11.2 55.2 11.2 55.2mining 19.8 55.8 37.9 36.7power 18.5 53.5 28.8 44.2vector matrix 78.4 18.4 78.4 18.443.1 41.6 43.1 38.6Table 6.4: Accuracy ResultsIt is important to note that the results for the concrete information given for miningand power do not correspond to the whole program, i.e., there are a few clauses forwhich no information is given. This is because the concrete execution did not reach suchclauses and the high complexity of those benchmarks makes the task of inferring the154



information by hand very di�cult. However, as we will see, the information obtainedis still useful for establishing the appropriate comparisons.Also, note that the percentage of variables for which de�nite dependencies havebeen inferred can be obtained by simply subtracting from 100 the percentage of vari-ables which are de�nite and for which no information is inferred. On the other hand,measuring the accuracy of such dependencies in a way that can be easily shown in atable is di�cult. Thus, although we will not show such information, we will summarizethe accuracy of the information when discussing the results for each benchmark.The results of table 6.4 show that the analyzer accurately infers the de�nite-ness of the variables for the following programs listlength, sumlist, num, meal,laplace, dnf, sendmm, and vector matrix when it is called with the �rst call pat-tern. Furthermore, in all these cases, except for laplace and sendmm, the dependenciesare also accurately inferred. The reason is that de�niteness is propagated in the usualway, without using the full power of the constraint solvers. The case of num is interest-ing since although it uses the properties of the PrologIII constraint solver for lists toconcatenate lists, de�niteness is still propagated by means of the de�niteness depen-dencies, without, for example, using the length of a list to uniquely de�ne it. In thecase of laplace and sendmm, although the modes (i.e., de�nite and top) are accuratelyinferred, the dependencies are not since they are based on the use of the simplex algo-rithm. The case of sendmm is relevant, since de�niteness is inferred thanks to the useof builtins which uniquely de�ne the variables.For the rest of the programs, although the accuracy of the information inferredis reasonable, it is not optimal. In general, and as would be expected, the analyzeraccurately infers de�niteness information when de�niteness is explicit or can be prop-agated, but is (safely) inaccurate when de�niteness is the result of solving a system ofequations, or when nonlinear constraints, inequations, length constraints, etc., appear.Arguably, the results are quite acceptable for an analysis which is not specialized forany particular constraint system and is simple to implement.6.6 Chapter ConclusionsWe have presented a practical approach to the data-ow analysis of programs written inconstraint logic programming (CLP) languages using abstract interpretation. We haveshown that, from the framework point of view, it su�ces with quite simple extensionsof traditional analysis methods, with the advantage that such methods have alreadybeen proved useful and practical and that e�cient �xpoint algorithms have alreadybeen developed for them. Along this line we have proposed a simple but quite general155



extension to the analysis of CLP programs of Bruynooghe's traditional framework inwhich constraints are viewed not as \suspended goals" but rather as new informationin the store, following the traditional view of CLP. Using this approach, a complete,constraint system independent, abstract analysis has been presented for approximat-ing de�niteness information which is of quite general applicability since it uses in itsimplementation only constraints over the Herbrand domain. We have also presentedsome results from an implementation of this analysis which show that the approach isindeed practical.
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Chapter 7Analyzing Logic Programs withDynamic SchedulingAs mentioned in Chapter 4, dynamic scheduling overcomes the problems associatedwith traditional languages and their �xed scheduling, but it has a signi�cant cost.Furthermore, since not only constraints but also atoms can be dynamically scheduled,global data-ow analyses used in the compilation of traditional (C)LP languages, suchas mode analysis, are not correct with dynamic scheduling. This means that compilers,and in particular parallelizing compilers, for languages with dynamic scheduling arecurrently unable to perform optimizations which improve execution speed of traditionallanguages by an order of magnitude [71, 82, 146, 133, 155]. However, it is not simpleto extend analyses for traditional Prologs to languages with dynamic scheduling, as inexisting analyses the �xed scheduling is crucial to ensure correctness and termination.Here we develop a framework for global data-ow analysis of logic languages withdynamic scheduling. This provides the basis for optimizations which remove the over-head of dynamic scheduling and promises to make the performance of logic languageswith dynamic scheduling competitive with traditional (C)LP languages.First, we give a denotational semantics for languages with dynamic scheduling.This provides the semantic basis for our generic analysis. The main di�erence withdenotational de�nitions for traditional languages is that sequences of delayed literalsmust also be abstracted and are included in \calls" and \answers". A key feature of thesemantics is to approximate sequences of delayed literals by multi-sets of literals whichare annotated to indicate if they are possibly delayed or if they are de�nitely delayed.The use of multi-sets instead of sequences greatly simpli�es the semantics with, webelieve, little loss of precision. This is because in most \real" programs delayed literalswhich wake at the same time are independent while delayed literals which are dependent157



will be woken at di�erent times.Second, we give a generic global data-ow analysis algorithm which is based on thedenotational semantics. Correctness is formalized in terms of abstract interpretation[38]. The analysis gives information about call arguments and the delayed calls, aswell as implicit information about possible call schedulings at runtime. The analysis isgeneric in the sense that it has a parametric domain and various parametric functions.The parametric domain is the description chosen to approximate sets of term equations.Di�erent choices of descriptions and associated parametric functions provide di�erentinformation and give di�erent accuracy. The parametric functions also allow the anal-ysis to be tailored to particular system or language dependent criteria for delaying andwaking calls. Implementation of the analysis is by means of a \memoization table" inwhich information about the \calls" and their \answers" encountered in the derivationsfrom a particular goal are iteratively computed.Finally, we demonstrate the utility and practical importance of the data-ow anal-ysis algorithm. We sketch an example instantiation of the generic analysis which givesinformation about groundness and freeness of variables in the delayed and actual calls.Information from the example analysis can be used to optimize target code in many dif-ferent ways. In particular, it can be used to reduce the overhead of dynamic schedulingby removing unnecessary tests for delaying and awakening and by reordering goals sothat literals are not delayed. It can also be used to perform optimizations used in thecompilation of traditional Prolog such as: recognizing determinate code and so allowingunnecessary backtrack points to be deleted; improving the code generated for uni�ca-tion; recognizing calls which are \independent," based on the de�nitions provided inChapter 4, and so allow the program to be run in parallel, etc. Preliminary test re-sults, given here, show that the analysis and associated optimizations used to reducethe overhead of dynamic scheduling give signi�cant improvements in the performanceof these languages.To our knowledge this is the �rst time a full global data-ow analysis of logicprogramming languages with delay is considered. Related work includes Marriott et.al. [109] which gives a data-ow analysis for a logic programming language in whichnegated calls are delayed until their arguments are fully ground. However the analysisdoes not generalize to the case considered here as correctness relies on calls only beingwoken when all of their arguments are ground. Other related work is the global analy-sis of concurrent constraint programming languages [28, 29, 31, 104]. These languagesdi�er from the languages considered here as they do not have a default left-to-rightscheduling but instead the compiler or interpreter is free to choose any scheduling.Thus, program analysis must be correct for all schedulings. In our setting, knowledge158



of the default scheduling potentially allows much more precise analysis. Related workalso includes Gudeman et. al. [61] and Debray [51] which investigate local analysesand optimization for the compilation of Janus, a concurrent constraint programminglanguage. The optimizations include reordering and removal of redundant suspensionconditions. Debray [48] studies global analysis for compile-time �xed scheduling rulesother than left-to-right. However this approach does not work for dynamic schedul-ing, nor for analyses to determine \freeness" information. Finally, Hanus [66] givesan analysis for improving the residuation mechanism in functional logic programminglanguages. This analysis handles the delay and waking of constraints, but does noteasily extend to handle atoms as these may spawn subcomputations which in turn havedelayed atoms.In Section 7.1 we give the operational semantics of logic languages with dynamicscheduling. In Section 7.2 we review abstract interpretation and introduce variousdescriptions used in the analysis. In Section 7.3 we give the denotational semantics. InSection 7.4 we give the generic analysis, and in Section 7.5 we give modi�cations whichensure termination. Section 7.6 presents some performance results.7.1 Operational SemanticsThe operational semantics that we start from is that de�ned in Section 4.2, modi�edin Section 4.5. Finally, in order not to unnecessarily complicate the de�nition of thedenotational semantics, we will restrict ourselves to the case in which only atoms areallowed to be dynamically scheduled. Extending the framework for dealing with thiscase is both intuitively and formally straightforward, but results in a very complex andnon intuitive de�nition.Therefore, a state hG; c;Di consists of the current literal sequence or \goal" G, thecurrent constraint c, and the current sequence of delayed atoms D. Literals in the goalsare processed left-to-right. If the literal is an equality constraint, and it is consistentwith the current equality constraints, it is added to these. Delayed atoms woken bythe addition are processed. If the literal is an atom, it is tested to see if it is delayed.If so it is placed in the delayed atom sequence, otherwise it is replaced by the body ofa clause in its de�nition.The transitions in the transition system are:� ha : G; c;Di !d hG; c; a : Di if a is an atom and delay(a; c) holds.� ha : G; c;Di !r hB :: G; c ^ (a = h);Di if a is an atom, r � h B is a clauseof program P renamed to new variables selected by the search rule, and h and ahave the same predicate symbol. 159



� ha : G; c;Di !rf fail if a is an atom and, for every clause r � h B of P , h anda have di�erent predicate symbols.� hc0 : G; c;Di !cw hD0 :: G; c ^ c0;D n D0i if c0 2 Cons, consistent(c ^ c0) holdsand D0 = woken(D; c ^ c0).� hc0 : G; c;Di !cf fail if c0 is a constraint and consistent(c ^ c0) does not hold.We will assume all the properties established in previous chapters related to theconsistent function, namely that it does not take variable names into account and, ifa constraint is said to be consistent, all constraints entailed are also consistent. Anal-ogously, the parametric functions delay and woken satisfy that there is a congruencebetween the conditions for delaying a call and waking it, and delay behaves reasonably:it should not take variable names into account, it should only be concerned with thee�ect of the constraint on the variables in the atom, and if an atom is not delayed,adding more constraints should never cause it to delay.The problems related to the operational semantics of dynamically delayed languagesis that real implementations are also \dynamic" in the sense that there are many im-plementation dependent decisions which can signi�cantly a�ect the semantics of theprogram. For example, the order of the calls returned by woken is system dependent.Furthermore, although we have assumed that the !w transition rule of the generaloperational semantics is always applied after conjuncting a constraint c0 with the store,many real implementations do not behave in such way, allowing such transition to beapplied only either before the!r transition rule or when the last literal is a constraint.Since it is straightforward to modify both the operational and denotational semanticsto model this behavior, we will not discuss it in detail. A perhaps more subtle issueis that related with the equivalence between a non normalized program and its associ-ated normalized program, when the treatment of all constraints resulting from the theequation between the goal and the head of a rule is considered as an \atomic" step,i.e., no atom is allowed to be woken before all constraints have been processed. In thiscase, considering the semantics given above, a non normalized program would not beequivalent to its associated normalized program. This problem can also be easily solvedby including a special symbol after the sequence of constraints resulting form the headnormalization, and not allowing any atom to be woken before processing such symbol.
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7.2 Abstract InterpretationAs pointed out before in the thesis, in abstract interpretation an analysis is formal-ized as a non-standard interpretation of the data types and functions over those types.Correctness of the analysis with respect to the standard interpretation is argued by pro-viding an approximation relation which holds whenever an element in a non-standarddomain describes an element in the corresponding standard domain.In the analysis of dynamically scheduling languages we will need to describe se-quences of delayed atoms and sequences of woken atoms. Because of the inherent im-precision in analyzing programs with a dynamic computation rule, we cannot always bede�nite that a particular atom is in the sequence, but may only know that it is possiblyin the sequence. Further, it is di�cult to keep track of all possible sequence orderings.Hence, we will describe atom sequences by a multi-set of annotated atoms in which eachatom is annotated with def if it de�nitely appears in the sequence and pos if it possiblyappears in the sequence. For example, the multi-set fhp(x); posi; hq(y); defig describesonly the sequences p(x) : q(y) : nil, q(y) : p(x) : nil and q(y) : nil. More formally, letV ar be the set of variables, Atom the set of atoms, Cons the set of constraints, Litthe set of literals, and Prog the set of programs. Then:Ann = fdef; posgAnnAtom = Atom�AnnAnnMSet = }(AnnAtom)Let D� 2 AnnMSet. De�ne def(D�) to be the multi-set of atoms in D� that areannotated with def and all(D�) to be the multi-set of all atoms in D�, that is theatoms annotated with either pos or def . The atom sequence description ishAnnMSet; �AnnMSet; Atom�iwhere �AnnMSet is de�ned by�AnnMSet(D) = fhl; defi j l in Dgand AnnMSet is ordered by D�1 � D�2 i�all(D�1) � all(D2�) ^ def(D�2) � def(D�1):It follows that the annotated multi-set D� approximates the sequence D i� all atomsin D are in all(D�) and every atom in def(D�) is in D.We will also be interested in describing constraints. The analysis given in the nextsection is generic in the choice of description. We require that the description chosen,161



hACons; �ACons; Consi say, satis�es�ACons(c) = ?ACons , c! falsewhere ?ACons is the least element in ACons.One example of a constraint description is the standard constraint description,hCons>; � c : c; Consiin which constraints describe themselves. More precisely, the description domain isCons> which is the set of constraint with a new top element >. Cons> is a completelattice ordered by c � c0 , c! false or c$ c0 or c0 � >:The abstraction function is the identity function, as the best description of a constraintis just itself.7.3 Denotational SemanticsIn this section we give a generic denotational semantics for programs with dynamicscheduling. Correctness of the denotational semantics depends on the following resultsabout the operational semantics. The �rst proposition means that we can �nd theanswers of a state in terms of its constituent atoms, the second means that we canconsider states modulo variable renaming, the third that we can restrict the constraintto the variables in the delayed atoms and the goal.Proposition 7.3.1 Let P 2 Prog, a 2 Atom and ha : G; c;Di 2 State. ThenanswerP (ha : G; c;Di) is[fanswerP (hG; c0;D0i) j hc0;D0i 2 answerP (ha; c;Di)g:Proposition 7.3.2 Let P 2 Prog, � 2 Ren, and S 2 State.Q 2 answerP (S), �(Q) 2 answerP (�(S)):Proposition 7.3.3 Let P 2 Prog and hG; c;Di 2 State.answerP (hG; c;Di) =[fhc0 ^ c;D0i j hc0;D0i 2 answerP (S)g:where S is hG; exists�vars((G;D))c;Di. 162



Taken together these propositions mean that we can �nd the answers to a state aslong as we know the answers to the \canonical" calls encountered when processing thestate where a canonical call is a call that represents all of its variants and in which theconstraint is restricted to the variables of the call atom and the delayed literals. Thisis the basic idea behind the denotational semantics as the denotation of a program issimply a mapping from calls to answers.The last proposition means that the meaning of a goal is independent of the orderthat the atoms are scheduled. Thus we can ignore the sequencing information associatedwith delayed atoms and treat them as multi-sets. It is variant of Theorem 4 in Yelickand Zachary [158].Proposition 7.3.4 Let P be a program and hG; �;Di be a state. If G0 is a rearrange-ment of G then, answerP (hG; �;Di) = answerP (hG0; �;Di):In the denotational semantics literals, bodies, clauses and programs are formalizedas \environment" transformers where an environment consists of the current constraintdescription and an annotated multi-set of delayed atoms. In a sense an environment isthe current \answer". Thus an environment has type Env = ACons� AnnMSet andthe denotation of a program has type Den = Atom ! Env ! }(Env) as it maps acall to its set of answers.The denotational semantics has the following semantic functions:P : Prog ! DenQ : Prog ! Den! DenB : Lit� ! }(V ar)! Den! Env ! }(Env)L : Lit! }(V ar)! Den! Env ! }(Env)A : Atom! }(V ar)! Den! Env ! }(Env)C : Cons! }(V ar)! Den! Env ! }(Env):the following auxiliary functions:lookup : Atom! }(V ar)! Den! Env ! }(Env)wmset : AnnMSet! }(V ar)! Den! Env ! }(Env)watom : AnnAtom! }(V ar)! Den! Env ! }(Env)and the following parametric functions:Awake : Atom! ACons! ACons163



Adelay : Atom! ACons! AConsAcomb : ACons! ACons! AConsArestrict : }(V ars)! ACons! AConsAadd : Cons! ACons! AConsAwoken : AnnMSet! Cons! ACons! AnnMSetAdelayed : AnnMSet! Cons! ACons! AnnMSet:Let defnP (a;W ) denote the set of variants of clauses in a program P such that eachvariant has the atom a as a head and has variables disjoint from the set of variablesW n vars(a). The semantic and auxiliary functions are de�ned by:P [[P ]] a e = A [[a]] vars(e) lfp(Q [[P ]]) eQ [[P ]] d a e = let V = vars(e)inSf(B [[B]] V [ vars(a B) d e) j (a B) 2 defnP (a; V )gB [[nil]]W d e = fegB [[l : B]] W d e = Sf(B [[B]]W d e0) j e0 2 (L [[l]]W d e)gL [[l]] = if l 2 Atom then (A [[l]]) else (C [[l]])A [[a]] W d hAC;D�i = if Awake(a;AC) = ?ACons then fhAC; ha; defi [D�igelse if Adelay(a;AC) = ?ACons then (lookup a W d hAC;D�i)else fhAdelay(a;AC); ha; posi [D�ig[(lookup a W d hAwake(a;AC);D�i)C [[c]] W d hAC;D�i = let AC 0 = Aadd(c; AC) inif AC 0 = ?AEqns then ;; else(wmset Awoken(D�; c; AC) W d hAC 0; Adelayed(D�; c; AC)i)lookup a W d hAC;D�i = let V = vars(a) [ vars(D�) inlet E = d a hArestrict(V;AC);D�i infhAcomb(AC;AC 0);D�0i j hAC 0;D�0i 2 (rename E V W )gwmset ; W d e = fegwmset (a� [D�) W d e = Sf(wmset D� W d e0) j e0 2 (watom a� W d e)gwatom ha; defi W d hAC;D�i = lookup a W d hAC;D�iwatom ha; posi W d hAC;D�i = fhAC;D�ig [ (lookup a W d hAwake(a;AC);D�i)The semantics is generic as it is parametric in ACons the constraint descriptionsand various parametric functions. The semantic functions associated with programsP, queries Q, clause bodies B, and literals L, need little explanation. The only points164



to note is that the variable set W is passed around so as to ensure that there are novariable (re)naming conicts.The function A gives the meaning of an atom for the current denotation. Considerthe call A [[a]] W d hAC;D�i. There are three cases to consider: the �rst is whenthe atom a is delayed for all constraints approximated by AC, the second is when ais not delayed for any constraints approximated by AC, and the third is when a isdelayed for some constraints approximated by AC, but not all. A is de�ned in termsof the parametric functions Awake and Adelay. The call Awake(a;AC) returns adescription of those constraints which are described by AC and for which a will notdelay. Conversely, Adelay(a;AC), returns a description of those constraints which aredescribed by AC and for which a will delay. More exactly, Awake and Adelay shouldsatisfy:fAwake(a;AC)g / fc j AC / c ^ : delay(a; c)gfAdelay(a;AC)g / fc jAC / c ^ delay(a; c)g:Note that Awake(a;AC) = ?ACons impliesAC / c) delay(a; c);and Adelay(a;AC) = ?ACons impliesAC / c) : delay(a; c):The auxiliary function lookup is used to �nd the denotation of an atom which possi-bly does not delay. The call, lookup a W d hAC;D�i, returns the denotation accordingto d of a with environment hAC;D�i. However there are complications because d onlyhandles \canonical calls". Hence lookup must (1) restrict AC to the variables in thecall; (2) rename the variables introduced in the delayed atoms in the answers so thatthey do not interfere with the variables in W ; and (3), combine the constraint descrip-tion with that of the original call so as to undo the result of the restriction. Lookup isde�ned in terms of the parametric functions Acomb and Arestrict. Acomb combinestwo constraint descriptions and should approximate the function add, de�ned byadd(c; c0) = c ^ c0:Arestrict restricts a constraint description to a set of variables and should approximatethe function restrict de�ned byrestrict W � = 9�W �: 165



The de�nition also makes use of the function call rename E V W which returns avariant of the environments E which is disjoint from the variables W but which leavesthe variables in V unchanged. More exactly it returns �(E) where � is a renaming suchthat for all v 2 V , �(v) = v and vars(�(E)) \ (W n V ) = ;.Constraints are handled by the semantic function C. The function call,C [[c]] W d hAC;D�i, �rst adds the constraint c to AC and tests for satis�ability.If this succeeds, it then wakes up the atoms in D�, and processes these. The de�nitionis parametric in the functions Aadd, Awoken and Adelayed. The function Aadd adds aconstraint to an constraint description and must approximate the function add de�nedpreviously. Awoken returns the multi-set of atoms that will be possibly and de�nitelywoken by adding a constraint to an constraint description and Adelayed returns themulti-set of atoms that will possibly and de�nitely remain delayed. Awoken mustapproximate diffwoken and Adelayed must approximate diffdelay where these arede�ned bydiffwoken(D; c; c0) = woken(D n (woken(D; c0)); c ^ c0)diffdelay(D; c; c0) = D n woken(D; c ^ c0):Note that Adelayed may change the annotation of a delayed atom from def to posand that Awoken returns a multi-set of woken atoms which are also annotated.The woken atoms are handled by the auxiliary functions wmset and watom almostexactly as if they were a clause body, the only di�erence is to handle the pos annotatedatoms.The standard denotational semantics, Pstd, is obtained by from the denotationalsemantics by instantiating ACons to the standard constraint descriptions and instan-tiating the parametric functions to the function they are required to approximate, forinstance Aadd and Acomb are both instantiated to add. Using the four propositionsgiven at the start of this section, it is possible to show that the denotational semanticsis correct:Theorem 7.3.5 Let D 2 Atom�, c 2 Cons, a 2 Atom, and P 2 Prog. ThenPstd [[P ]] a hc;D�i = answerP (ha : nil; c;Di)where D� = �AnnMSet(D).Using results from abstract interpretation theory it follows that analyses based onthe semantics are correct:Theorem 7.3.6 Let e 2 Env, a 2 Atom, P 2 Prog. If e / hc;Di,(P [[P ]] a e) / answerP (ha : nil; c;Di):166



Actually the denotational semantics does not exactly give the information a compilerrequires for the generation of e�cient code. This is because we are primarily interestedin removing unnecessary tests for delaying and improving the code for uni�cation.Therefore, we must obtain information about the call patterns. That is, for each atomA appearing in the program we want to know whether the calls to the atom initiallydelay, and when each call to A is eventually reduced, perhaps after being delayed, thevalue of the current equation restricted to the variables in A. It is straightforwardto modify the denotational semantics to collect this information for atoms which arenot delayed. For the case of atoms which are delayed it is more di�cult as althoughtreating the delayed atoms as a multi-set does not a�ect the answers, if more than oneatom is woken it may a�ect the calls made in the evaluation. Since the solutions to betaken signi�cantly depend on the particular implementation considered, we will ignorethis extra complication but note that it has been dealt with in the analyzer used toobtain the results presented in Section 7.6.7.4 ImplementationThe denotational equations given in the previous section can be considered as a def-inition of a class of program analyses. Read naively, the equations specify a highlyredundant way of computing certain mathematical objects. On the other hand, thedenotational de�nitions can be given a \call-by-need" reading which guarantees thatthe same partial result is not repeatedly recomputed and only computed if it is neededfor the �nal result. With such a call-by-need reading the de�nition of P is, modulosyntactic rewriting, a working implementation of a generic data-ow analyzer writtenin a functional programming language.In programming languages which do not support a call-by-need semantics, imple-mentation is somewhat harder. To avoid redundant computations, the result of invokingatom a in the context of environment e should be recorded. Such memoing can be im-plemented using function graphs. The function graph for a function f is the set of pairsf(e 7! f(e)) j e 2 dom(f)g where dom(f) denotes the domain for f . Computation of afunction graph is done in a demand-driven fashion so that we only compute as muchof it as is necessary in order to answer a given query. This corresponds to the \mini-mal function graph" semantics used by Jones and Mycroft [93]. However, matters arecomplicated by the fact that we are performing a �xpoint computation and we mustiteratively compute the result by means of the function's Kleene sequence.This idea leads to a generic algorithm for the memoization based analysis of pro-grams with dynamic scheduling. The algorithm extends memoization based analysis167



for traditional Prolog. The analysis starts from a \call" and incrementally builds amemoization table. This contains tuples of \calls" and their \answers" which are en-countered in derivations from the initial call. Calls are tuples of the form ha;AC;D�iwhere a is an atom, D� is a multi-set of annotated atoms describing the sequence ofdelayed atoms and AC is a constraint description restricted to the variables in a andD�. An answer to a call ha;AC;D�i is of the form hAC 0;D�0i where D�0 is a multi-setof annotated atoms describing the sequence of delayed atoms and AC 0 is a constraintdescription restricted to the variables in a and D�0. Our actual implementation hastwo improvements which reduce the size of the memoization table.The �rst improvement, is when adding an answer to the answers of call, to remove\redundant" answers and merge similar answers together. Answers hAC1;D�1i andhAC2;D�2i are merged into the single answer hAC1 tAC2;D�1i whenever D�2 � D�1.The second improvement is to only consider calls modulo variable renaming. Entriesin the memoization table are \canonical" and really represent equivalence classes of callsand answers.Another possible improvement which has not been implemented yet is based on theobservation that delayed atoms which are independent of the calling atom and the restof delayed atoms, can never be woken when the call is executed. Such atoms need notbe considered in the call as they will occur in each answer. Note that this is related tothe partitioning of the sequence of delayed literals in the concrete operational semanticsgiven in Section 4.5.7.5 TerminationCorrectness of the denotational semantics, Theorem 7.3.6, is not quite enough as itonly guarantees partial correctness of an analysis, and, of course, we would also likethe analysis to terminate. Given that all calls to the parametric functions terminate,the analysis will terminate i� there are a �nite number of calls in the memoizationtable and each call has a �nite number of answers. This is true if the following tworequirements are met. The �rst is that for each �nite set of variables W there areonly a �nite number of descriptions which describe some constraints 9�W c. This isthe usual requirement for the termination of memoization based analysis of standardProlog. The second requirement is that there is a bound on the size of the annotatedmulti-sets in both the calls and the answers. In this section we sketch two modi�cationsto the analysis which ensure that only multi-sets of a bounded size need be considered,albeit at some loss of accuracy. In some sense, this is a form of widening [40], howevercorrectness does not depend on the semantics of the description domain but rather on168



properties of the program semantics.The �rst modi�cation allows us to only consider calls with annotated multi-setsof a bounded size. Correctness depends on the following property of the operationalsemantics:Proposition 7.5.1 Let P 2 Prog and hG; �;Di 2 State. If D = D0 [D00,answerP hG; �;Di = answerP hG :: D0; �;D00i:This means in the analysis that lookup can be modi�ed to (1) remove annotated atomsD� from the multi-set of delayed atoms, if it is too large, (2) proceed as before, andthen (3) process D� using a variant of B which handles annotated atoms.The second modi�cation allows us to only consider answers with annotated multi-sets of a bounded size. Now a delayed atom a can, if it is woken, only add constraintsa�ecting variables in a and variables which are local to its subcomputation. Thus inthe analysis, when we encounter an answer hAC;D�i in which the multi-set D� is toolarge, we can replace it by the answer hAC 0; fh>; posigi where fAC 0g approximatesfc ^ 9�vars(D�) c0 j AC / c ^ c0 2 Consgand h>; posi is a special annotated \atom" which signi�es that there are possibly de-layed atoms of indeterminate name. Note that h>; posi can never be woken.With these two modi�cations the analysis will terminate whenever the usual termi-nation requirements for memoization based analysis of standard Prolog are met.We can also use the idea behind the second modi�cation to analyze modules. Theproblem is that when analyzing a module in isolation from the context in which it willbe used we have no idea of the delayed atoms associated with calls to the module.However, the delayed atoms can only a�ect variables in the initial call. Thus by takingthe downward closure of the initial call, we are assured to obtain correct informationabout the calling patterns regardless of the atoms delayed in the actual call.Another approach to ensure termination would be to approximate the delayed multi-set of atoms by a \star abstraction" [28] in which variants of the same atom are collapsedon to a single \canonical" atom.7.6 Performance ResultsWe conclude with an empirical evaluation of the accuracy and usefulness of an imple-mentation in Prolog of the analyzer presented. Our �rst results show that informationfrom the analysis can be used to eliminate redundant delay declarations, leading toa large performance improvement. The last test illustrates how the analysis can be169



used to guide optimizations which are performed for traditional Prolog. In this case weshow how implicit independent and-parallelism as detected by the analyzer, using theconditions described in Chapter 4, can be used to speed-up the benchmark.The analyzer used in the experiments is the one based on the Sharing+Freenessabstract domain evaluated in Chapter 5, suitably extended for our framework. Thebenchmarks used for the evaluation were: permute, the permute program presented inSection 4.1; qsort, the classical quick sort program using append; app3 which concate-nates three lists by performing two consecutive calls to append; nrev which naivelyreverses a list; and neg, an implementation of safe negation using suspension on thegroundness of the negated goal (a simple test of membership in a list). All bench-marks have been implemented in a reversible way, so that they can be used forwardsand backwards, through the use of suspension declarations. The reasons for selectingbenchmarks only using Herbrand constraints are twofold. Firstly, the only parallel sys-tem available at our site is &-Prolog system [71] introduced in Chapter 5. Althoughthis system is being extended to deal with several kinds of constraint systems, the cur-rent version only deals with Herbrand constraints. Secondly, the analyzer used for theevaluation is not prepared either for dealing with other kind of constraints.In the �rst test, the optimizations to eliminate unnecessary delaying were performedin two steps. The �rst step was to eliminate and/or relax suspension declarations asindicated by the analysis. The second step was to reorder the clause bodies providedthe analysis indicated that it reduced suspension. It is important to note that althoughthe obtained orderings are already implicit in the results of the (�rst) analysis, in orderto eliminate suspension conditions that are redundant after the reordering, a secondpass of the analysis is sometimes needed. The tests where performed with SicstusProlog 2.1, which is an e�cient implementation of Prolog with a rich set of suspensionprimitives.In order to give an idea of the accuracy of the analyzer and to help in understandingthe e�ciency results, we point out that in all cases but for permute the informationprovided by the analyzer was optimal. In the case of permute one condition can be re-laxed beyond those inferred by the analyzer. In particular, for all the examples in their\forward" execution mode the analyzer accurately infers that no goal suspends andtherefore all suspension declarations can be eliminated. With respect to the backwardsexecution, in all cases but neg the suspension conditions are either relaxed or elimi-nated. This does not occur for neg since the analyzer accurately infers that the existinggroundness suspension condition is still needed for correctness. Finally, with respect tothe optimizations where reordering is allowed, all backward executions are reordered insuch a way that no suspension conditions are needed. Thus, we can conclude that the170



Name Query P S SO S/SO R S/Rpermute 8 In 27.2 24.0 1.1 0.7 38.98 2.0 20.6 2.0 10.3 2.0 10.3app3 20000 0.2 4.7 0.2 23.5 0.2 1.51000 In 12.2 1.6 7.6 1.4 8.7qsort 2000 0.8 74.3 0.8 92.9 0.8 92.97 Er 20.8 4.7 4.4 0.7 29.7nrev 300 0.2 21.4 0.2 107.0 0.2 107.0300 In 28.4 3.1 9.2 0.5 56.8neg 400000 2.4 3.5 2.4 1.5 2.4 1.5400000 Er 3.5 3.5 1.0 2.4 1.5Table 7.1: Analysis and optimization with delay\Reversible" quick-sort, 5000 elements TimeStandard Prolog 1.23Suspension declarations, after analysis and reordering 1.23Above program, parallelized, 1 processor 1.30Above program, parallelized, 2 processors 0.81Above program, parallelized, 4 processors 0.53Above program, parallelized, 6 processors 0.46Table 7.2: Analysis and optimization of quick-sortaccuracy results for the analyzer are encouraging.Table 7.1 lists execution times, expressed in seconds, for the original benchmarksand the optimized versions. Each column has the following meaning: Name { programname, Query { number of elements in the list given as query, P { execution time for theprogram written in standard Prolog, i.e. with no suspension declarations, S { executiontime for the program written with suspension declarations, SO { execution time forprogram written with suspension declarations and optimized by removing suspensiondeclarations as dictated by the analysis information, S/SO { ratio between the last twocolumns, R { execution time for the program optimized by reordering the clause bodiesas dictated by the analysis information, and R/S { ratio between R and S columns.In the P column In stands for non-termination, and Er stands for a wrong result or an171



execution error (the fact that these cases appear shows the superiority of the versionof the program with suspension declarations). Two sets of data (corresponding to twolines in the table) are given for each program, the �rst one corresponding to \forwards"execution of the program, the second to the \backwards" execution.Note that in some cases the number of elements given as queries for forward exe-cution are di�erent from those used for the backward execution of the same program.The reason is the amount of time required by each query due to the di�erent behaviorwhen running forwards (one solution) and backwards (multiple solutions).The results are rather appealing as they show that the optimizations based on re-laxing and eliminating suspension declarations using the information provided by theanalyzer allow the use of the more general version of the program written with suspen-sion declarations without a performance penalty when executing the program in themode that runs in Prolog. Furthermore, the analysis and resultant optimization alsoimproves execution speed even if some suspensions still need to be used during execu-tion. The optimizations based on reordering give even more impressive results. This ismainly explained by the fact mentioned above that for all programs the reordering hasachieved the elimination of all suspension declarations.Finally, in the last test, we show how information from the analysis can be used toperform optimizations used in the compilation of traditional Prolog. As an example weconsider automatic parallelization based on the independent and parallelism model forCLP languages with dynamic scheduling developed in Chapter 4. The only programin which this kind of parallelism exists for the given queries is qsort. In this case theparallelism can be automatically exploited using existing tools given the informationobtained from the analysis. This is because the analysis determines that there is nogoal suspension in the reordered program and so the tools and techniques describedin [77, 123] are applicable. These techniques can also be extended to deal with casesin which goals are delayed by extending the notion of dependence, but that is beyondthe scope of this paper. A signi�cant reduction in computation time is obtained fromparallelism at least for the forward query. This is illustrated in Table 7.2, which showsresults from running the forward query with the optimized program under the &-Prologsystem [71] introduced in Chapter 5. Times are in seconds.7.7 Chapter ConclusionsWe have given a framework for global data-ow analysis of logic languages with dy-namic scheduling. The framework extends memoization based analyses for traditionallogic programming languages with a �xed left-to-right scheduling. Information from172



analyses based on the framework can be used to perform optimizations which removethe overhead of dynamic scheduling and also to perform optimizations used in thecompilation of traditional Prolog.
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Chapter 8Conclusions and Future WorkWe have generalized the concept of independence and the a priori conditions devel-oped for LP to the more general context of CLP and dynamically scheduled languages.We argue that this generalization is not only interesting in itself, but also yields newinsights into the nature of independence and its relationships to other concepts. Wehave shown how some such insights can be even projected back into the Herbrandcase. Firstly, we have clari�ed the relationship between search space preservation andthe notion of independence, showing that search space preservation is not only a su�-cient but also a necessary condition for ensuring correctness and e�ciency (measuredin terms of number of transitions) in the and-parallel model. Secondly, we have shownthat search space preservation is not even su�cient to ensure e�ciency when such ef-�ciency is de�ned in terms of total execution cost rather than in terms of number oftransitions. To solve this problem we have introduced the concept of \solver inde-pendence" which characterizes the properties of the constraint solver behavior whenchanging the order in which constraints are added. Finally, we have shown that thenotions of independence are interesting for many optimizations, such as reordering andintelligent backtracking, which are based on modifying the usual sequential executionof a constraint logic program in order to improve its e�ciency.Having de�ned the notions of independence needed and knowing that global data-ow analysis has proven to be a key technology in program parallelization, we havefocused on studying global data-ow analysis for program parallelization and general-izing it to deal with the languages under consideration. We have performed an exhaus-tive evaluation of global data-ow analysis techniques in the automatic parallelizationtask. This study is the most complete to date and the �rst one which analyzes theperformance of global analysis in parallelization in terms of speedups. The resultsobtained from this experimental evaluation show that the e�ectiveness of the paral-lelization signi�cantly depends on the the availability of the information provided by175



global data-ow analysis. This led us to conclude that such analysis should also be use-ful in the context of dynamically scheduled constraint logic languages. Regarding CLPlanguages, we have shown how some of the techniques which have been used with greatsuccess in LP, and for which e�cient �xpoint algorithms have already been developed,can relatively easily be extended to the analysis of CLP programs. In particular, wehave proposed and implemented an extension to CLP of Bruynooghe's analysis and thePLAI framework. Finally, we have also proposed analysis technology for constraint logicprograms with dynamic scheduling by proposing a denotational semantics for them andan abstraction based on this semantics. This approach has been empirically studied byimplementing a complete global analyzer for constraint logic programs with dynamicscheduling, and studying its performance in the optimization of such programs.We believe that the applicability of the techniques and concepts proposed goes wellbeyond what has been discussed explicitly in the preceding chapters. We will devote therest of this concluding chapter to discussing this issue, in the context of and-parallelism(Section 8.1), as well as pointing out other avenues for future work (Section 8.2).8.1 And-parallelism { A Unifying ViewThe concepts and techniques related to independence, parallelism, and analysis devel-oped throughout the thesis were often explained or applied in the context of a particularmodel of and-parallelism: goal-level independent and-parallelism, i.e. and-parallelismin which the tasks to be executed simultaneously are subtrees corresponding to goalsin a resolvent, and the principle being used to decide whether to parallelize those goalsor not is independence.A number of other models of (and-)parallelism have been proposed { most of themwere reviewed in Chapter 1 { which are at �rst sight quite di�erent to the goal-levelindependent and-parallel model. However, we believe these di�erences are smaller thanthey appear at �rst sight and there are clearly identi�able common concepts amongthese approaches. Our objective is to identify these aspects in order to develop amore uniform view for and-parallelism. We believe that this view is instrumental inconceptualizing the wide applicability that we will claim for the techniques developedin the thesis. In the discussion, we follow mainly Hermenegildo [76].We start by observing that traditional proposals for parallel or concurrent models,such as those presented in Chapter 1, are often \bundled packages", in the sense thatthey o�er a combined solution a�ecting a number of issues such as choice of computa-tion rule, concurrency, exploitation of parallelism, etc. This is understandable since apractical model has to o�er solutions for all the problems involved. However, this often176



makes it di�cult to identify and study the fundamental principles involved.First, it is useful to make a strict distinction between parallelism issues andcomputation-rule related issues. To this end, we de�ne parallelism as the simulta-neous execution of a number of independent sequences of computation steps, takenfrom those which would have to be performed in any case as determined by the compu-tation rules. We call each such sequence a thread of execution. Note that as soon asthere is an actual (i.e., run-time) dependency between two sequences, one has to waitfor the other and therefore parallelism does not occur for some time. Thus, executionsequences (such as, for example, a sequence of resolutions) generally contain severalthreads. Exploiting parallelism means taking a �xed-size computation (determined bythe computation rules), splitting the computation into independent threads related bydependencies (building a dependency graph), and assigning these threads to di�erentagents.In order to visualize this distinction, let us consider a typical or-parallel system. Theperformance gain obtained when computing all solutions for a goal with respect to thatobtained by a sequential system has no relation with the computation rule. However,assume that only (any) one solution is needed and the shallower solution appears inbranch di�erent from that explored by the sequential system due to its associatedcomputation rule. Then the or-parallel system may �nd this solution �rst, the possibleperformance gain coming in a fundamental way from a change in the computation rule,rather than from parallel execution itself.A similar phenomenon appears in independent and-parallel systems if they incorpo-rate a certain amount of \intelligent failure", i.e. if whenever a parallel process cannot�nd a solution for a goal, it is capable of killing the other processes running in paral-lel. In such cases computation may be saved due to a smarter computation rule thatis taking advantage of the knowledge of the independence of some goals rather thanhaving really anything to do with the parallelism.Another interesting example to consider is the Andorra-I system, which is basedon the basic Andorra principle, as mentioned in Chapter 1. This principle can be seenas actually comprising two principles. One, related to the computation rule, says thatdeterministic reductions are executed �rst. This is potentially very useful in practicesince it can result in a reduction of the number of resolutions needed to �nd a solution(although it can also lead to more steps or even a non terminating computation withrespect to, for example, a left-to-right execution for a given program). The otherprinciple, related to parallelism, says that deterministic reductions can be executed inparallel. Thus, the \parallelism part" of the basic Andorra principle, once isolated fromthe computation rule part, brings a basic principle to parallelism: that of the general177



convenience of parallel execution of deterministic threads.A fundamental conclusion stemming from the separation provided above is thatparallel execution, as we have de�ned it, can at most provide a linear speedup. Fur-thermore, in the idealized case in which there are no task creation and schedulingoverheads, then speedup is guaranteed if there is any parallelism being exploited.Once the separation of parallelism issues from those that are related to computationrules has been discussed, let us now concentrate on another such \separation": isolatingthe fundamental principles governing parallelism in the di�erent models from the levelof granularity at which they are applied. This means viewing the parallelizing principleinvolved as associated to a generic concept of thread, to be particularized for eachsystem, according to the fundamental unit of parallelism used in such system.As an example, and following these ideas, the fundamental principle of determinismused in the basic Andorra model can be applied to the goal-level independent and-parallel model (e.g. to the &-Prolog system). The basic unit of parallelism consideredwhen parallelizing programs in the classical &-Prolog tools is the subtree correspondingto the complete resolution of a given goal in the resolvent. If the basic Andorra principleis applied at this level of granularity its implications are that deterministic subtrees canand should be executed in parallel (even if they are \dependent" in the classical sense).Moving the notions of determinism in the other direction, i.e. towards a �ner level ofgranularity, one can think of applying the principle at the level of bindings, rather thanclauses, which yields the concept of \binding determinism" of PNU-Prolog [128].In fact, the converse can also be done, and is the basis of our argument regardingthe wide applicability of the results of this thesis: the underlying principles of the goal-level independent model w.r.t. parallelism {basically the notion of independence{ can beapplied at the granularity level of the Andorra model and/or other models without anysigni�cant change and providing either richer models or insight into existing models. Inorder to do this it is quite convenient to look at the basic operations in the light of DavidWarren's extended Andorra model [154].1 The extended Andorra model brings in the�rst place the idea of presenting the execution of logic programs as a series of simple,low level operations on and-or trees. In addition to de�ning a lower level of granularity,the extended Andorra model incorporates some principles which are related in part toparallelism and in part to computation rule related issues such as the incorporation ofthe above mentioned basic Andorra principle and the avoidance of re-computation ofgoals.On the other hand the extended Andorra model also leaves several other issues rel-1This is understandable, given that adding independent and-parallelism to the basic Andorra modelwas one of the objectives in the development of its extended version.178



atively more open. One example is that of when nondeterministic reductions may takeplace in parallel. One answer for this important and relatively open issue was given inthe instantiation of the model in the AKL language [89]. In AKL the concept of \sta-bility" is de�ned as follows: a con�guration (partial resolvent) is said to be stable if itcannot be a�ected by other sibling con�gurations. In that case the operational seman-tics of AKL allow the non-determinate promotion to proceed. Note that the de�nitionis, not surprisingly, equivalent to that of independence, although applied at a di�erentgranularity level to that used in our presentation. Unfortunately stability/independenceis in general an undecidable property. However, applying the work previously devel-oped in the context of independent and-parallelism and that developed in this thesisat this level of granularity provides su�cient conditions for stability/independence inmany cases. The usefulness of this is underlined by the fact that the current version ofAKL incorporates the relatively simple notion of strict independence (i.e. the absenceof variable sharing) as its stability rule for the Herbrand domain. However, the presen-tation above clearly marks the way for incorporating more advanced concepts, such asnon-strict independence and the concepts of independence that we have developed forconstraint domains and in the presence of concurrent goals, as a su�cient condition forthe independence/stability rule. Note that, as we have shown, when adding supportfor constraints to a system the traditional notions of independence are no longer validand both new de�nitions of independence and su�cient conditions for it need to bedeveloped. We believe that the view proposed herein allows the direct application ofour general results concerning independence in constraint systems to several realms,such as the extended Andorra model and AKL.Also, another way of moving the concept of independence to a �ner level of granu-larity is to apply it at the binding level. This yields a rule which states that dependentbindings of variables should wait for their leftmost occurrences to complete (in the sameway as subtrees wait for dependent subtrees to their left to complete in the standardindependent and-parallelism model). Traditional strict independence, when applied atthis level of granularity, is essentially equivalent to the underlying rule of the DDASmodel. Thus, one could easily imagine applying the more advanced independence no-tions for LP and CLP presented in the thesis at the level of bindings, which would yieldnew versions of DDAS which would not require dependent bindings to wait for bindingsto their left which are guaranteed to never occur, or for bindings which are guaranteedto be compatible with them, and which would correctly ensure no-slowdown for CLPprograms.
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8.2 Topics for Future WorkTo conclude, we point out a few avenues for future work. One of the clear topics forthe future is to evaluate the practical usefulness of the techniques developed in termsof actual performance improvement in an actual parallel constraint logic programmingsystem, possibly with dynamic scheduling. This evaluation has not been performedin the thesis since there is no practical system of these characteristics available atthis time. However, we expect such systems to become widely available in the shortterm. In particular, a constraint-based version of the &-Prolog system (called CIAO {Concurrent constraint Independence-based And/Or system [76]), based on a glass boxapproach to both constraints and concurrency [70], is now starting to be operationaland will be a test vehicle for our ideas. The notions presented in this thesis, from theconcepts of independence to the global analysis technology, are being instrumental inthe development of such a system, in which a complete parallelizing compiler for CLPlanguages with dynamic scheduling is being developed.Another issue that must be further studied is the characterization of existing andproposed solvers from the point of view of solver independence. A complementary andinteresting approach taken by Bueno et al [18] making use of the �ne-grained semanticsof Montanari and Rossi [118], would be to have access to the low level transitions per-formed by the constraint solver. Then, the amount of work performed by the constraintsolver in adding a particular constraint to a particular store, would become explicit,and it could be characterized in terms of search space, analogously as for the high leveltransitions. Also, extension of the concept of solver independence in languages withdynamic scheduling needs further study. It should be necessary to characterize theconditions under with the amount work involved in determining if a goal must becomedelayed or must be woken is not signi�cantly a�ected by changing the store.As another suggestion for future work, consider the fact that the proposed a-prioriconditions for independence pay in e�ciency their generality, since they were designedto be applicable to any constraint system. The suggestion is to study several other(more and more specialized) a priori conditions for particular CLP languages and do-mains, and also to evaluate the cost-performance tradeo� involved.Another suggestion is to further improve the global analysis framework for dynami-cally scheduled languages, �nding better conditions for avoiding non termination whichhave advantages either in performance or in reducing the loss of accuracy due to thewidening operation. Also, it would be interesting to evaluate the applicability in prac-tice of the conditions which allow parallelization when there exist delayed literals beforethe execution of the parallel goals.Finally, a topic of much interest is to follow on the ideas of Section 8.1, study-180



ing how the notions developed can be applied at di�erent granularity levels. Notethat, when applied at the ultimately �ne granularity level, the notions of independencedeveloped in the thesis involve ensuring the preservation of the consistency or incon-sistency of constraint application to the store with respect to the sequential model.Parallelization using this notions and at this level of granularity can allow very highlevels of parallelism. This notion is being explored further in [119, 18, 15] where veryrich and powerful parallelization and sequentialization rules are derived from a \trulyconcurrent" semantics for LP, CLP, and CC languages.
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